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NOMENCLATURE 
This table contains the definitions of the symbols used through-
out this work. It does not contain symbols defined and used locally 
within the body of this work. Dimensional variables are primed to 
distinguish them from dimensionless variables. 
Symbol Definition 
A' area, ft.2 
C' heat capacity, BTU/lb.-°F. 
D' tube inner diameter, ft. 
2 




Ek Eckert number, U'2/C'(T' -T'). 
' ' p o w' 
f Fanning f r ic t ion factor of vapor phase. 
f dummy function. 
—,2 ' t 
Fr Froude number, u /g D . 
o 
Fr length Froude number, u' /g'z'. 
g' acceleration due to gravity in the z direction, 
32.17U ft./sec. 
G' average value of mass velocity of vapor, lb./sec.-ft. 
he radial step size, R. ,-R.. 
2 o, h' average heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sec.-ft. - F. 
h' average heat transfer coefficient derived by Nusselt, 
"Vu defined by equation (1-10), BTU/sec.-ft. -^. 
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Symbol Definition 
h' ratio ratio of b/ to h7 
m m ^ 
loc local heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sec.-ft. -°F. 
h' local heat transfer coefficient derived by Nusselt, 
ocNu defined by equation (1-9),. BTU/sec.-ft. -°F. 
h' ratio ratio of h' to h7 
loc loc loc.T 
Nu 
hw radial step size, R.-R. _. 
^ y i l-l 
i unit vector in the z direction. 
j unit vector in the r direction. 
k' thermal conductivity, BTU/sec.-ft.-°F. 
N7 mass flux, lb./sec.-ft. 
N7 mass flux vector, defined by equation (A-80). 
n normal vector, defined by equation (A-79)• 
P dimensionless pressure drop, (p'-p'J/p'u' . 
p' pressure, psia. 
Pr Prandtl number, |j,7C7/k7. 
Q7 heat flow, BTU/sec. 
R dimensionless radius, 2r7/D7. 
AR radial step size, defined locally. 
r radial direction. 
r' radius, ft. 
Ar7 dimensional radial step size, r7 n-r
7. 
q+1 q 
Re Reynolds number, p7D7u7/|j,7. 
2 2 — 
As7 dimensional grid arc size, (Ar + Az ) 2 . 
Sc Schmidt number, |j//p7D7 . 
T dimensionless temperature, (T7-T7)/(T -T ). 
xix 
Symbol Definition 
T" temperature, F. 
AT' T'-T', °F. 
o w 
t tangent vector, defined by equation (A-7^+). 
U dimensionless axial velocity, v'j u'. 
U' velocity vector, defined by equation (A-75)• 
u' average entrance velocity, ft./sec. 
V dimensionless radial velocity, v / u'. 
v' radial velocity, ft./sec. 
v' axial velocity, ft./sec. 
z ' 
W weight fraction. 
x' distance from wall, ft. 
Z dimensionless tube length, 2Z'/D'. 
AZ axial step size, Z. ,-Z .. 
.)f 
Z dimensionless tube length, z /D'Re. 
z axial direction. 
z tube length, ft. 
Az dimensional axial step size, z. n-z.. 
J+l 0 
ZI value of Z used as starting position in computer 
program. 
Greek Symbols 
r' liquid film flow rate per unit width of wall, 
lb./sec.-ft. 
6' liquid film thickness, ft. 
\' latent heat of condensation, BTU/lb. 
\i,' viscosity, lb./sec.-ft. 
Symbol Definition 
o 
p' density, lb./ft. 
T' interfacial shear stress, lb./ft.-sec. 
•* 
T dimensionless interfacial stress, defined by 
equation (A-131). 
$' physical property group, defined, by equation 
(III-1), BTU/sec.-ft.2-°F. 
Subscripts 
a condensable vapor. 
b noncondensable gas. 
bp bubble point of entering vapor. 
c condensable vapor. 
dp dew point of entering vapor. 
g vapor phase value. 
i radial grid coordinate. 
j axial grid coordinate. 
I liquid phase value. 
n normal to the interface. 
n + 1 wall grid coordinate. 
0 entrance value. 
q interface value or interface grid coordinate. 
r radial direction. 
t tangent to the interface. 
w wall value. 
z axial direction. 
1 value at the first axial step. 
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SUMMARY 
Numerical solutions to the laminar boundary layer equations of 
motion, continuity, energy, and diffusion for pure vapor, gas-vapor, 
and binary vapor condensation in the entrance region of vertical tubes 
are presented in this work. Three pure vapors: water, ethanol, and 
trichloroethylene; two gas-vapor mixtures; air-water, and air-ethanol; 
and two binary vapor mixtures: ethanol-water, and benzene-toluene are 
considered. For each system local and average heat transfer coeffi-
cients, pressure drop, average liquid concentrations, liquid film thick-
nesses, interfacial temperatures, and interfacial shear are reported for 
a variety of entrance velocities, tube lengths, tube diameters and tem-
perature drops. In addition, the development of velocity, temperature, 
and concentration profiles in both phases is presented for each system 
as a function of length and radial position. These solutions are com-
pared to experimental data where available and to existing design 
procedures. 
Calculations using the laminar model were made for diameter 
Reynolds numbers of the entering vapor as high as U88,000. No claim 
is advanced that the flow is laminar at such Reynolds numbers, but 
there are reasons to suspect that transition to turbulent flow may 
occur at diameter Reynolds numbers far greater than 2100 and that the 
point of transition in the entrance region of a tube may be more 
dependent on the length Reynolds number than the diameter Reynolds 
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number. The length necessary for the development of turbulence may be 
an appreciable portion of condenser length. The effect of the liquid 
film on the transition of the vapor to turbulent flow is unknown. The 
film may induce turbulence in the vapor phase, but on the other hand, 
condensation may provide a stabilizing suction near the wall, thus 
delaying the formation of turbulence. Numerical solutions at high 
diameter Reynolds numbers provide insight into experimental results and 
agree with experimental data for diameter Reynolds numbers of the enter-
ing vapor below 30,000. More experimental data are necessary to deter-
mine the exact range of applicability of the laminar models. 
The solutions to the equations and related boundary conditions 
were determined numerically by an implicit finite difference "marching" 
procedure with the aid of a high speed digital computer. The finite 
difference grid extended from the center of the tube to the wall and 
covered both phases. The step sizes varied in both the radial and the 
axial directions. At each axial step one of the grid points fell on 
the vapor-liquid interface. The axial step size was adjusted for each 
axial step until the normal heat flux into the liquid at the interface 
was properly balanced by the normal mass flux across the interface. 
Systems of equations similar to those used in this work have been 
shown to be stable and convergent by earlier workers. The results 
showed good agreement with the laminar, no interfacial shear model of 
Nusselt (2) when the interfacial shear was small. The numerical 
solutions also agreed with experimental data for diameter Reynolds 
numbers of the entering vapor less than 30,000. 
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A large number of boundary conditions were used with the equa-
tions. Some of these were continuity of tangential shear, tangential 
velocity, temperature, normal mass flux, and normal component flux 
across the interface. Others were various constant wall temperatures 
and "flat" velocity, temperature and concentration profiles at the 
entrance. Vapor-liquid equilibrium was assumed at the interface. The 
numerical scheme used to solve the equations and boundary conditions 
could be easily adapted to other condensation problems such as the 
condensation of superheated vapor, or the variation of wall temperature 
with length, or the use of parabolic velocity profiles at the entrance. 
In pure vapor condensation the constant property equation of 
motion was applied to both phases separately, the constant property 
continuity equation was applied to both phases separately, and the 
constant property energy equation was applied to the liquid phase. A 
range of entrance velocities, temperature drops, and tube diameters 
was considered for the condensation of ethanol, water, and trichloro-
ethylene vapors. The numerical results were compared to the experi-
mental data of Carpenter and Colburn (l). The few points available at 
low vapor velocities (entering Reynolds numbers less than 30,000) 
appear to agree within 10 percent. At higher Reynolds numbers turbu-
lence apparently exists causing the heat transfer to be much greater 
than that predicted by this study. However, the numerical solutions 
of this study qualitatively predict the dependence of the high velocity 
data on entrance velocity, tube diameter, tube length, temperature drop, 
and physical properties. 
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The numerical results for the average heat transfer coefficient 
for pure vapor condensation were correlated by a least squares 
procedure. For length Froude numbers below 10 the results may be 
adequately described by the Nusselt model, where 
k'3 / /2,/ JL 
/ average Nusselt heat , / I *> ' V* 
m ~~ transfer coefficient =: ^ 5 \\i,'z'LTJ / 
and 
-,2 
FrT = length Froude number = —,—r L ^ g z 
For length Froude numbers between 10 and 1000 the average heat transfer 
coefficient h' is given by 
£ - = 0.7U7 (FrL)
0-130 
-Hu 
This equation represented the numerical results with an average error 
of •+ 3*8 percent. For length Froude numbers above 1000 the average 
heat transfer coefficient is given by 
J S - - 0.188 (FrL)°-
335 
"KU 
with an average error of + 7*2 percent. These correlations are felt 
to be good for a wide range of substances because of the use of the 
Nusselt model in the equations. 
In the design of pure vapor condensers the method of Rohsenow, 
Webber, and Ling (5) appears to be good for both high and low vapor 
velocities. 
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In the gas-vapor condensation, density was allowed to vary with 
concentration. The equation of motion was applied to both phases 
separately, the energy equation was applied to both phases separately, 
the variable density equation of continuity was applied to the gas-
vapor phase, and the constant density equation of continuity was applied 
to the liquid phase. The constant property diffusion equation was 
applied to the gas-vapor phase. Neglecting the variable density terms 
in the diffusion equation caused the overall mass balance to vary with 
length. Only those solutions were considered valid where the mass 
balance varied less than three percent. This compares favorably with 
an accuracy of five percent reported in the only other theoretical 
study of laminar gas-vapor condensation in a tube, which was done by 
Baasel and Smith (25). 
A range of entrance velocities, wall temperatures, tube dia-
meters and concentrations were considered for the condensation of water 
vapor from air-water vapor mixtures and ethanol vapor from air-ethanol 
vapor mixtures. The entrance composition ranged from 0.1 to 5 weight 
percent air. The concentration of air was higher at the interface 
than at the centerline. The presence of air at the interface caused 
the interface temperature to be lower than the entrance temperature 
because of the lower partial pressure of condensable vapor at the 
interface. The interface temperature varied with length as the con-
centration profile developed. This caused a significant decrease in 
heat transfer. While no data could be found in the entrance region of 
vertical tubes for the concentration range studied, the numerical 
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results qualitatively agreed with the experimental results of Othmer 
(20) on the dependence of heat transfer on air concentration. In 
addition, the numerical solutions approached those of pure vapor con-
densation as the air concentration "became small. 
The available methods of design for gas-vapor condensers do 
not include the effect of interfacial shear, which can be quite 
important for low noncondensable concentrations. The design method 
of Colburn and Hougen (21) for gas-vapor condensers predicts areas 
which are substantially smaller than the results of this study for 
the entering Reynolds numbers considered. Experimental studies should 
be undertaken to determine the range of applicability of these methods 
and a new design procedure, which includes the effect of entrance 
region interfacial shear, should be developed. 
In binary vapor condensation the vapor density was allowed to 
vary with concentration. The equation of motion was applied to both 
phases separately, the equation of energy was applied to both phases 
separately, the variable density continuity equation was applied to 
the vapor phase, the constant density continuity equation was applied 
to the liquid phase, and the constant property diffusion equation was 
applied to both phases separately. Neglecting the variable density 
terms in the diffusion equation caused the overall mass balance to 
vary a maximum of five percent while the component balances varied a 
maximum of ten percent. Most runs were well below these maximums. 
A number of entrance velocities, wall temperatures, tube dia-
meters, and concentrations were considered for the condensation of 
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ethanol-water and benzene-toluene mixtures. Ethanol and water form a 
minimum boiling azeotrope while benzene and toluene form an almost 
ideal mixture. Vapor-liquid equilibrium was assumed at the interface. 
The interface temperature ranged between the bubble point and the dew 
point of the entering mixture and decreased with increasing tube length. 
The average concentrations in both phases varied widely with length. 
Diffusional resistances in the liquid were quite small. 
There are apparently no data on binary condensation in the 
entrance region of a vertical pipe to compare with. Available data 
for other geometries indicate that the heat transfer coefficients for 
mixtures fall between results for the pure vapors. This behavior was 
also observed in the numerical solutions of this study. The results 
of this study indicate that the relative position of the heat transfer 
coefficient between the pure vapors as a function of concentration is 
expressed by the Nusselt equation given above when the proper mixture 
properties are used. 
The available methods of design for binary vapor mixtures do 
not include the effect of shear, which can be quite important. The 
design method of Kern (29) for binary vapor condensers predicts areas 
which are smaller than the results of this study for the entering Rey-
nolds numbers considered. Experimental studies should be undertaken 
to determine the range of applicability of these methods and a new 
design procedure, which includes the effect of entrance region shear, 




Experimental studies (l) of condensation of a pure vapor in the 
entrance region of a vertical tube indicate that heat transfer can be 
much greater than predicted by the Nusselt model (2). Some investiga-
tors (3,h,5) have tried to explain these results by including the 
effect of shear at the vapor-liquid interface by evaluating shear from 
fully developed, one or two phase turbulent flow expressions and 
neglecting the fact that shear is much higher in the entrance region 
than in fully developed flow. Some of these investigators allowed 
shear to vary with length or used an average value of shear for the 
entire tube. There are apparently no solutions for gas-vapor or binary 
vapor condensation which include the effect of interfacial shear and 
developing profiles in the entrance region of vertical tubes. 
This study was undertaken to provide solutions for the condensa-
tion of pure vapors, gas-vapor mixtures, and binary vapor mixtures in 
the entrance region of vertical tubes. These solutions consider how 
the velocity, temperature, concentration, and shear profiles develop 
in both phases. The laminar equations of continuity, motion, energy, 
and diffusion were used in the mathematical model, but calculations were 
made for diameter Reynolds numbers of the entering vapor as high as 
-̂88,000. It is not postulated that the flow is laminar at such diameter 
2 
Reynolds numbers, but the transition to turbulent flow may occur at dia-
meter Reynolds numbers far greater than 2100. In addition, the point 
of transition in the entrance region of a tube may not be dependent on 
the diameter Reynolds number alone. Shapiro (6) has likened the flow 
near the entrance of a tube to that over a flat plate, where transition 
occurs at a length Reynolds number of about 5 x 10 . During condensa-
tion, as tube length increases, the length Reynolds number of the vapor 
increases, reaches a maximum and then decreases. The diameter Reynolds 
number of the vapor decreases with increasing length. The length neces-
sary for the development of turbulence may be an appreciable portion of 
the entrance length. The liquid film on the wall may possibly induce 
turbulence in the vapor, or condensation may possibly delay the forma-
tion of turbulence by providing a stabilizing suction near the wall. 
Numerical solutions at high diameter Reynolds numbers provide insight 
into experimental results and agree with experimental data for diameter 
Reynolds numbers of the entering vapor less than 30,000. More experi-
mental data are necessary to determine the exact range of applicability 
of the laminar models. 
The following literature survey will review the work of other 
investigators on liquid film behavior and condensation. A similar 
review was given by Cronauer (7). 
Liquid Film 
In film condensation the behavior of the liquid film is very 
important in determining heat transfer. Less heat transfer occurs 
through laminar films than through turbulent films of the same thick-
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ness. There is some question, however, as to where the transition from 
laminar to turbulent film flow occurs. A number of investigators have 
considered the problem. 
A simple laminar flow model of liquid flowing down a vertical 
wall with no shear at the vapor-liquid interface and no end or side 
effects (8) predicts that the velocity at the interface should be one 
and one half times the average velocity. Friedman and Miller (9) have 
shown that the surface velocity is considerably greater than this for 
film Reynolds numbers greater than 25. For Reynolds numbers greater 
than 25 they found that ripples were present in the film. By means of 
dye injection they discovered turbulence at the free interface down to 
a film Reynolds number of 200. 
Measurements made by Stirba and Hurt (10) on mass transfer into 
liquid films from both the gas and the solid sides strongly indicate 
that the liquid film was not in laminar flow even for Reynolds numbers 
as low as 300. 
Ripples can be eliminated by wetting agents and the film can 
remain apparently laminar up to a Reynolds number of approximately 
3000. In such cases Emmert and Pigford (ll) have found that mass trans-
fer rates then check laminar theory. 
It has been postulated by Carpenter and Colburn (l) that the 
condensate layer becomes turbulent at a much lower value of film Rey-
nolds number if there is significant vapor velocity at the interface. 
They state, "... the hydrodynamics of a free flowing layer and one with 
a large frictional force are quite different." This vapor induced tur-
h 
"bulence was postulated for film Reynolds numbers as low as 2^0. They 
used this reasoning in trying to explain heat transfer data for high 
vapor velocity condensation. 
Cooper, Drew, and McAdams (12) observed that liquid film holdup 
checks with the simple laminar model up to a Reynolds number of 1800 to 
2000. This is the film Reynolds number normally considered as the onset 
of turbulence in the liquid. Average film thickness checks with theory 
also although at any one instant the thickness may deviate because of 
ripples on the surface. 
In the absence of high vapor shear the Nusselt model of conden-
sation (2) which includes simple laminar liquid flow provides accurate 
prediction of heat transfer results for film Reynolds numbers less than 
2100. In practical application of the theory the predicted results are 
multiplied by a small correction factor to include the effect of rip-
pling. Such a procedure is advocated by McCabe and Smith (13). 
Pure Vapor Condensation 
The classical approach to the condensation of pure vapor on a 
vertical wall was given by Nusselt (2) in 1916. He assumed: 
1) Steady-state, laminar, non rippling 
liquid film. 
2) Resistance to heat transfer exists 
in the liquid film only. 
3) Heat is transferred by conduction in 
the x direction only. 
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Vapor 
k) The interface and wall temperatures 
are constant and the temperature 
varies linearly between them. 
5) Only latent heat is transferred. 
Sensible heat transfer is neglected. 
6) Constant physical properties. 
7) The acceleration of fluid elements 
in the film may be neglected in 
comparison with gravitational and 
viscous forces. 
The equation of motion is 
d v 
M-
1 A >2 
dx 
Z / / 
= - P 'If (1-1) 
where primes denote dimensional variables and the subscript "I" denotes 
a liquid value. This may be integrated twice and the boundary conditions 
of no shear at the interface and no velocity at the wall may be used to 
solve for the constants of integration. The result is 
p's' 
v z V-, L •? J (1-2) 
The average velocity of the liquid film is 
-' P JB ' *'2 
< y- >=fr,J V' to' --4-V 








$0 g A'3 
X̂ z M^ 3 ' 
/2 / 
P. g P 
dr'.= - A — 6/d d.5' (1-5) 
The energy "balance in the film is 
* • -it ' Am/ , / , / , „ / x 
^AT' , X'p^gVV 
- -4T~ dz' = h' AT' dz' = X'dr' = — 
A 0 lOC Jj, 
dz' = -^T-- ^    £ , (1-6) 




J 77Tr7d z '=J 6'3d6' d-7) 
o X p^ g o 
or 
' ! ' A m ' ' 1 VikAT'z ' 
6 = ( ^ 2 , ) d-8) 
The local heat transfer coefficient is given by 
•, ' T ' 3 ' ' 2-v / 1 
hloc = -T = U^z'AT' J (I"9) 
The average heat transfer coefficient is given by 
,/3 / nt2., / 
h' = 4 f h/ dz' = 0.91*3 ( *, , Ai f (1-10) 
•v Z i loc v v AT y 
This may be rearranged to give 
/ M>1 Nl/3 /k r 'V
1 / 3 
1 
z 
^ P^ g X 
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Other investigators have added refinements to the Nusselt theory 
over the years. Rons enow (l'U) considered the nonlinear temperature 
distribution and the cooling of the liquid film, but neglected the 
acceleration terms and interfacial shear. Sparrow and Gregg (15) ex-
tended the analysis to include the acceleration terms by using boundary 
layer theory. Koh, Sparrow, and Hartnett (l6) extended this analysis 
to include the interfacial vapor drag of a stagnant vapor phase. These 
added refinements are usually important only under extreme conditions, 
such as large values of C' AT /X' or physical properties in the range 
P4 
of liquid metals. 
For condensation inside vertical tubes the high interfacial 
shear can be quite important, causing the liquid film thickness to 
deviate considerably from that predicted by the Nusselt model. 
The. condensation of high velocity pure vapors in a vertical tube 
was investigated experimentally by Carpenter and Colburn (l). The 
vapor entered a small chamber above the condenser and flowed downward 
with velocities varying up to almost 600 feet per second. No attempt 
was made to insure a "flat" entrance profile. The resulting heat 
transfer was much greater than predicted by equation (i-ll) of the 
Nusselt model. They presented a correlation of their results and 
postulated that the high vapor shear causes the liquid film to become 
turbulent at film Reynolds numbers as low as 2^0. 
Several investigators have theoretically attacked condensation 
in vertical tubes with downward vapor flow. Jakob (3) reported on the 
earlier attempts by Nusselt (l) to include vapor shear at the inter-
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face. He did not allow the vapor velocity to vary with tube length, 
and evaluated the interfacial shear by using a fully developed, one 
phase, turbulent'flow, friction factor expression. Hartmann (k) per-
formed a similar analysis, but allowed the vapor velocity and shear 
to vary with tube length. Eet also used a fully developed, one phase, 
turbulent flow, friction factor expression to evaluate shear. He 
presented his heat transfer results graphically and with a correlating 
equation. He also presented an equation which correlates the results 
reported by Jakob. 
Rohsenow, Webber, and Ling (5) considered the interfacial shear 
to have a constant value over the length of the condenser. They 
allowed the liquid film to change from laminar flow to turbulent flow 
as postulated by Carpenter and Colburn. This transition is a function 
of the interfacial shear and fluid properties. They presented their 
results in graphical form. To use their results an average value of 
shear is estimated from fully developed, one phase, turbulent flow 
friction factor expressions or from experimental cocurrent gas-liquid 
flow data. 
Gas-Vapor Condensation 
There appear to be no data available on the condensation of a 
vapor and noncondensable gas mixture in the entrance of a tube. Some 
data are reported (17,18,19) for gas-vapor mixtures in tubes, but the 
noncondensable concentration was much larger than covered in this 
study and a long calming section was used before the condenser. Such 
data and the data of Othmer (20) for the condensation of steam from , 
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steam-air mixtures on a horizontal cylinder indicate that heat transfer 
decreases markedly as the amount of noncondensable increases. 
The classical approach to the design of condensers for turbu-
lent gas-vapor mixtures was given by Colburn and Hougen (21). They 
postulated that the major resistance to heat transfer is diffusion of 
the condensable component to the interface and not the liquid layer as 
in pure vapor condensation. The presence of noncondensable gas at the 
interface reduces the partial pressure of the condensable component 
thus reducing the interface temperature. Colburn and Hougen recommend 
using a point to point method for calculating the necessary heat trans-
i 
fer area. A condensing curve is constructed and from this curve the 
amount condensed and the heat transferred in each section may be 
calculated. With an equation summing up the resistances to condensa-
tion over a section, the heat transfer coefficient and the interface 
temperature in that section may be calculated. From these the area of 
that section is calculated. The Colburn and Hougen method does not 
include the effects of interfacial shear on the liquid phase. It 
applies to situations where the vapor phase is controlling. In these 
situations the effect of interfacial shear is relatively unimportant. 
Smith (22) extended the Colburn and Hougen method to include 
cooling of the condensate layer. This can become important for 
organic vapors where the latent heat of vaporization is small. For 
organic vapors the Colburn and Hougen method estimates areas which are 
slightly too large. 
Other stepwise methods have been proposed which offer slight 
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improvement over the Colburn and Hoiigen method. Mizushina, Nakajima, 
and Oshima (17) compare their graphical step by step method and the 
methods of Hulden (23) and Colbiirn and Hougen with experimental mea-
surements. For a water-air run with an entering Reynolds number of 
about 21,000 the method of Mizushina, et al., estimates an area 3.1 
percent too large. Colburn and Hougen's method estimates an area 
k.6 percent too large while Hulden's method estimates an area 1.5 
percent too small. For a benzene-air mixture the three methods esti-
mate areas 3.9 percent too large, 10.8 percent too large, and 3.1 per-
cent too small, respectively. These methods appear to work fairly 
well for large concentrations of noncondensable gas where the liquid 
film is not controlling. 
Sparrow and Lin (24) and Baasel and Smith (25) have provided 
mathematical solutions for the condensation of gas-vapor mixtures where 
the flow was laminar. Sparrow and Lin investigated condensation on a 
vertical wall immersed in a large body of gas-vapor mixture. Concentra 
tions of up to five weight percent noncondensable were investigated. 
They did not include interfacial shear effects or allow the interfacial 
concentration to change with length. The results are presented graphi-
cally. Baasel and Smith investigated condensation inside vertical 
tubes. They assumed parabolic entrance flow and did not consider the 
flow of liquid in their model. Only the equations of diffusion and 
continuity in the gas-vapor phase were considered. They did not allow 
interfacial concentration to vary with length, and considered vapor 
Reynolds numbers less than 2100. One must know the concentration of 
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noncondensable at the interface to use the results of their work. 
Binary Vapor Condensation 
In considering binary vapor condensation, Colburn and Drew (26) 
postulated equilibrium at the vapor-liquid interface and assumed there 
was resistance to condensation in both phases. They showed that the 
interface temperature varied between the dew point and the bubble 
point of the vapor depending on the various resistances. Their approach 
is useful in understanding the mechanism of binary condensation, but 
actually only predicts the composition: of the first drop of condensate 
at the entrance of a condenser. 
For making calculations on the total condensation of binary mix-
tures in a vertical tube where the coolant inlet temperature is below 
the boiling point of the most volatile components Colburn (27) suggests 
using the bubble point temperature of the entering vapor as the inter-
face temperature at the top of the condenser and the boiling point of 
the most volatile component (or azeotrope, if formed) at the bottom of 
the condenser. This approach is unrealistic when the component balance 
down the tube is considered. 
van Es and Heertjes (28) tried to extend the Colburn and Drew 
theory to practical calculations for a condenser of finite length. 
Their relations are restricted to cases where the compositions of the 
liquid and the vapor do not change with length. This method cannot 
apply to complete or nearly complete condensation. 
Kern (29) recommends using differential condensation to make n 
practical condenser calculations. This approach neglects the presence 
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of a vapor film and the effects of interfacial shear on the liquid 
layer. The heat transfer coefficient is calculated by the substitu-
tion of liquid mixture properties into the Nusselt equation, equation 
(1-10)..... 
McAdams (30) recommends using the bubble point temperature of 
the entering vapor as the interface temperature for the entire length 
of condenser. 
Haselden and Piatt (3l) have reviewed the existing methods of 
calculating heat transfer for condensing binary vapors. They find that 
at large temperature differences, T' -T > 50 F, the predictions of 
McAdams, Colburn, and Kern agree. At lower temperature differences 
they feel that Kern's method is fictitious and that the predictions of 
McAdams and Colburn are "too conservative for a well designed conden-
ser." The Colburn method is more conservative than the McAdams method. 
They state that there is no satisfactory design method for low tem-
perature drops. 
A number of investigators have made experimental studies of 
binary vapor condensation to test the Colburn and Drew theory. None 
of these studies were made in the entrance region of a vertical tube. 
However, these studies are valuable in determining the interfacial 
temperature and concentration dependence of heat transfer coefficients. 
Wallace and Davison (32) investigated the condensation of 
ethanol-water mixtures on a horizontal cylinder. Total condensation 
was achieved in most cases. This provided limited verification of 
the Colburn and Drew theory. They reported "extreme difficulty" in 
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maintaining constant inlet composition as the molal percent of water 
in the vapor increased to about 50. The composition of the vapor was 
allowed to vary of its own accord or by dilution. 
Pressburg and Todd (33) investigated the condensation of five 
ideal and nonideal pairs of vapors, which gave miseible condensates. 
The vapors condensed on a horizontal cylinder. Almost total condensa-
tion was achieved. Their data indicated that the bubble point of the 
condensate (the same as the entering vapor) was the proper choice for 
the interface temperature and that heat transfer coefficients when 
calculated on this basis fell between the results of the pure vapors 
and showed an approximately linear dependence on molar concentration. 
Mirkovich and Missen (3*0 performed experiments similar to those 
of Pressburg and Todd. They investigated binary systems which gave 
both filmwise and nonfilmwise condensation. The nonfilmwise conden-
sation (streaks) occurred for low temperature drops and certain compo-
sitions of two of the four solutions investigated. The nonfilmwise 
condensation caused heat transfer coefficients to be higher than for, 
filmwise condensation. They did not observe linear dependence of heat 
transfer coefficients with composition, but did conclude that the 
interface temperature is the bubble point of the entering vapor. 
Finally, Cronauer (7) investigated the condensation of three 
systems of binary vapors. Vapor was condensed on the inside of a 
vertical tube, but reflux was provided at the top of the tube to pro-
vide a wide variation of film Reynolds numbers. There was a calming 
tube for vapor located above the place of reflux addition and a 
Ik 
cooled calming section below the place where reflux was added. Below 
this calming section were several two inch test sections. No data on 
vapor flow rates were given but the vapor rate was usually adjusted 
until all condensed irf the apparatus. The data from this experiment 
are not felt to be applicable to binary condensation in the entrance 
region of a tube. 'The addition of reflux and the calming section pre-
vented the determination of the true effects of fractionation, length, 
varying vapor friction, etc. However, Cronauer did observe approxi-
mately linear dependence of heat transfer coefficients on composition 
for two of the systems but not for the third. 
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CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS 
Three cases of condensation in the entrance length of a vertical 
i 
tube will be considered: pure vapor, vapor and noncondensable gas; and 
binary vapors. A diagram of the physical problem is shown in Fig. 1, 
and all terms and symbols used in this work are defined in the Nomen-
clature o The vapor phase is assumed to have uniform velocity, tempera-
ture, and concentration profiles at the entrance of the tube. Vapor 
condenses in a film on the cold inside tube wall, and both phases 
flow downward under the influence of pressure, gravity, and shear 
forces. 
These problems may be described mathematically. The general, 
laminar equations of motion, continuity, energy, and diffusion are 
given by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (8). The following assumptions 
will be made for each of the three cases of condensation under con-
sideration: 
1. Laminar flow exists in both the gas and the liquid phases. 
2. The equation of motion in the radial direction may be 
neglected. 
3. No angular velocity or angular dependence of any value exist. 
k. Steady-state exists. 
5* Momentum transfer by viscous action in the axial direc-
tion is negligible. 
6. Heat conduction in the axial direction is negligible. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of the Mathematical Model 
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7. Diffusion of mass in the axial direction is negligible. 
8. Velocity, concentration, and temperature profiles are 
uniform at the tube entrance. 
Assumptions 25 5? 6 and 7 may toe justified by an order analysis similar 
to that performed by Lee (35)• In applying Lee's analysis to the pro-
blem of condensation in the entrance length of a tube, it is assumed' 
that the radial velocity is still an order of magnitude smaller than 
the axial velocity. 
Assumption 1 might preclude the application of these equations 
to many cases of practical interest where vapor velocities are more 
than likely in the turbulent region. However, calculations using the 
laminar model were made for Reynolds numbers of the entering vapor as 
high as 488,000„ No claim is advanced that the flow is laminar at such 
Reynolds numbers, but the calculations were made nevertheless for the 
following reasons; 1. There are reasons to suspect that transition 
to turbulent flow may occur at diameter Reynolds numbers far greater 
than 2100 and that the point of transition in the entrance region of 
a tube may not be dependent on the diameter Reynolds number alone. 
Shapiro (6) states that one phase flow "near the inlet of a tube, 
where the boundary-layer thickness is small compared with the pipe 
i 
radius, is more like the flow over a flat plate than like the flow in 
a pipe." Iflthe fluid enters the tube with little turbulence "the 
boundary layer may be expected to remain laminar, irrespective of the 
value of [symbol omitted] diameter Reynolds number; up to values of 
[symbol omitted]I length Reynolds number of about 10 , the latter 
representing the Reynolds number of transition for a flat plate." 
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During condensation, as tube length increases, the length Reynolds 
number' of the vapor increases, passes through a maximum and decreases 
as total condensation is reached. The diameter Reynolds number of the 
vapor decreases with increasing length. The length necessary for the 
development of turbulence may be an appreciable portion of the con-
denser length. In addition, it is not known what effect the conden-
sate film has on transition. The presence of such a film on the wall 
may serve to induce turbulence in the vapor or condensation may pro-
vide a stabilizing suction near the wall. 2. According to Carpenter 
and Colbuim's hypothesis, the liquid film does not have vapor induced 
turbulence until it reaches a film Reynolds number of about 2^0. At 
the1 temperature drops investigated in this work a number of feet of 
tube length is sometimes necessary before the liquid film reaches this 
flow rate. Therefore, the liquid film, which is a major resistance to 
heat transfer, may be laminar for a good portion of the entrance length, 
3. Numerical solutions at these high vapor velocities utilizing assump-
tion 1 do provide insight into the experimental results of Carpenter 
and Colburn (l) for pure vapors, k. These solutions will provide 
iniportant limiting cases and determine which variables are of impor-
tance in correlating experimental data. Calculations using the laminar 
model could be used with future experimental data to determine where 
transition occurs. 
The equations and boundary conditions for the condensation of a 
binary vapor are given below. These equations and the boundary con-
ditions will be represented by finite difference approximations and 
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implicit finite difference "marching" procedures will be used to solve 
them. A description of these approximations and procedures is given 
in Appendix A. Brief outlines of the computer programs are given in 
Appendix B, and the complete computer programs are given in Appendix C. 
Condensation of a Pure Vapor 
The condensation of a pure vapor may be described by the axial 
component of the constant property equation of motion applied to both 
phases separately, the constant density continuity equation applied to 
both phases separately and the constant property equation of energy 
applied to the liquid phase. These equations are: the axial component 
of the equation of motion, 
dv' dv' , , ,B v' -, dv\ 
v' - 4 + v' ̂ 4 = - 4 |Er + K (—§ + ±r ^4) + g' (II-1) 
z dz r Br p Sz p V /2 r Br / to v ' 
the equation of continuity, 
d(r'v') d(r'v') 
r-7- + .. , = 0 (H-2) 
dz dr v ' 
and the equat ion of energy 
/ 3T' , a T ' _ k ' d V k ' ST' M/ , ^
V Z A 2 , . 
o x r ; p dr p. p 
The order analysis performed by Lee (35) indicates that all viscous 
dissipation terms and expansion effect terms are small compared to 
other terms in the equation of energy. However the largest of the 
viscous dissipation term has been retained in the energy equation 
above. The physical properties in these equations are evaluated accord-
ing to the phase the equation is describing. 
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These equations may be put into dimensionless form for convenience 
The equation of motion becomes 
i 
IT3U ̂  ,.3U 9P 2 /d
2U _,_ 1 3U\ 1 ,TT ., 
"Sz + V9R = - SZ + Ri \—£ + R SRV + 2F? (lI'4) 
oR 
The equation of continuity becomes 
*m + mi = 0 (n-5) 
Finally, the equation of energy becomes 
Ti^ , VST 2 1 _9T _ £ _ d^T _ 2 _ /'dUX
2 , ,. 
^ Z BR R RePr dR RePr _ ? ReEk VSR/ U J 
O-K 
The dimensionless variables are defined as: 
/ / 
7 - 2 Z "R - 2 r TT - Z V - r 
Z " Y ' R - ^ r ' u " ~ ' v ~ ~ 
u u 
/,./— / p. C —/2 p -p 
R e = J L ^ A - 5 Pr= _ £ , ? r = * , P = — % .1 
T - T - , 2 
m _ W Tpv _ ^ 
~ " I P T ' 5 ~~ c ' (T -T7 ' ) ' 
o w p o w 
The primes indicate dimensional quantities, the subscript "w" indicates 
wall conditions, the subscript "o" indicates entrance conditions, "g" 
the gas phase, and Mu''lr is the average entrance velocity. 
In the vapor phase »the equation of motion is equation (il-lf). 




The "boundary conditions are 
(A) At Z = 0 and all R, 
(B) At R = 1 and all Z, 
(0) At the gas-liquid interface for all Z, 
P = V = 0 
T = U = 1 
T = U = V = 0 
U 
g t 
T ' = 
s t 
i 
( N ' ) 
g n n 
g n Z dn' i 
T = T, = 1 
g I 
•NTT 
(D) At R = 0 and all Z, V = ^— = 0 
1 
(E) At all Z, j = p' U R dR is a 
0 constant, 
The subscript "g" stands for "gas"; the subscript "X" indicates 
"liquid"; the subscript "t" stands for "tangetial to the interface"; 
the subscript "n" means "normal to the interface", "T'" stands for 
shear stress and "N'" for mass flux. The velocity and shear conditions 
at the interface have been reduced to 
U •' = U, and t' = T ' 
g * g & 
&z z z z 
where "z" stands for the axial direction. These assumptions are 
discussed further in Appendix A. 
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Condensation of a Vapor from a Noncondensable Gas-Vapor Mixture 
The condensation of a vapor from a vapor and noncondensable gas 
mixture may be described by the axial component" of the equation of 
motion applied to both phases separately, the constant density equation 
of continuity applied to the liquid phase, the variable density equa-
tion of continuity applied to the vapor phase, the constant property 
equation of energy applied to both phases separately, and the constant 
property diffusion equation applied to the vapor phase. All proper-
ties in these equations are evaluated according to the phase the equa-
tions are describing. 
The equation of motion for constant viscosity and constant^den-
sity has been given in equation (il-l). The equation of motion for 
constant viscosity and variable density would be. the same equation 
with the addition of 
2 / d /l d / / / \ Z\ 
- •=• \L rr—r {—r -^—r (r V ) + -^—r) 
3 dz r dr r' dz ' 
to the right hand side of the equation. These terms may be neglected 
compared to the others in the equation. Equation (il-l) is used as the 
equation of motion for both phases. The density is allowed to vary in 
the gas as a function of composition and is assumed constant in the 
liquid. 
The variable density equation of continuity, applicable in the 
gas is 
A (p'r V } + * (p'rV) = 0 (II-8) 
dr r ry dz r zy v ' 
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Equation (II-2), the constant density equation of continuity, is used 
for the liquid phase. 
The equation of energy for both phases is given by equation 
(II-6). Using this equation assumes that the energy carried by inter-
diffusion of species is small compared to the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion, 
The constant property equation of diffusion is 
aw aw a ^ , aw 
i a / a -r^> / a 1 a\ < /__ „> 
V -̂ —r + V -^—r = D , ( ^ + —T ^—r) (II-9) 
z dz r Sr ab \ /2 r dr ' \ s/ 
dr 
where W is mass fraction of component a. 
The variable density diffusion equation would include 
-i [&m * £»xŝ )] 
on the right hand side of the above equation. These ••terms were neglected 
jt. 
by Sparrow and Lin (2U) and Sparrow and Eckert (36) for vertical wall 
condensation, and by Baasel and Smith (25) for condensation in a verti-
cal tube. Sparrow ,and Eckert did not allow density to vary in their 
other equations. They reported poor agreement with experimental data 
and attributed this difference to free convection which was present in 
the experiment. Sparrow and Lin showed that by allowing density to 
vary as a function of concentration in other equations quite satisfac-
tory agreement was achieved with experimental data. 
These equations may be made dimensionless using the definitions 
of the dimensionless variables as given in equation (II-7). 
The equation of motion is given by equation (il-lj-). Using 
2k 
variable density necessitates the use of radial and axial pressure 
correction terms similar to the one mentioned in the previous section. 
The^e two correction terms are included in the finite difference repre-
sentation of the equation of motion given in Appendix A. 
The equation of '"continuity for the liquid is given by equation 
(II-5). For the gas the equation of continuity becomes 
9(p'HU) 3 (p'RV) 
9z +m =° (II-10> 
'with dimensional density retained for convenience in computation. 
The equation of energy is given by equation (II-6). 
The equation of diffusion, equation (II-9)? becomes 
3§r'" dW d2W dW 
P*r + V = sIte<T^ + sair> (II-X1) 
oK 
where Sc = (JI'/P'D', • 
The boundary conditions for this problem are 
(A) At Z = 0 and all R, P = V = 0 
T = U = 1 
• W = W 
a a 
o • 
wb = \ 
o „ 
(B) At R = 1 and all Z, T = U = V = 0 
(C) At the gas-liquid interface for, all Z, U = U. 
gt h 
i i m > 
gt \ 
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(Na ) = ( ^ )_ 
a g n aX n 
g n 9n I 3n g 
w = ( N ; ) _ = o 
I g n 
(D) At R = 0 and a l l Z, V = ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ = Q 
1 
(Ê i At a l l Z, J p ' U R d R i s a cons tan t 
o 
1 
J <>;« R dR is a constant. 
In addition, vapor-liquid equilibrium exists at the interface. 
"b" refers to the noncondensable gas. As before, the interfacial shear 
and velocity conditions have been changed to 
U = U„ and T' = T' 
g * g * 
&z z &z z 
The assumptions are discussed further in Appendix A. 
Condensation of a Binary Vapor Mixture 
The condensation of a binary vapor mixture may be described by 
the axial component of the equation of motion, equation (il-l), applied 
to both phases separately, the constant density equation of continuity, 
equation (II-2), applied to the liquid phase, the variable density 
equation of continuity, equation (II-8), applied to the vapor phase 
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with density a function of concentration, the constant property energy 
equation, equation (lI-3)> applied to both phases separately, and the 
constant property diffusion .equation, equation (lI-9)3 applied to both 
phases separately. The physical properties in these equations are 
evaluated according to the phase the equation is describing. 
The dimensionless equations and the discussion of these equa-
tions are the same as in the previous section. 
The boundary conditions for the condensation of binary vapor 
mixtures are 
(A) At Z = 0 and all R, p = V = 0 











(B) At R = 1 and all Z, T = U = V = (N7) = (N7) = 0 
a c r r 
(C) At the gas-liquid interface 
for all Z, U = U. 
gt lt 
•t = \ 
K > = (Na > 
a — a. /i — 
g n in 
(*'c )_ - (N' )_ 
g n f, n 
K + K )_ K-^ - -k i (S ) 
g g n dn 4 
S Sn „ 
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g I 
(D) At R = 0 and all Z, v-f = ^ ^ - f -0 
1 





j p U R dE is a constant. 
o 
In addition, vapor-liquid equilibrium exists at the interface. Sub-
scripts "a" and "c" refer to the two condensable vapors, and subscript 
"r" refers to the radial direction. 
The interfacial shear and velocity conditions will be changed 
as in the previous section. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONDENSATION OF A PURE VAPOR 
Numerical solutions to equations (il-^), (II-5), and (II-6), 
and the boundary conditions for pure vapor condensation given in 
Chapter II are presented in this chapter. Details of the numerical 
solutions and discussion of their' validity may be found in Appendix A. 
An outline of the computer program used to solve the equations is given 
in Appendix B, and the complete computer program is given in Appendix C. 
The physical properties used in these calculations are presented in 
Appendix D, and the numerical results are presented in tabular form in 
Appendix E. 
Three pure fluids were considered: water, ethanol, and tri-
chloroethylene. A wide range of conditions was covered. Entrance 
velocity was allowed to vary from two and one-half feet per second to 
four hundred feet per second. The Reynolds number of the entering gas 
varied from 8̂ 6 to -̂88,85̂ -. Five, ten, and twenty degree Fahrenheit 
temperature drops through the liquid film were considered. Tube dia-
meters of O.U59 inches and 2.0 inches were investigated, and tube 
lengths were as long as twenty f*eet. Properties used in the model are 
those of the liquid and vapor at the boiling point. 
Axial and radial velocity profiles, liquid film thickness, 
pressure drop, interfacial shear, heat transfer results, comparison 
with experimental data, correlation of heat transfer results, and 
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comparison with correlations available in the literature are discussed 
below. "Run" refers to a numerical solution unless otherwise designated. 
Velocity Profiles 
No attempt was made to generalize the velocity profiles which 
varied quite a bit with the conditions of each run. Complete radial 
and axial velocity profiles are presented graphically below for two 
typical runs. In the first, water vapor enters 'a 0.03825 foot diameter 
tube at 10 feet per second. This is equivalent to a diameter Reynolds 
number of 1692 in the entering vapor. The temperature drop through 
the liquid film is five degrees Fahrenheit. In the second, trichloro-
ethylene vapor enters a O.03825 foot diameter tube at 100 feet per 
second. The diameter Reynolds number of the entering vapor is 122,213. 
A 10 F temperature drop through the liquid film is considered. These 
and other runs are presented in Tables 22, 23, 2k, 25, 26,. 27, and 28 
of Appendix E. 
The axial velocity profiles in the vapor phase for the water 
run are presented in Fig. 2. The entering vapor is almost completely 
condensed in the first foot of condenser length. The point of total 
condensation is predicted when zero axial velocities are reached. 
In one phase laminar flow in the entrance of a tube the 
centerline velocity increases sharply near the entrance and eventually 
reaches twice the entrance value. When condensation occurs the center-
line velocity is a function of the temperature drop through the liquid 
film. This may be seen in Fig. 3. The Reynolds number of the entering 








Fig. 2. Axial Velocity Profiles in the Vapor Phase: 
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Fig. 3- Centerline Velocity as a Function of Temperature Drop 
Through the Liquid Film: Water, . D'= 0*0*3825 ft., 
u' = 10 ft./sec. 
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shorter distance as the temperature drop is increased. 
The radial velocity profiles in the vapor for this run are pre-
sented in Fig. k. Close to the entrance the radial velocity is negative 
over most of the distance between the wall and the center of the tube. 
Over most of this region there is a linear dependence on radius as 
there is in one phase entrance flow (37). However, near the vapor-
liquid interface the radial velocity becomes positive. The radial 
velocity of the vapor at the interface is initially high and positive. 
This interfacial velocity decreases with increasing z'. After a small 
distance into the tube the radial velocity becomes positive at all 
radial values. It remains positive for the rest of the tube. The 
behavior of radial velocity for larger values of z is reported in 
Table 2k. 
A more detailed look at the axial and radial velocity profiles 
in and about the vapor-liquid interface is shown in Fig. 5. The posi-
tion of the interface as a function of length is marked on this figure. 
The vapor phase is above the interface line and the liquid phase is 
below it. Lines of constant axial and radial velocity are shown on 
the graph. 
The axial velocity is continuous across the interface. This 
results from the assumption that continuity of velocity tangential to 
the interface may be approximated by continuity of axial velocity at 
the interface. This assumption is discussed in Appendix A. 
An assumption made in the development of the mathematical model 
is that v' < < v'. It may be seen in Fig. 5 that this is not the case 
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Fig. k. Radial Velocity Profiles in the Vapor Phase: 
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Fig. 5. Axial and Radial Velocity Profiles Ne_ar the Gas-Liquid Interface: 
Water, AT' = 5° F, D' = O.O3825 ft., u' =10 ft./sec. 
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in the vapor near the interface and near the entrance. This sort of 
behavior was observed in all runs where the Reynolds number was less 
than 2100. It was also observed to some degree in runs with an enter-
ing velocity of 25 feet per second, particularly for ten and twenty 
degree temperature drops. It was not observed in runs with higher 
entering velocities. 
The fact that v' is of the order of v in the low velocity runs 
r z 
means that the equation of motion in the radial direction should have 
been included in the mathematical model for these runs. Not including 
it causes the model to predict slightly higher rates of condensation 
than it should, but the error should be small because of the small 
region where the assumption does not hold and the fact that the main 
resistance to condensation is the liquid film. 
The shape of the axial velocity profile in the liquid as a 
function of length may be seen in Fig. 6. If the interfacial shear 
was quite large compared to gravity and the pressure gradient, the 
velocity of the liquid would be a straight line (l). On the other 
hand, if there was no shear at the vapor-liquid interface, no pressure 
gradient, the acceleration terms were negligible, and the fluid was 
flowing down the wall under the influence of gravity alone, the 
velocity profile would be parabolic as predicted by the Nusselt model 
(2). 
The pressure gradient is quite small over the entire condenser 
and should have a negligible effect on the shape of the liquid velocity 
profile. Near the entrance the shear force at the vapor-liquid inter-
36 
Fig. 6. Comparison of Liquid Axial Velocity Profiles 
with Simple Modelsj_ Water, AT' = 5° F, 
D' = 0.03825 ft., u' =10 ft./sec. 
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face is very large. The liquid velocity profile is therefore almost a 
straight line. The interfacial shear for this numerical solution 
decreases quickly as the length increases. The profiles approach that 
of the Nusselt model as the length increases. Near the end of the 
condenser the profiles become slightly more curved than the Nusselt 
model. This is caused "by the acceleration terms, "which were included 
in this study but not included in the Nusselt model. 
In the second run trichloroethylene enters the tube at 100 feet 
per second, equivalent to an entering diameter Reynolds number of 
122,213 for the vapor. The axial velocity profiles in the vapor are 
shown in Fig. 7. The vapor is not completely condensed in seven feet 
of condenser length. As in the previous case there is a core of vapor 
in the center of the tube where axial velocity is independent of 
radius. In all cases the size of this core decreases with increasing 
length. The centerline velocity reaches a maximum near the entrance 
and then decreases slowly with increasing length. Thus, after a very 
short distance into the tube, condensation is more than offsetting the 
increase in velocity inherent in one phase entrance flow. 
The radial velocity profiles in the vapor phase are presented 
in Fig. 8 for this case. The shapes of these curves are similar to 
those of the previous case. The radial velocity becomes positive from 
the center to the interface after a short distance into the tube, but 
it is quite small in magnitude. 
Except for a small length very near the entrance, the inter-
facial. radial velocity of the vapor is positive and decreases with 
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Fig. 8. Radial Velocity Profiles in the Vapor Phase: Trichloro-
ethylene, AT' = 10° F, D7 = O.O3825 ft., u' = 100 ft./sec. 
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radial velocities of the vapor at the interface. It is felt that this 
is a result of some of the more gross approximations that had to be made 
at the first step to get the numerical procedure running. This effect 
quickly disappears after the first few steps. 
The axial and radial velocity profiles in and about the vapor-
liquid interface are shown in Fig. 9« The position of the interface 
as a function of length is marked as before with the vapor being above 
this line and the liquid being below it. 
It is readily apparent from this graph that v < < v'. This 
J. Z 
assumption seems to be justified for high entering velocities. The 
radial velocity in the liquid film is seen to be negative in the 
first half of the tube and positive in the second half. There were 
negative values in the previous run but only at very small z. 
The axial velocity is continuous across the interface as in all 
runs. Lines of constant axial velocity in the liquid were not extended 
into the vapor because of lack of space on the figure. 
The shape of the axial velocity profile in the liquid as a 
function of length is presented in Fig. 10. The interfacial shear 
does not decrease as quickly as in the previous run and is still quite 
important for distances more.than six feet into the tube. 
Liquid Temperature Profiles 
Liquid temperature profiles for these two runs are presented 
in Tables 23 and 25 of Appendix E. These profiles appear to be almost 
linear with radius. 
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Liquid Film Thickness 
The effect of vapor velocity on liquid film thickness 6' is 
shown in Fig. 11. Trichloroethylene vapor is being condensed in a 
0.03825 foot diameter tube with a temperature drop through the liquid 
film of ten degrees Fahrenheit. Entering vapor velocity varies from 
25 ft./sec. to ̂ 00 ft./sec. 
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the greater the entrance vapor 
velocity, the thinner the liquid film. This is so despite the fact 
that at any given length the higher the velocity, the greater the flow 
rate in the liquid film. The greater liquid throughput at higher 
velocities is caused by higher interfacial shear forces at those 
velocities. 
In Fig. 11 all film thicknesses are less than that predicted 
by the Nusselt model (2). However, different behavior was observed 
in other cases, as may be seen in Fig. 12. In this run the inter-
facial shear is quite high near the entrance, the film is thinner than 
the Nusselt prediction, and the amount condensed is greater than the 
Nusselt model predicts. When the interfacial shear drops to the point 
where gravity predominates, the film gradually becomes thicker than 
the Nusselt prediction because the amount condensed is greater than 
the Nusselt prediction. 
Pressure Drop 
The mathematical model predicts an interesting pressure effect, 
which is shown in Fig. 13. Initially the pressure decreases with 
increasing length. A minimum pressure is ultimately reached, and then 
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the pressure starts increasing with increasing length. The pressure 
eventually "becomes greater than the entrance pressure. 
This behavior is probably caused by two effects: the high pres-
sure drop normally associated, with the entrance region of tubes; and a 
Bernoulli effect, converting kinetic energy into pressure. The first 
effect is apparently gradually overcome by the second. The second 
effect is caused by high velocity vapor with high kinetic energy being 
condensed into slowly moving liquid with lower kinetic energy. 
The pressure presented in Fig. 13 and in the tables of Appendix 
E is a dimensionless pressure drop, (p'-p')/p'(u') . The pressure 
drop, when expressed in psi, is usually small. The pressure drops 
reported in Appendix E are much less than those reported by Carpenter 
and Colburn (l). This difference may be attributed to possible tur-
bulence and to downstream conditions present in their experiments. 
Interfacial Shear 
• * 
T , the dimensionless shear stress at the vapor-liquid interface 
reported in Appendix E, is defined in equation (A-131). This is the 
same dimensionless shear stress used by Rohsenow, Webber, and Ling (5) 
in their model of condensation. Their model is based on constant shear 
stress at the interface, and they report heat transfer results for 
stresses ranging between 0 and 50. In results summarized in Appendix 
E this same stress ranges between 0.001 and 53.̂ -1 with most points 
falling below 5- However, in this work the interfacial shear is not 
held constant. It varies quite strongly with distance into the tube, 
as well as with entering velocity, temperature drop, tube diameter, 
kQ 
and physical properties. As reported in Appendix E it is quite high 
near the entrance and decreases sharply with increasing tube length. 
For a given length of condenser it increases with increasing entrance 
velocity. Wear the entrance there seems to be little or no effect of 
tube diameter, and the shear stress increases with increasing tem-
perature. Farther into the tube it increases with increasing diameter 
and decreases with increasing temperature drop. 
The interfacial shear may be correlated to some degree. Such a 
correlation is shown in Fig. lk. The dimensionless shear stress divided 
by the Reynolds number seems to be a function of a dimensionless length, 
*-
Z , for any given diameter, material, and temperature drop. No attempt 
was made to obtain a more generalized correlation. 
Heat Transfer Results 
Heat transfer results are presented in Appendix E. The ratio of 
the local heat transfer coefficient predicted by the mathematical model 
to the local heat transfer coefficient predicted by equation (1-9) of 
the Nusselt model is reported as "h' ratio." The ratio of the 
r loc 
average heat transfer coefficient predicted by the mathematical model 
to the average heat transfer coefficient predicted by equation (1-10) 
of the Nusselt model is reported as "h' ratio." The average heat trans-
•̂  m 
fer coefficient divided by $ , the condensation number, is also reported, 
$' is defined as 
v'3 /2 / 1/3 
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The local and average heat transfer coefficients decrease with 
increasing length just as the Nusselt model predicts. 
The local and average heat transfer ratios for a typical case 
are presented in Fig. 15. The average heat transfer coefficient is 
high near the entrance of the tube where the shear is the greatest. It 
asymptotically approaches the average heat transfer coefficient pre-
dicted by the Nusselt model. The average heat transfer coefficients 
reported in Appendix E are always greater than the Nusselt model would 
predict them to be and always approach the Nusselt prediction asympto-
tically. The local heat transfer coefficient is also high near the 
entrance but less than the average heat transfer coefficient at a given 
length. The local coefficient becomes lower than the Nusselt model pre-
diction when the liquid film thickness becomes greater than that predict 
ed by Nusselt. The film thickness for this run has been presented in 
Fig. 12. The film thickness becomes thicker than the Nusselt model at 
about the same place in the tube that h' falls below the Nusselt 
* loc 
prediction. 
For an entering Reynolds number of 76,000 and a temperature drop 
of ̂ 1-8.5 F for the condensation of steam in the entrance region of a 
vertical tube, Jakob (38) has observed that the local heat transfer 
coefficient can fall below that predicted by his model in which the 
vapor velocity varied with length but the friction factor at the inter-
face remained constant. He postulates that this may be caused by possi-
ble dropwise condensation near the entrance. The greater amount of 
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thus lowering h' 
loc 
While it may he possible that this is occurring, the behavior of 
h' may also be explained by allowing the entrance region interfacial 
loc 
shear to vary with increasing length as has been done in this study. 
Initially the shear is quite high, causing more vapor to be condensed. 
Farther into the tube it becomes much lower; the film becomes thicker 
than the Nusselt model prediction; and h' becomes less than predicted. 
This may be observed in Figures 12 and 15. 
Jakob also observed that the total amount of heat transferred 
through the wall "was always greater than that predicted "by theory. 
This is equivalent to saying that the average heat transfer coefficient 
was always greater than that predicted by theory. The numerical results 
of this study agree with this observation. 
The effects of entering velocity and tube length on the average 
heat transfer coefficient are shown in Fig. 16 for water condensing in 
a G.03825 foot diameter tube with a ten degree Fahrenheit temperature 
drop. As tube length increases h' decreases and all runs approach the 
Nusselt prediction. The individual numerical solutions approach the 
Nusselt curve at greater angles than do the models of Rohsenow, Webber, 
and Ling (5) and Hartmann (k). Ronsenow, Webber and Ling do not con-
sider interfacial shear to be a function of length but their results 
indicate that if shear were a function of length the h'/$ curve would 
m' 
approach the Nusselt prediction at a greater angle. Hartmann does con-
sider variation of shear with length, but his shear is estimated from 
friction factors for fully developed one phase flow. His results 
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approach the Nusselt curve at greater angles than do the results of 
Rohsenow, Webber, and Ling, but at smaller angles than the results of 
this study. 
Lines corresponding to different lengths of condenser are pre-
sented on Fig. l6. Average heat transfer coefficients for a two foot 
condenser -will lie along the two foot line. The positions of the con-
stant length lines are not significantly affected by a change in tube 
diameter. However, the positions of these lines do depend on tempera-
ture drop through the liquid film. Lines of constant z'AT for tri-
chloroethylene are shown in Fig. 17. 
Heat transfer coefficient data from a condenser of fixed length 
run under various conditions should appear to depart from the Nusselt 
curve at a film Reynolds number less than that normally associated with 
the onset of turbulence in the liquid film (1800-2100). The slope of 
the data should be somewhat similar to the slope of the data in the 
turbulent film region reported by Colburn (27). However, the depar-
ture of the heat transfer data of a fixed length condenser from the 
Nusselt curve does not necessarily indicate turbulence or that turbu-
lence begins at the point of departure. 
Although available experimental data for a condenser of fixed 
length do not meet the requirement of constant temperature drop through 
the liquid film, they do indeed seem to exhibit this type of departure 
from the Nusselt curve. The data of Carpenter (39) are compared with 
the numerical results of this study in Fig. 18. The experimental data 
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foot diameter tube which was 8.3 feet long. Entrance velocity varied 
from 88.5 to 572 ft./sec. The temperature drop through the liquid film 
varied quite a "bit with length. An average temperature drop could be 
found for each experimental run, and these averages varied from 6.̂ +8 
to 36.7 F. The heat transfer results predicted by this study for a 
condenser of the same size are shown in Fig. 18. The line along which 
the heat transfer results should lie is presented for each vapor. The 
temperature drop through the liquid film used in the numerical studies 
was constant at 20 F. 
The ethanol data points in Fig. 18 would lie about an extension 
of the ethanol line predicted by this study. The same holds true for 
the water and trichloroethylene data. Apparently, turbulence is pre-
sent in the liquid, or the vapor, or both. Turbulence would cause the 
heat transfer coefficients to be higher than those predicted by this 
study. 
While the mathematical model does not include turbulence, the 
qualitative effects of certain variables, such as those illustrated in 
Figures 16 and 17, should remain the same if turbulence was present. 
The examination of the data points in more detail offers a good illus-
tration of this hypothesis. 
In Fig. 19 the average temperature drop and the entering velocity 
are denoted for each data point of water. The numerical solutions for 
temperature drops of five, ten, and twenty degrees for a condenser of 
identical size are presented also. The data clearly illustrate the 
qualitative effects of physical properties, entrance velocity, length, 
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and temperature drop as shown in Figures 16 and 17. The data for ethanol 
and trichloroethylene also show this "behavior. For instance, the average 
temperature drops for the three trichloroethylene points shown in Fig. 18 
are 9.6, 22.1, and 29.3 F reading from left to right. 
Correlation of Heat Transfer Results 
The heat transfer results of this study may he expressed by an 
equation of the form 
/ / / C7 AT' d 
* = K(FrT)
a ( V ( V (i* ) &f (Pr/ (Re )g (III-2) 
h L (j,/ p/ N A. ' D v V v gy x ' 
where h' is the average heat transfer coefficient given by equation 
(1-10) of the Nusselt model. Use is made of the Nusselt model because 
it accurately expresses the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient 
on certain variables for the limiting case of no shear. The physical 
properties used in this equation are measured at the boiling point tem-
perature . 
The average heat transfer ratios reported in Appendix E may be 
fitted to equation (III-2) or various parts of it by the method of least 
squares. For this purpose the equation was expressed in logarithmic 
form and a computer program developed to find the least squares fit to 
the resulting linear equation. The results of a number of correlation 
attempts are summarized in Table 1. 
No correlation was obtained which was satisfactory over the 
entire range of numerical results. Adequate representation was achieved 
by dividing the results into three main groups: those with length 
Froude numbers below 10, those with length Froude numbers between 10 
Limitations 












1 K a b c d e f g 
10 < Fr_ < 1000 1.13 0.126 0.0^05 0.0^38 0.0008 -0.003 0.0022 0.0042 + 3.1 11.0 -l4.7 
10 < Fr_ < 1000 
L 1.13 
0.128 0.0287 0.0*+59 + 3.2 11.7 -l4.2 
10 < FrT < 1000 
L 
0.7^7 0.130 + 3.8 14.7 -15.0 
Fr_ > 1000 
L OA75 
0.328 0.0300 0.134 -0.057 0.01^2 0.0564 -0.023 + 3.5 7.7 -15.3 
Fr_ > 1000 
L 
0.166 0.316 -0.210 O.0685 + I4-.7 12.6 -15.5 
Fr_ > 1000 
1J 
0.188 0.335 + 7.2 22.0 -17.7 
Table 1. Correlation of Heat Transfer Resul ts : Condensation of Pure Vapors 
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and 1000, and those with length Froude numbers above 1000. The length 
Fronde number is defined as 
2. 
Fr 
L = ©") <™-3) 
The importance of the length Froude number in correlating heat 
transfer results is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 20. h'/*1' may be 
m "V 
correlated adequately by a constant times the length Froude number 
raised to a power. 
When the L̂ength Froude number is less than 10 the Nusselt model 
can be used to estimate heat transfer coefficients. When the length 
Froude number is between 10 and 1000 the heat transfer coefficient can 
be represented by 
^— = 0.7>+7 (FrL)
0-130 (III-1*) 
"Nu 
where h' is given by equation (1-10). For length Froude numbers 
"ftu 
greater than 1000 the heat transfer coefficients may be represented by 
^ - = 0.188 (FrL)
0'335 (III-5) 
where h' is also given by equation (1-10). The larger error reported 
^ u 
in Table 1 for this equation is probably caused by the effect of the 
starting procedure used in the numerical solutions. Large Froude num-
bers. occur near the entrance of the tube where these effects are the 
greatest. 
The correlating equations above are based on numerical results 
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for a much larger range of physical properties than these three fluids 
encompass because the effect of physical property variation on the heat 
transfer coefficient has "been taken into account adequately by the 
Nusselt model which is a part of the correlating equation. 
The data of Carpenter (39) may be correlated by equation (III-2) 
The results are shown in Table 2. The length Froude number does not 
appear to be as important for correlating the experimental data as it 
does for correlating the numerical results of this study. The Reynolds 
number of the entering gas appears to be more important. However, none 
of the correlating equations has a distinct advantage over the others. 
At best they appear to correlate the data as well as the relationship 
suggested by Carpenter and Colburn (l): 
' v'„'7 1 c ; k ' p ' f * 
—} T 
'/>P 
h/ = 0.065 (/f I A ) G' (III-6) 
m \2pL .p / m 
Other investigators have correlated the results of their numeri-
cal studies. Hartmann (k) reports that his model may be correlated by 
W.n«:( *V V-335 ̂  V-6 MV/3 fcr°°-3H,z\VW W i T ^ f i (III"7) 1 ^ -V- (>V pg 
over much of the range of physical properties considered. He also 
reports that the numerical results of Jakob (3) may be correlated by 
-fr- = ^ - T T V T V ^Reg
 (III-8) 
Rohsenow, Webber, and Ling (h) report their results in graphical form. 
Limitations 










K a b c d e f g 
None 0.115 0.233 0.128 0.217 -0.264 -0.485 0.467 0.465 + 12.6 49.1 -27.1 
None 4.20 0.379 -0.518 0.581 + 14.6 67.9 -45.4 
None 1.35 0.190 + 36.9 186 -52.4 
None 0.0183 0.0459 0.450 + 20.8 79.1 -57.6 
None 0.0132 0.135 0.311 0.406 + 15.5 57.5 -56.4 
None 0.0123 -0.105 0.153 0.536 + 20.9 57.0 -46.0 
Table 2. Correlation of Carpenter Results (39): Condensation of Pure Vapors 
ON 
4=-
• * — — IL ' IIIMI I — — — — — — 
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The results of these investigators and the results of this study 
are compared with the experimental data of Carpenter in Table 3. Three 
experimental runs at different conditions are covered in the table. 
Apparently, entering velocity is the most important variable in 
determining how well the correlating equations agree with the data, 
As expected, the Nusselt model predicts heat transfer coefficients 
below the observed ones because the effect of interfacial shear is not 
included in the analysis. Jakob's results predict values which are 
higher than the experimental data. These results were derived for a 
model with constant interfacial shear with the shear being evaluated at 
the Reynolds number of the entering gas. Such a procedure overestimates 
the effect of interfacial shear on heat transfer. 
The three experimental runs listed in Table 3 are outside of the 
range over which Hartmann's correlation is reported valid. However, the 
graphical results reported by Hartmann indicate that his equation may be 
used for these runs. 
Hartmann attempted to allow for the variation of interfacial 
shear with length. He estimated the shear caused by decreasing vapor 
flow by using friction expressions for fully developed one phase flow. 
The liquid was always assumed to be laminar. The predictions appear low 
for the experimental run with the highest velocity, about right for the 
medium velocity run, and high for a low velocity run. The high velocity 
prediction may be low because it does not include entrance effects on 
the shear. The shear in entrance regions is higher than for fully 
developed flow. The low velocity prediction probably overestimates 
^^"^v.^^ Average Heat Transfer 
^-**. Coe f f i c i en t s in 
^ \ ^ B T U / s e c -
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H O , u ' = 572 f t . / s e c . 
z ' = 8.3 f t . D ' = 0.03825ft . 
AT' = 23 .3° F , Re = 96,^00 
8 
1.367 0 .233^ 0.U28 1.65 1.01 1.28 1.3 
H20, u ' = 320 f t . / s e c , 
z ' = 3.6 f t . D ' = 0.03825 f t . 
AT' = 46 .1° F . Re = 5^,300 
g 
0 .711 0.2^-26 O.U38 1.237 0.752 0.725 O.69 
H20, u ' = 88.5 f t . / s e c , 
z ' = 8.3 f t . D' = 0.03825ft, 
AT' = 6 A 8 ° F 5 Re = 1^980 
0.382 0.3215 0.373 0.853 0.507 O.27U O.Ul 
Table 3. Comparison of Experimental Data with 





the shear and, therefore, predicts a high coefficient. It may over-
estimate the shear "because the flow may not be fully turbulent or 
even turbulent at all. The Reynolds number of the entering vapor is 
lU,980. If there -was no condensation the flow would slowly change 
into fully developed turbulent flow as length increases. With con-
densation providing a suction near the wall turbulence may not develop. 
The correlating equations of this study appear to give poor 
results at high vapor Reynolds numbers. This was apparently caused 
by the fact that the flow was turbulent. The very few data available 
for low vapor velocities indicate that the results of this study appear 
good to within ten percent for vapor Reynolds numbers less than 30,000. 
Too few data exist to determine the exact range over which the results 
of this study apply. 
Rohsenow, Webber, and Ling try to encompass high and low velo-
city runs in their model by assuming that the laminar liquid film 
becomes turbulent when it satisfies certain conditions. The transition 
from one kind of film to another is assumed to be a function of inter-
facial shear. The interfacial shear is assumed to be a constant in 
their numerical studies. In using their graphs to estimate heat 
transfer results, an average value of interfacial shear for the run 
is estimated from fully developed one phase flow friction factor expres-
sions. Their predictions give the best overall results for the three 
points in Table 3- According to their results the film of the low 
velocity experimental run remains laminar while the films of the other 
runs have become turbulent. 
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Carpenter's data appear to have been taken over a transition 
region. Under certain conditions the results of this study provide 
adequate correlating equations. Other relationships may be necessary 
under other conditions. Correlation of the experimental heat transfer 
results with a single equation is difficult as can be seen in Table 2 
and Table 3. These equations provide little insight into the real 
importance of the various dimensionless groups. Table 3 and a graph 
presented by Carpenter and Colburn seem to indicate that their correla-
tion equation is subject to smaller error at high inlet velocities than 
at low inlet velocities. 
Much more experimental data similar to Carpenter's should be 
taken. The data should cover thoroughly a large range of entrance 
velocities, tube lengths, temperature drops, and tube diameters. Such 
data would illuminate the apparent transition from one controlling 




CONDENSATION OF A VAPOR AND NONCONDENSABLE GAS MIXTURE 
Numerical solutions to equations (ll-^), (II-5), (II-6), (ll-10), 
and (il-ll) and the related boundary conditions given in Chapter II are 
presented below. Details of the method of solution and discussion of 
its validity are included in Appendix A. An outline of the computer 
program used to solve the equations is given in Appendix B, and the 
complete computer program is given in Appendix C. The physical proper-
ties used in these calculations are presented in Appendix D, and the 
numerical results are presented in tabular form in Appendix F. 
Two vapor-gas mixtures were considered: ethanol vapor and airland 
water vapor and air. Entrance velocities varied from two and one-half 
feet per second to two hundred feet per second, The Reynolds numbers 
of the entering gas varied from I8U3 to 360,793- Three values of the 
temperature of the entering mixture minus the wall temperature were 
considered: five, ten, and twenty degrees Fahrenheit. The concentra-
tion of air in the entering stream varied from 0.1 weight percent to 
5 weight percent. Schmidt numbers of 0.5 and 0.6 were investigated 
in the condensation of water-air mixtures. Most numerical solutions 
were in a 2.0 inch diameter tube, although some results are presented 
for an 0.^59 inch diameter tube. Tube lengths were as long as twenty 
feet. With the exception of density the physical properties used in 
the model are those of the liquid and pure vapor at the boiling point„ 
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The density was allowed to vary as a function of concentration. 
Velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles, liquid film 
thickness, pressure drop, interfacial shear, heat transfer results, 
correlation of heat transfer results, and comparison with other methods 
of calculation are discussed "below. "Run" refers to a numerical solu-
tion unless otherwise designated. 
Velocity Profiles 
Typical radial and axial velocity profiles in the vapor phase 
are presented in Tables kl, k2, U3, U5, U6 and V7. Typical radial, and 
axial velocity profiles in the liquid phase are presented in Tables hk 
and kQ. 
The velocity profiles were observed to vary quite a bit with 
the conditions of each run. No attempt was made to generalize them. 
They exhibit the same general dependence on radius, length, entrance 
velocity, and temperature drop as the profiles presented in Chapter 
III for pure vapors. 
The effect of noncondensable concentration on the centerline 
velocity is shown in Fig. 21. The greater the amount of noncondensable, 
the greater the length of tube necessary to condense a given amount. 
The presence of noncondensable gas at the interface reduces the inter-
face temperature. Because of this, less heat is transferred and, 
consequently, less mass is condensed. The effect is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 3. 
As in the pure vapor case the assumption that v > > v' does 
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the entrance. This is the case for all runs with entrance velocities 
of 205 feet per second and some with entrance velocities of 25 feat 
per second. Making the assumption should have only a small effect 
on these low velocity solutions because the region where the assump-
tion does not hold is small. 
Concentration Profiles 
Concentration profiles in the vapor phase are presented in 
Tables kl, k2, k-3, ^5, ̂ 6, and k7 of Appendix F. In addition the 
concentration of noncondensable at the interface is presented as a 
function of condenser length for each case in the Summary of Results 
Tables in Appendix F. 
The vapor phase concentration profile for a typical case is 
shown in Fig. 22. The concentration of the noncondensable is greater 
at the interface than at the center of the tube or at the entrance. 
This effect is predicted by the Colburn and Drew (26) analysis. As the 
vapor is condensed out the concentration of noncondensable gas gradual-
ly increases. 
In Fig. 23 the interfacial concentration of noncondensable is 
shown to decrease with increasing velocity. It is less dependent on 
length at higher velocities. Also, the lower the entering velocity, 
the greater the rate at which vapor is condensed compared to the rate 
at which it enters the tube. 
In Fig. 2k the concentration of noncondensable at the interface 
is shown to increase with increasing available temperature drop, T -T . 
r} o w 
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Typical temperature profiles in the vapor phase are reported 
in Tables kl, k2, 1+3, 1+5, 46, and 1+7 and in the liquid phase in Tables 
1+1+ and 1+8 of Appendix F. In addition, interfacial concentrations are 
reported for each case in the Summary of Results Tables in Appendix F. 
Interface temperature may be calculated from these concentrations, 
Noncondensables reduce the interface temperature by reducing 
the partial pressure of the condensable vapor at the interface. The 
greater the concentration of noncondensable gas, the less the inter-
face temperature. The smaller the interface temperature, the smaller 
the temperature gradient between the interface and the wall, and there-
fore the smaller the amount condensed. 
The interface temperature decreases with increasing length as 
is shown in Fig. 25. In this figure less than half of the available 
temperature drop occurs over the liquid film. As the concentration of 
noncondensable in the entering mixture decreases the percentage of the 
temperature drop occurring over the liquid film increases. 
The temperature in the liquid varies almost linearly with radius. 
This was also observed in Chapter III for pure vapor condensation., 
Liquid Film Thickness 
The effect of noncondensable concentration in the entering 
mixture on liquid film thickness 6' is shown in Fig. 26. Near the 
entrance the effect is quite small. However, as tube length increases 
the liquid film becomes thinner as the concentration of noncondensable 
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increases -with decreasing noncondensable concentration. 
Pressure Drop 
The pressure drop-length relationship for condensation of vapor 
from a vapor-air mixture is similar to that for a pure vapor. Ini-
tially, the pressure decreases with increasing length. It reaches a 
minimum value, and then starts increasing. It can become greater than 
the entrance pressure. As suggested in Chapter III this behavior is 
probably caused by two effects: the high pressure drop normally asso-
ciated with the entrance region of tubes; and a Bernoulli effect, con-
verting kinetic energy into pressure. 
Since the presence of noncondensables reduces the amount of 
vapor condensed it reduces the amount of kinetic energy converted into 
pressure. The pressure at a given tube length is always less when 
there are noncondensables present than when the vapor is pure. This 
may be seen in Fig. 27. For this combination of condensation conditions 
the pressure is less than the entrance pressure only in a very small 
region near the inlet. The actual pressure increase when expressed in 
psi is quite small. 
Interfacial Shear 
The dimensionless interfacial shear stress for the condensation 
of vapor-noncondensable gas mixtures behaves in a manner similar to 
that exhibited by pure vapor condensation. 
In the first part of the tube the interfacial shear decreases 
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rates cause high speed vapor to be pulled near the interface. This 
causes increased shear at the interface. The same effect was achieved 
in pure vapor condensation by increasing the temperature drop and 
thereby increasing the rate of condensation. As the tube length in-
creases, the interfacial shear decreases. It decreases at a greater 
rate and becomes negligible faster for lower concentrations of non-
condensable. 
Heat Transfer Results 
Heat transfer results similar to those described in Chapter III 
are presented in Appendix F for vapor-noncondensable gas mixtures. 
These heat transfer coefficients are all based upon the available 
temperature drop, T -T . 
* * • o w 
The effect of noncondensable concentration on the average heat 
transfer coefficient is shown in Fig. 28. The coefficients are higher 
near the inlet where the interfacial shear is the greatest and the 
noncondensable concentration the lowest. In addition, h decreases 
m 
with increasing noncondensable concentration. The results reported 
in Appendix F are always less than the corresponding pure vapor case, 
The average coefficients can fall far below the Nusselt prediction for 
pure vapors. 
The local heat transfer coefficients for the same cases are pre-
sented in Fig. 29. The local heat transfer coefficients exhibit the 
same general dependence on length and concentration as the average 
coefficients. The average heat transfer coefficient for a run is 
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The local heat transfer coefficient is dependent on film thick-
ness and interface temperature. Several axial steps into the tube are 
necessary in numerical solutions of this type "before the values of 
various variables, such as film thickness, smooth out. Because of this 
the local heat transfer coefficient may be slightly in error near the 
entrance,, This is why the pure vapor curve intersects the 0.001 
curve in Fig* 29» The latter run -was started at a point much farther 
into the tube than the pure case. 
Since diffusion of the condensable vapor to the interface is 
important to heat transfer the diffusion coefficient is important also. 
The effect of the diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig. 300 All other 
properties being the same the smaller the diffusion coefficient (the 
larger the Schmidt number), the less the heat transfer. This effect 
is also predicted by Sparrow and Lin (2k). 
The effects of entering velocity and tube length on the average 
heat transfer coefficient are illustrated in Fig. 31. The dependence 
of heat transfer on these variables is similar to that shown in Fig. 16 
for pure vapor condensation. Of course, when a noncondensable gas is 
present the heat transfer may be less than that predicted by Nusselt 
(2). 
The lines along which heat transfer results will lie for a con-
stant length condenser appear independent of noncondensable concentra-
tion and tube diameter. The constant z'AT' lines are exactly the same 
as for the pure vapor case except that when noncondensables are present 
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concentration of noncondensable, the lower the heat'transfer coeffi-
cient . 
The temperature dependence of the constant length line is shown 
in.Fig. 32. This dependence appears to be similar to that shown for 
pure vapor. In considering the temperature dependence of these lines 
it must be remembered that the heat transfer coefficients plotted are 
based on T'-T'', not on T'-T'. 
o w7 q w 
There appear to be no data available on the condensation of 
vapor-noncondensable mixtures in tubes in the range of the results of 
this study. The available data are for much higher weight percentages 
of noncondensable, and the equipment usually had calming sections to 
allow the vapor to reach fully developed flow before entering the tube, 
Such data (17,18,19) indicate that the amount of heat transferred is 
significantly less than if there were no noncondensable present. 
Correlation of Heat Transfer Results 
The heat transfer results for water-air mixtures reported in 
Appendix F were correlated by the least squares procedure described 
in Chapter III. The data were divided into two sections: those with 
length Froude numbers between 0.0̂ -7 and 10, and those with length 
Froude numbers between 10 and 532. The first section is correlated by 
h' - 0.882 (Fr/-122 (l-S0Walr J** ( J ^ )
0 ' 9 0 5 (IV-D 
h 
Nil % o o w 
with an average error of + 5«^ percent. For length Froude numbers 
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with an average error of •+ 2.7 percent. 
These equations are felt to be good for predicting heat transfer 
only over the range of concentrations covered in Appendix F. When the 
entering concentration of air is zero and T' = T' , these equations do 
not predict the results for pure vapor condensation very well, but 
they do correlate the water-air results reported in Appendix F accur-
ately0 
Comparison of Calculation Methods 
In Fig, 33 four different methods of calculating condensation 
results for gas-vapor mixtures are compared. The differential conden-
sation model includes no diffusional resistances or interfacial shear 
effects. It does take into account the gradual lowering of the inter-
face temperature as vapor is condensed out. The Colburn and Hougen 
calculation method (21) does include turbulent diffusional resistances 
i 
and the resulting effect on interface temperature. It does not take 
into account the effects of interfacial shear. The model of Sparrow 
and Lin (2k) describes film condensation on a vertical surface immersed 
in a large body of vapor which contains a noncondensable gas. The 
laminar equations of motion (in the direction of liquid flow), diffu-
sion, energy, and continuity are used in this study. Wo shear is 
considered at the interface. 
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calculating condensation from gas-vapor mixtures. These methods appear 
to agree with the Colburn and Hougen method and so were not included 
here0 
As expected, the Colburn and Hougen model predicts lower rates 
of condensation than the differential condensation method. The differ-
ence is caused by the diffusional resistances included in the Colburn 
and Hougen method. In using the Colburn and Hougen method, the partial 
pressure of the noncondensable gas was allowed to change with length. 
Near the entrance of the tube the interfacial shear is quite 
higtu Principally for this reason the mathematical model of this work, 
which includes shear effects, predicts more heat transfer near the inlet 
than the Colburn and Hougen method which as mentioned does not include 
shear effects. At higher velocities it may also predict more heat 
transfer near the entrance than differential condensation, which does 
not include shear effects either. However, the interfacial shear 
decreases rapidly with tube length. As the shear effects become small 
the laminar diffusional resistances of this work cause the heat transfer 
to be less than either of those methods. 
The laminar diffusion model of Sparrow and Lin was not intended 
for condensation inside a vertical tube. It does not include shear 
effects or allow the interfacial concentration to change with length. 
Because the model of this study includes these effects it predicts 
much greater heat transfer. 
The problem of condensation inside vertical tubes with laminar 
gas-vapor flow was considered by Baasel and Smith (25). They assumed 
92 
parabolic entrance and exit flow of the vapor and did not consider the 
flow of the liquid in their model. They considered only the constant 
property equations of continuity and diffusion in the vapor. They did 
not allow the interfacial concentration to vary with length. Their 
mass balance varied about five percent over the length of condenser, 
while the results in Appendix F vary about three percent at most. One 
must know the correct average interfacial concentration to use their 
results. 
Various low velocity solutions in Appendix F were compared to 
their work by using average values of the interfacial concentration 
reported in Appendix F. Their model predicted less heat transfer than 
shown in Appendix F, generally around half as much. 
In Fig. 33 it may be seen that at a diameter Reynolds number of 
18,1+35 and an air concentration of five weight percent, the Colburn 
and Hougen method predicts condenser areas which are substantially 
smaller than the results of this study. An extensive set of experi-
mental data similar to that of Carpenter (39) should be taken for low 
concentrations of noncondensable gas to determine the exact range of 
applicability of these methods. Such data could also be used in the 
development of approximate design procedures which include the effect 
of interfacial shear. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONDENSATION OF A BINARY VAPOR MIXTURE 
Numerical solutions to equations (11-^), (II-5), (II-6), (ll~10), 
and (II-ll) and the boundary conditions for binary condensation given in 
Chapter II are presented below. Details of the method of solution and 
discussion of its validity are included in Appendix A. An outline of 
the computer program used in solving the equations is given in Appendix 
B, and the complete computer program is given in Appendix C. The physi-
cal properties used in these calculations are presented in Appendix D, 
and numerical results are presented in tabular form in Appendix G. As 
in the previous cases, "run" refers to a numerical solution unless other-
wise designated. 
Two binary vapor mixtures are considered: ethanol and water, 
and benzene and toluene. Ethanol-water mixtures form a minimum boiling 
azeotrope, and benzene-toluene mixtures approach an ideal mixture., 
Entrance velocity varied from two feet per second to two hundred feet 
per second. The Reynolds number of the entering vapor ranged from 
2270 to 231,73*+. Values ranging from 5.0 to 3̂ .25 degrees Fahrenheit 
were considered for entering mixture temperature minus the wall tempera-
ture. Concentrations of 25, 50, and 75 weight percent were investigated, 
Vapor entered at its dew point„ Most solutions were for an 0.^59 inch 
diameter tube, although some results are presented for a 2.0 inch dia-
meter tube. Tube lengths as long as twenty feet are reported. 
9h 
The vapor and liquid properties of "binary mixtures vary strongly 
with concentration. Several different entering concentrations were 
considered and the concentrations of both phases changed with lengthy 
radius, and other variables. The physical properties should vary as 
a consequence of concentration changes. However, with the exception 
of vapor density the computer program was developed to handle constant 
property mixtures. Only one set of physical properties was used for 
ethanol-water and one for benzene-toluene„ The physical properties 
that were used were estimated from the only mixture data available 
which were for the most part at much lower temperatures. They roughly 
correspond to a 50 weight percent solution at the average boiling point 
of the mixture. Some variables, such as vapor density, vapor-liquid 
equilibrium, and latent heat of condensation were allowed to change 
with concentration. 
In the cases reported in Appendix G it was not possible to 
obtain perfect mass and component balances over the length of the con-
denser due to the neglect of small terms in the diffusion equation, 
The mass balance varied a maximum of about five percent with length and 
the component balances varied a maximum of about ten percent with length. 
Most solutions were well below these maximums. 
Velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles, liquid film 
thickness, pressure drop, heat transfer results and comparison with 
other methods of calculation are discussed below. 
Velocity Profiles 
Typical axial and radial velocity profiles are presented in 
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Tables 59, 60, 61,, and 62. 
The velocity profiles -were observed to vary quite a bit with the 
conditions of each run. No attempt was made to generalize them. They 
exhibit the same general dependence on radius, length, entrance velo-
city, and temperature drop as the profiles presented in Chapter III for 
pure vapors. 
As in the pure vapor and gas-vapor cases the assumption that 
v7 > > v' does not appear to be true for low velocity runs near the 
z r 
interface and near the entrance. As was discussed in the previous 
cases, making this assumption does not cause much error because of the 
small region where the assumption does not hold. 
Concentration Profiles 
Typical concentration profiles in both phases are presented in 
Tables 59, 60, 6l, and 62. In addition, the interface temperature as 
a function of length is reported in Appendix G for each run. From the 
temperature values the interfacial concentrations may be calculated. 
The concentration profiles in the vapor are presented in Fig. 3̂- for a 
typical run. The liquid concentration profiles for this run are pre-
sented in Fig. 35-
The diffusional resistance in the vapor phase causes a buildup 
of the more volatile component at the interface. The composition at 
the interface varies between the dew point and bubble point concentra-
tions and approaches the latter with increasing length. 
In the liquid the difference between the wall concentration and 
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or ethanol-water =, The liquid phase could "be adequately represented in 
condensation calculations by considering it to be well mixed. 
Temperature Profiles 
Typical temperature profiles in both phases are presented in 
Tables 59? 60, 6l, and- 62, The interface temperature is reported as a 
function of length for each run in the Summary of Results Tables in 
Appendix G. 
The temperature profile in the vapor phase develops gradually 
with increasing length. A core whose size decreases with length re-
mains at the entrance temperature, T'. The interface temperature is 
less than the entrance temperature and decreases with increasing length, 
In all cases it lies between the dew point and bubble point of the 
entering mixture. The temperature drop through the liquid film is 
almost linear with radius. 
The effect of wall temperature on the interface temperature is 
shown in Fig. 36. The colder the wall temperature, the lower the 
interface temperature. 
The effect of entering velocity on the interface temperature 
is shown in Fig. 37. The higher the entering velocity, the higher the 
interface temperature. 
There are no actual measurements of interface temperature to com-
pare with. The work of Pressburg and Todd (33) and Mirkovich and 
Missen (3*0 on the outside of a horizontal cylinder indicate that for 
total condensation the correct interface temperature is the bubble 
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a vertical tube total condensation is not approached until near the end 
of the tube or at high temperature drops. The interface temperature in 
such cases does approach the bubble point temperature. 
Liquid Film Thickness, Pressure Drop, and Interfacial Shear 
Liquid film thickness, pressure drop, and interfacial shear show 
the same general dependence on condensation conditions as reported in 
Chapters III and IV. The film thickness is less than for either pure 
component at the same available temperature drop because of the lowering 
of the interface temperature. This causes less mass to be condensed. A 
similar effect was noted in Chapter IV. The effect of the lowered inter 
face temperature on the pressure drop and the interfacial shear is 
similar to that discussed in Chapter IV. 
Heat Transfer Results 
The heat transfer coefficients reported in Appendix G are based 
on T'-T', the entering vapor temperature minus the wall temperature, 
o w 
The entering vapor is always at its dew point temperature. The heat 
transfer coefficients may be converted to other temperature bases by 
multiplying by (T -T ) divided by the new temperature difference. A 
plot of average heat transfer coefficients based on T'.-T and T/ -T' 
^ dp w bp w 
is presented in Fig. 38. The heat transfer results based on the bubble 
point temperature difference always lie above the Nusselt line, equa-
tion (i-ll). Since the interface temperature is less than T, the heat 
transfer coefficients based on T' -T' may cross the Nusselt line as 
dp w 
they do in the gas-vapor case discussed in Chapter IV. 
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The average and local heat transfer coefficients show the same 
general dependence on length and entering velocity as shown in Figures 
15, l6, and 31 for the pure vapor and gas-vapor cases. In both of 
these cases the usefulness of the Nusselt model in predicting dependence 
on length, temperature drop, and physical properties was noted. For 
a given vapor the heat transfer results fall along lines of constant 
Z'AT' as predicted "by the Nusselt model. 
The Nusselt model appears to be useful for binary condensation 
also. In Fig. 39 heat transfer coefficients based on T'-T' are shown 
o w 
for a z'AT' product of *+0. The results for binary mixtures fall between 
the extensions of the pure lines. The concentration dependence, however, 
appears to be opposite to that expected, and the lines for constant Z'AT' 
are not straight lines. Both of these incongruities may be explained 
with the aid of the Nusselt model and knowledge of the physical proper-
ties used in the computer program. 
The physical properties of a binary liquid may vary quite a bit 
with concentration. This is particularly true for an ethanol-water 
mixture. Because of the variations of the concentration with length 
and other variables, and the difficulty in estimating some of the pro-
perties, only one set of physical properties was used for ethanol-water. 
The only properties which were allowed to vary with concentration were 
the latent heat of vaporization, the vapor density and vapor-liquid 
equilibrium. 
The Nusselt model expression for the average heat transfer 
coefficient is 
10U 
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This relation predicts heat transfer coefficients which lie 
along the Nusselt line in Fig. 39• Mixture properties may "be used in 
this expression to predict where the various concentration lines will 
cross the Nusselt line„ The latent heat of vaporization has an effect 
on this expression. The latent heat of vaporization changes with length, 
temperature drop, velocity, and diameter because the interfacial compo-
sition changes with these variables. For a given entrance concentration 
and a given z'AT the effective average value of X may vary slightly 
depending on the condensation conditions. This is why the lines of 
constant z/AT/ are not straight for binary mixtures, and, in fact, are 
not lines but really small bands. 
The variation of the latent heat of vaporization with concentra-
tion also explains the relative position of the various concentration 
lines in Fig. 39° X decreases with increasing ethanol concentration. 
Equation (1-10) predicts that as the concentration of ethanol in the 
entering mixture increases the lines or bands of constant z AT' cross 
the Nusselt line at lower values of the heat transfer coefficient. The 
positions the constant composition lines cross the Nusselt line should 
be proportional to the latent heat of vaporization to the one fourth 
powero The heat of vaporization may be estimated for each concentration 
line by using the average interfacial concentration for the run nearest 
the Nusselt line. These concentrations are then used in the heat of 
106 
vaporization expression in Appendix D to estimate average values of \'. 
According to these average values the 25 weight percent line should 
cross the Nusselt line at a heat transfer coefficient 1.059 times 
higher than the 75 "weight percent line and 1.0^1 times higher than the 
50 weight percent line. In Fig. 39 these values are 1.058 and l.oUl, 
respectively for these lines or their extensions. 
It appears that equation (1-10) can he useful in determining the 
concentration dependence of heat transfer coefficients for binary mix-
tures if the variation of liquid properties with concentration is well 
known„ When the proper physical properties are used in equation (1-10) 
the variation of the heat transfer coefficient with composition may or 
may not he linear depending on how the properties for the particular 
mixture vary. Pressburg and Todd (33) report approximately linear 
variation with molar composition for a number of systems, while Mirko-
vich and Missen (3̂ -) did not observe linear dependence with other sys-
tems. Cronauer (7) observed linear variation with composition for two 
binary systems, but not for a third. 
Fig. J+0 shows the type of plot used by Mirkovich and Missen and 
by Pressburg and Todd for determining heat transfer dependence on con-
centration and for determining the correct interface temperature. They 
discovered that only the heat transfer coefficients based on T' -T' 
J bp w 
seemed to have the proper slope (-0.25) and were between the results of 
the pure components. From this they concluded that the correct inter-
face temperature was the bubble point of the condensed phase which was 
essentially the same composition as the entering vapor in their 
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Fig. ko. Effect of Temperature Drop on Heat Transfer Co-
efficient: Ethanol-Water, D7 = 0.03825 ft., 
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apparatus. In Fig. ho the heat transfer coefficients "based on T ~T/ 
do appear to be approaching the proper slope for large temperature 
differences. Those coefficients "based on the dew point temperature 
do not have the proper slope. The general position and slope of the 
dew point coefficients on this figure appear to agree qualitatively 
with those of Pressburg and Todd and Mirkovich and Missen for other 
systems. As the temperature difference decreases the bubble point 
heat transfer coefficients in Fig. Uo appear to rise because the inter-
face temperature is rising also. Pressburg and Todd did not observe 
such a rise. Their bubble point temperature was calculated as the 
bubble point of the condensed phase. This would take into account the 
possible variation of interface temperature. Mirkovich and Missen did 
not observe such a rise for film condensation either, although they 
investigated values of T/ -T' as low as two degrees Fahrenheit and to bp w 
apparently used the bubble point of the entering vapor as the bubble 
point temperature. However, neither of these experiments was conducted 
in the entrance of a vertical tube where some length is necessary for 
the buildup of a vapor film. 
Fig. 39 is better than Fig. -̂0 in vertical pipe condensation for 
determining whether the binary results fall between those of the pure 
components. In Fig. ho interface temperature effects can cause the 
heat transfer coefficients to fall outside of the pure component results 
for wall temperatures slightly below the bubble point temperature. In 
addition, Fig. ko is not very useful when the wall temperature is greater 
than the bubble point. In Fig. 39? however, the variation of inter-
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face temperature only causes the heat transfer coefficient to be a 
little lover; it still lies between the pure results even for -wall 
temperatures greater than the bubble point. 
Unfortunately, there appear to be no data available on the con-
densation of binary vapors in a vertical tube similar to those of 
Carpenter (39) for pure vapors. 
Comparison of Calculation Methods 
Two different calculation procedures will be compared to the 
results of this study. Kern (29) recommends using differential con-
densation. This approach disregards the presence of the vapor film 
and does not include the effect of interfacial shear on the liquid 
film. McAdams (30) recommends using the bubble point temperature of 
the entering vapor as the interface temperature. This method does not 
include the effect of interfacial shear on the liquid film either. 
These methods are compared to the results of this study in Fig. 
kl. When the wall temperature is only slightly below the bubble point 
temperature as it is for this comparison, McAdams' method gives a con-
servative estimate of the amount condensed because of the unrealistic 
interface temperature. Near the entrance the interfacial shear is 
quite high and the vapor film is not fully developed. This causes the 
mathematical model of this study to predict condensation rates as high 
as the Kern method in this region. Since the interface temperature for 
this study is quite a bit less than that predicted by Kern, the princi-
ple reason for the high coefficients of this study is the interfacial 
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the vapor film becomes more developed. The condensation rates of this 
study are then lower than the Kern method which does not include the 
presence of the vapor film. 
The average heat transfer coefficients based on T' -T' are pre-
dp w 
sented in Fig. k2. At large temperature drops the Kern and McAdams 
methods have been shown to agree (31). At low temperature drops they 
diverge quite a bit. When the wall temperature is greater than the 
bubble point temperature the McAdams method cannot be used. Kern's 
method gives results which are higher than the results of this study 
because of the higher interface temperature. 
After a few feet into the tube the Kern method predicts condenser 
areas which are smaller than the results of this study for a diameter 
Reynolds number of 19,763- An extensive set of experimental data simi-
lar to that of Carpenter (39) should be taken for binary mixtures to 
determine the exact range of applicability of these methods. Such data 
could also be used in the development of approximate design procedures 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the results of this work, the following conclusions are 
reached: 
1. The computer solutions presented in this work for pure vapor 
condensation check with experimental data for diameter Reynolds numbers 
of the entering vapor less than 30,000. For entering diameter Reynolds 
numbers greater than 30,000 the results of this work do not check with 
experimental data but qualitatively predict heat transfer dependence 
on entrance velocity, diameter, temperature drop, length, and physical 
properties. 
2. In the design of pure vapor condensers the method of Rohsenow, 
Webber and Ling (5) appears to be good for both high and low vapor 
velocities. 
3. Entrance region interfacial shear effects are important in 
the design of pure vapor and binary vapor condensers and in the design 
of gas-vapor condensers where the concentration of noncondensable is 
loW. 
h. The design methods of Colburn and Hougen (21) for gas-vapor 
condensers and Kern (29) for binary vapor condensers predict areas 
which are smaller than the results of this work for all entering Rey-
nolds numbers considered. No data are available to determine the range 
of applicability of these methods or this study. 
Ilk 
Recommendations for extensions of this work are: 
1. The use of the numerical scheme presented here for other 
condensation problems such as the variation of wall temperature with 
length, the use of parabolic entrance profiles, and the condensation 
of a superheated vapor. 
2. Experimental studies on the condensation of pure vapors, 
gas-vapor mixtures, and binary vapors in the entrance region of verti-
cal tubes similar to the study made by Carpenter and Colburn (l) for 
pure vapors. Such studies would determine the range of validity of 
these results, and shed light on the transition of one or both phases 
to turbulent flow, as well as extend the pure vapor data and provide 
data for the other cases where no data exist. 
3. The development of new design procedures for gas-vapor 
mixtures with low noncondensable concentrations which include the 
effect of interfacial shear. 
k. The development of new design procedures for binary vapor 
mixtures which include the effect of interfacial shear. 
5. Experimental and semi-theoretical studies (computer simula-
tion) on the development of turbulence in the entrance region of porous 
and nonporous vertical tubes for one and two phase flow. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
The mathematical models in Chapter II describing the three cases 
of condensation in the entrance region of a vertical tube may be solved 
with the aid of a high speed digital computer by using finite difference 
approximations to the equations and boundary conditions. The approach 
is similar to that of Hornbeck, Rouleau, and Osterle (̂ 0) for one phase 
flow inthe entrance region of a porous tube. An implicit finite differ-
ence "marching" procedure is used to give point values of velocity, pres 
sure, concentration, and temperature for succeeding axial steps. 
In the condensation of a pure vapor the finite difference repre-
sentations of the equations of motion and continuity are solved in 
matrix form to yield the pressure and point values of axial and radial 
velocities for the next axial step down the tube. The finite difference 
representation of the equation of energy using the latest values of 
velocity is then solved in matrix form for point values of temperature. 
Because of the non-linearity of the problem it is necessary to change 
the axial step size and repeat the above steps until the normal heat 
flux into the liquid at the interface is properly balanced by the normal 
mass flux across the interface. 
The other two cases considered involve the diffusion equation in 
addition to the equations of motion, continuity, and energy. In both 
cases the representations of the equations of motion and continuity are 
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solved as for the pure vapor case. The finite difference representa-
tion of the diffusion equation using the latest values of velocity is 
then solved in matrix form to yield point values of concentration. 
Values of gas density may he calculated from the concentration values. 
The same final results are obtained with substantially less computer 
time if the velocity and concentration matrices for this axial step 
are resolved using the latest density and velocity values. The finite 
difference representation of the energy equation is then solved as in 
the pure vapor case to yield temperature values. As in the pure vapor 
case it is necessary to iterate the whole procedure until the normal 
heat flux into the liquid at the interface is properly balanced by the 
normal mass flux across the interface. 
Detailed outlines of these procedures are given in Appendix B, 
and the complete computer programs are given in Appendix C. 
An attempt was made to solve the equations by performing a 
similarity transformation like that of Dorrance (kl), This approach 
involved transforming the equations into ordinary differential equa-
tions and solving these by Runge-Kutta methods (k2) on a digital com-
puter, The results obtained from numerical studies showed that this 
approach was unsatisfactory and the method was dropped, 
Detailed discussions follow of the finite difference grid sys-
tem, finite difference representations of partial derivatives, finite 
difference representations of the equations and boundary conditions, 
the velocity and pressure matrix, the concentration matrix, the tem-
perature matrix, derived results, the first step into the tube, and 
stability and convergence considerations. 
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Finite Difference Grid System 
The finite difference grid system used for all three cases of 
condensation considered is a two dimensional mesh in the r and z 
directions. The grid extends from the center of the tube to the wall 
in the radial direction and from the entrance of the tube to any desired 
length,, There are grid points in both phases. At each step in the axial 
direction one of the grid points falls exactly on the gas-liquid inter-
face , Concentration, radial velocity, and the physical properties may 
take two values at this point. 
This grid system is shown in Fig. ̂ 3. The center of the tube 
is at i = 0, the tube wall at i = n+1, and the entrance of the tube 
at j = 0 . The extra steps at the interface in the first axial step 
are used in a starting procedure. For binary vapor condensation four 
extra grid points were used; for the other cases nine extra grid 
points were used. Values of the various functions at the extra points 
and the starting procedure are discussed later. 
The small thickness of the liquid film requires that the radial 
step sizes vary from large at the center (where values change slowly) 
to quite small in the liquid and adjacent vapor (where values change 
more rapidly). If a constant radial step size were used the number of 
radial steps would be prohibitive. Each time the radial interval size 
is changed an extra row is added to the matrix describing the equation 
of motion and the equation of continuity. Therefore, the radial step 
size was allowed to vary by stages. This kept the total number of 
radial steps to a minimum and kept the resulting matrix from being too 
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Fig. ^3. Diagram of Finite Difference Grid System 
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unwieldy. The number of radial steps varied between 80 and 1+0 for the 
problems under consideration. 
The radial grid positions near the wall were fixed by simple 
model estimations of film thickness discussed later. A constant value 
of radial step size was used in the liquid film and adjacent vapor. 
After a small number of steps in the axial direction this interval size 
was doubled in order to save computer time. 
The axial step size varied, but not in stages. It was adjusted 
automatically until the heat being transferred at the gas-liquid inter-
face in this axial step was matched by an equivalent amount of condens-
ing mass. The number of axial steps used varied from about ten to 
forty-seven for the problems under consideration. 
An implicit finite difference "marching" procedure was used to 
solve the equations. The velocities, temperatures, concentrations, and 
pressure were assumed known for any value of i at the axial position j 
and all axial positions upstream of j. They were unknown at the j+1 
axial step. 
In the equations of motion, energy, and diffusion the i-1, i, 
th and i+1 values at the j+1 axial step were described in terms of the i 
value of the j axial step and the finite difference equations„ This is 
illustrated in Fig. ++, 
In the equation of continuity the i and i+1 values at the j+1 
axial step were described in terms of the i and i+1 values at the j 
axial step and the finite difference equation. This is shown in Fig. 
^5. 
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A diagram of the grid system in the vicinity of the gas-liquid 
interface is shown in Fig. +6. The motion, energy, and diffusion equa-
tions were applied to the q-1 radial point and the q+1 radial point hut 
not the q radial point. Values of the variables at the j+1 axial step 
and the q radial step "were required because of the difference schemes 
involved. Physical properties, radial velocity, and concentration had 
a liquid value and a gas value at this point. The gas values were used 
in the equations applied to the q-1 grid point, and the liquid values 
were used in the equation applied to the q+1 grid point. The continu-
ity equation was applied between the q-1 and q radial points and be-
tween the q and q+1 radial point. The gas values of radial velocity 
and density were used for the first step and liquid values for the 
second, 
The implicit method described above resulted in matrices which 
were solved by standard methods to give all values at the j+1 axial 
step. One matrix solved the equation of motion and the equation of 
continuity to give velocities and pressure; one or two matrices solved 
the equation of diffusion to give the concentrations; one or two 
matrices solved the equation of energy to give temperatures. 
Finite Difference Representations of Partial Derivatives 
The finite difference representations of partial derivatives may 
be derived by Taylor series expansions about each grid point (37). 
The forward difference first derivative of a function f(R,Z) in 
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(§§) = *+1£ J>1 + Q(AZ) (A-1} 
0+1,i 
where AZ = Z. _ - Z.. The subscripts are as shown on Fig. ^3. When f 
J+l J 
is replaced "by pressure this expression becomes 
(f§) = 3 + 1 ^ 3 + O(AZ) (A-2) 
0+1 j i 
The forward difference first derivative in the radial direction 
is 
(f) = fj+1'1+^" fj+1?1 + O(he) (A-3) 
j+l,i 
where he = R, _ - R.. This type of first derivative in the radial 
i+1 i 
direction is used exclusively in all boundary conditions except those 
at the center of the tube, In the equations of change the central 
difference first derivative in the radial direction is used. For varia-
ble radial distances this may be shown to be 
hwf. , . . (hw-he)f. . . hef. _ . _ 
/df\ = j+l?i+l _ j+1,1 _ j+l,i-l 
dR . , . he (hw+he) hw he hw (hw+he) 
0+1,i 
+ 0(he hw) (A-k) 
where he = R. n - R. and hw = R. - R. _ . Obvious simplifications l+l I I l-l 
result if he = hw. The central difference second derivative in the 
radial direction is 
2^ rf. ., . , f. , . f. 
- ) - 2 
SR 
(^ f\ o 0+lji+l J+lji , j+l,i-l , rsi^ x, ̂  /« C\ 
(—o) - 2 , /, , \ r—r— + . /, ? .—r + O(he-hw) (A-5) 
\ ^ 2 y Lhe(hw+he) he hw hw(hw+he)J v ' v ' 
j+l,i 2 
If he = hw then the truncation term is the order of he , 
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Finite Difference Representations of the Equations 
In the following development the finite difference forms of each 
equation will have the unknown values, i.e., velocities, pressure, 
temperatures, concentrations, and their coefficients at the j+1 axial 
step on the left hand side of the equation and all known terms, i.e., 
velocities, pressure, temperatures, concentrations, and their coeffi-
cients at the j axial step and "boundary conditions on the right hand 
side of the equation. 
Terms involving density are found in the equation of motion, 
the variable density continuity equation, and various boundary 
conditions. In the cases where density is allowed to vary as a func-
tion of concentration it may be evaluated as 
\ 
> & • + # ) 
p' , »J+M' (A-6) 
C^-TTH1^) 
pb V i , i 
where p' and p are the densities of the pure components. 
The Equation of Motion 
The axial component of the equation of motion is 
U*J vau = _ a p + ^ (a!|u + i an + _i_ , h) 
°M oR oZ Re L_2 R dR/ 2Fr {1± *} 
oR 
Substituting the finite difference representations into this equation 
making the density corrections to the pressure term mentioned in 
Chapter II and rearranging one obtains 
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U . n ,A. + U. , .B. + U. , .C. + P. nE. = F. (A-7) 
j + l , i - l 1 0+1,1 l J+l , i l J+l i i 
where 
heV. . ), 0 , 
j,i 4 2 he / n\ 
i == " hw(hw+he) " Re hw(hw+he) + R. Re hw(hw+he) {A~0) 
U. . V. .(hw-he) ,, 0,, , v 
i AZ hw he Re he hw R. Re hw he ^ y} 
hw V . . K 2 , 
C i = he(hw+he) " Re he(hw+he) " R. Re he(hw+he) (A-10) 
H • fes b + Pi+ip-; 9M <*-*> 
K J + I , I K J + I , I 
and 
P' P. (u. - ) 2 
p = x + J>°—i + ski— (A-12) 
*i 2 Fr p! .AZ AZ V ^ ; 
The density ratios in this equation become unity and the density differ-
ence becomes zero when density is constant in the gas. The density 
ratio is not unity in the liquid phase, although the density difference 
is zero. If the gas density is allowed to vary as a function of con-
centration it may be evaluated by equation (A-6). 
At the center of the tube the equation of motion becomes 
<S + I - A $ - ^ CA-03) 
after application of L'Hopital's rule to the necessary terms as R goes 
to zero and the use of the boundary condition that the radial velocity 
is zero at the center. Substituting the finite difference representa-
tions into this equation, making the density correction to the pressure 
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term mentioned in Chapter II, and using the boundary condition of no 
shear at the center, one obtains 
U . n B + U . n n C + P . nE = F (A-lU) 
j + l , o o J + l j l o j+1 o o 
where 
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P. + (U. f 
Fo " 2^7 + J AZJ?° <A-18) 
Again, the density difference becomes zero if the density is constant. 
In the above equations the Reynolds number, Re, is defined as 
p'u D /u. . In the liquid phase this term is plu'D /|il. It is evalua-
ted as p u D /u. for a constant density gas and p' U'D'/M-' f°r a 
g g gj+l,i S 
variable density gas. 
The Variable Density Equation of Continuity 
The variable density equation of continuity is 
3(i_HU)+ K|_BY) = o (II-H» 
When the finite difference representations are substituted into this 
equation the result is 
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u. 
r-R. n P n • T 1+1 r j + l ? l + l 
0 + 1 , i + 1 L 2AZ 
+ U. . . 
-R. p' . n 
2AZ J 
+ V 
j + l , i + l L 
' R i + 1 P j + l , i + r 
he 
+ V 
r-R- p ' -, •-
G + l j i L he 
U. . n p ' . nR. . + U. . p( .R. 
j , i + l r j , i + l i + l j , i r j , i i 
2AZ 
(A-19) 
Densi ty may be eva lua ted by equat ion (A-6). The v a r i a b l e dens i ty 
equat ion of c o n t i n u i t y a t the cen te r becomes 
a(p'u) + 2 a(p'v) = 0 
SZ SR 
(A-20) 
when L'Hopital's rule is applied to the necessary terms as R goes to 
zero. Upon substitution of the finite difference representations and 
the use of the condition that V = 0 at the center this becomes 
U O A 7 j+1,1 L 2AZ J 
rP 
+ U J+l,o" 




U. _ p. _ + U. p. 
- J?1 J*1 J>° J'° 
2AZ 
(A-21) 
The radial step size varies in stages from the center to the 
wall. From the center to the first change in step size, step s, the 
following equation applies. It results from adding equation (A-2l) to 
the summation of equation (A-19) from i = 1 to i = s-1. 
s-1 
U. , G + U._ j+l,o o j+1 n
Gn + ) U._ .G. + ,11 LA J+1,I 1 
U. .. G J+l,s s 
i=2 
+ V. , Kn = F , 




G = X d~ >° (A-23) 
o UAZ 
3 \ p ; 
ri UAZ Gn =
 X ) , ^ 1 ? 1 (A-2U) 
1 AR 
and 
R. p! . . 
Gi = X AZ
 X ^A-25) 
R p' , 
r s J+1?s 
s 2AZ (A-26) 
R P: . 
^ = S Ag
+ '° (A-27) 





 1 J?° J?° , 1 rj,l j,l \ 
4AZ TAZ~~ Z, 
LR. p'. .U. . 
•p _ ^ U 7 ~ , - C ? - U 7 - , \ 1 J 7 ̂  J ? ̂  
n+1 A Z Z, AZ 
i=2 
R p'. U. 
+ S ^ J ? S (A-28) 
AR is the radial step size in this section of the tube. 
For other sections of the tube over -which the radial interval 
size does not change, i.e., from some step, s, to some step, t, equa-
tion (A-19) may be summed from i = s to i = t-1 to yield 
t-1 
1 H + ) u- -, .H. + U. .. ,H. + V. _ KOJ + V. n K , n +l,s s Li J+lji 1 J+ljt t 0+1,s 2d j+l,t 2d+l U. J 
i=s+l 
where 
F , -, (A-29) 
n+d+1 ' 
Rs pi+l s Hs = ̂ 4 ^ <A-30) 
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R. p ' . 
Hi = " T ^ ^ 
R. p ' . 
H t = ^ 2 ^ (A"32) 
K2d+1 = M ^ ^ 
and 
t - 1 
R o P 
: U. \.x R. p'. .U. . R. p ' . .U. . 
\Z + L AZ + 2AZ t A ~ ^ J 
F ^ s 3 
n+d+1 2AZ 
i=s+l 
AR is the radial step size in this region of the tube and "d" is the 
number of times the radial interval size has been changed between this 
region and the center of the tube. The value of d is increased by two 
if the interface is between this region and the center of the tube. 
The Constant Density Equation of Continuity 
The constant density equation of continuity is 
^ + * § ? • o (n-5) 
Upon substitution of the finite difference representations this equa-
tion becomes 
• U. n . 1R. n + U. 1 .R. V. ., . nR. , + V. n .R. 
J+1,1+1 1+1 J+l;l 1 J+1,1+1 1+1 J+l?l 1 
2AZ + he 
U. . nR. ,n + U. .R. 
= J >
1 + 1 1 + 1 J^ 1 1 
2AZ 
This is an obvious simplification of equation (A-19). 
(A-36) 
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When L'Hopital's rule is used on the appropriate terms at the 
center of the tube the constant density equation of continuity becomes 
I + 2 f = ° <A-37> 
Substituting the finite difference representations into this equation 
and using the condition that radial velocity is zero at the center 
gives 
U. _ _ + U. _ 2 V. _ _ U. n + U. 
2AZ + hi " 2AZ {A'^} 
As previously mentioned, the radial step size varies in stages 
from the center to the vail. From the center to the first change 
in step size, step s, equation (A-38) may be added to the summation 
of equation (A-36) from i = 1 to i = s-1 to yield 
s-1 
U. -, G + U. _ _Gn + ) U. 1 .G. + U. , G j+l,o o J+1,1 1 L j+l,i i J+ljS s 
i=2 
+ V. , K = F , (A-39) 
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AR is the radial step size in this region of the tube. 
For other sections of the tube over which the radial interval 
size does not change, i.e., from some step, s, to some step, t, equa-
tion (A-36) may be summed from i = s to i = t-1 to yield 
t-1 
U. ., H + ) U. 1 .H. + U. _ ,H, + V. _ K0, j+l,s s L j+lji 1 J+l)t t O+ljS 2d 
i=s+l 
+ V. _ .K0 , = F A . (A-+6) 
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number of times the radial interval size has been changed between this 
region and the center of the tube. The value of d is increased by two 
if the interface is between this region and the center of the tube, 
Another representation of the constant density continuity equa-
tion is used at the interface for the first step into the liquid film 
in the radial direction. This representation is 
U . -, -.R -, V. , nR , ( V . n )„R U . R n 
j + l , q + l q+1 J+1,q+1 q+1 j + l , q y 4 q j , q + l q+1 , . x 
AZ AR AR AZ ^ w 
where "q" indicates the interface position at the j+1 axial step, 
"4" denotes a liquid value of a variable at a point which may have both 
a liquid and a vapor value of that variable, and AR = R ,-R „ 
' q+1 q 
Equation (A-^6) is used as the continuity equation for all other 
steps in the liquid film. 
The Equation of Energy 
The equation of energy is 
TT^T ̂  vdT 2 / 1 S T ± d
2TA j 2 .'3IA
2 ,__ ,v 
"sz + vm = Re^7 k m + —2) + RiEk km) ( I I " 6 ) 
OK 
When the finite difference representations are substituted into this 
equation and the equation rearranged the result is 
T . n . A . + T . n . B . + T . G. = F . (A-5k) 
j + 1 , l - l 1 j + l , i 1 o + l , i + l 1 1 ' 
where 
he V. n . n, , 
A = J+la , 2he 4 , v 
i " " hw(hw+he) Re R. Pr hw(hw+he) Re Pr hw(hw+he) ^ J} 
V. _ .(hw-he) U. n . o/l , \ 1 
B =- J
+ 1^ 1 J+1*1 1 2(hw-he) 1+ , 6 ) 
i hw he AZ Re Pr R.hwhe Re Pr hw he v J J 
±?>k 
and 
i he(hw+he) " Re Pr R. " Re P r he(hw+he) \*~;i) 
T. .U. 1 . 0 r hw U. _ . . U. _ . ( h w - h e ) 
3 ? 1 j + l > i + _2 j+l,i+l j+l?i 
(A-58) 
i AZ Re Ek Lhe(hw+he) hw he 
U. _ . nhe_,2 
_ J + - 1 ? 1 " 1 
hw(hw+he) _ 
At the center of the tube the equation of energy becomes 
^l=jL.il + _ A _ f3uf (A_59) 
^ Z RePr . 2 Re Ek \3R/ v ^ 
oR 
A 
•with the aid of L'Hopital's rule and the condition that radial velocity-
is zero at this point. With the use of the finite difference representa-
tions, the boundary condition of zero temperature gradient, and rearrange-
ment this becomes 
T . n B + T . n , C = F (A-60) 
j + l , o o J + l j l o o 
where 
and 
o ~ Re Pr he he AZ l D 1 J 
c = - -p T38 v, v, ( A - 6 2 ) 
o Re Pr he he 
FO - ! i 4 i ^ 2 ( A - 6 3 ) 
The Reynolds, Prandtl, and Eckert numbers above are evaluated 
according to the phase the equation is describing. 
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The Equation of Diffusion 
The equation of diffusion for component a is 
dW dW 0 ,b^ _ dW N 
v__a + u__a = _ 2 _ ( a 1 _ a \ (II-11) 
m U SZ Sc Re \ 3R2
 + R BR/ v±± ^ 
When the finite difference representations are substituted into this 
equation and the equation rearranged the result is 
W A . + W B . + W C. = F. (A-6̂ 0 
a. n . n i a.... I a...... 1 I 
0+l,i-l J+l,i 0+1,i+l 
where 
A. = j+l,i +̂ 2 he , , v 
i = " hw(hw+he) " Sc Re hw(hw+he) R. Sc Re hw(hw+he) lA'b^J 
V. , .(hw-he) U. _ . , 
B J+l?i ' | J+l,i , ^ 
i hw he AZ Sc Re hw he 
2 (hw-he) . r r , 
+ R. Sc Re bi he (A"66> 
1 
n = J + l ? 1 4 , 2 hw , , . 
i he(hw+he) " Sc'Re he(hw+he) " R. Sc Re he(hw+he) l ° u 
and 
W U. _ . 
a j + l , i 
F. = - ^ (A-68) 
At the center of the tube the equation of diffusion with 
L'Hopital's rule applied to the necessary terms and the use of the 
condition that radial velocity is zero at the center "becomes 
dW ,, d2W a _ _ 4 a 
dZ S c R e d R2 
(A-69) 
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Upon substitution of the finite difference representations, the "boundary 
condition of zero concentration gradient at the center, and a slight 
rearrangement the equation becomes 
W B + W C = F (A-70) 




 8 + ^ h 2 (A-71) 
o Sc Re he he AZ \ > / 
C = - _ p \ . (A~72) 
o Sc Re he he v ' 
and 
W U. 1 a. j+l,o 
Fo = -^k— (A-73) 
The Schmidt and Reynolds numbers above are evaluated according 
to the phase the equation is describing. 
The Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions which involve a known value of a variable 
at a given point are easily handled. In such a case the value of this 
variable is known at the boundary grid point of the j+1 axial step. 
Terms in the above finite difference equations which involve this 
boundary value may be switched to the right hand sides of these equa-
tions and treated as known terms. Boundary conditions of this type 
will be covered further under the descriptions of the various matrices 
All boundary conditions at the center of the tube have been 
taken into account in the finite difference equations. Also, the 
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boundary conditions at the entrance of the tube are all handled as 
known values at the first step into the tube. 
In the following discussion boundary conditions at the gas-liquid 
interface are considered for the three cases of condensation covered in 
this work. In addition, flux conditions at the wall are considered for 
binary condensation. 
Interface Velocity 
The velocity tangent to the gas-liquid interface should be a 
continuous function across the interface. The tangent vector is 
(JLAz' - jAr') 
i AT (A-7^ 
where Az' = z'. -z', Ar' = r' _ - r' and As' = (Ar' + Az' ) 2 . 
0+1 J q+1 q ' 
i and j are unit vectors in the z and r directions respectively. The 
velocity vector is 
U / = i v z ' + j / (A-75) 
The tangent ia l velocity i s given by the dot product of the velocity and 
tangent vectors and is 
1 A ' I A I 
v Az - v Ar 
(U'D ° Z As-
 r (A-76) 
Equating the tangential velocity in the gas with the tangential velo-
city in the liquid gives 
v' Az'-v' Ar7 = v' Az' - v' Ar' (A-77) 
z r z „ r. x ' 
g g 1 1 
Making the boundary layer assumptions that v' is of the order of 1 
Zi 
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where v is of the order e and that Az' > > Ar' then 
r 
\ =V'z (A"78) 
g I 
As a result of these approximations the axial velocity at each 
interface grid point will have one value for both the gas and liquid 
phases„ This relation will he applied to all three cases of conden-
sation considered. The radial velocity will have two values at each 
interface grid point; one for the liquid radial velocity and one for 
the gas radial velocity. The relationship between the two radial 
velocity values is different for each of the three cases of condensa-
tion, and these relationships are discussed in the next subsection,, 
Interface Mass Transfer 
The mass transfer normal to the gas-liquid interface is continu-
ous across the interface. The vector normal to the interface is 
(jLAr' + j_Az') 
n = _ , (A-79) 
Pure Vapor. The mass flux vector for the condensation of a pure 
vapor is 
N' = p ' ( i v ; + i vp (A-80) 
The dot product of the mass flux vector with the normal vector gives 
the normal mass flux at the interface 
p'(v'Ar' + v'Az') 
(H'-n) - S _ , E (A-81) 
Equating the normal mass flux in the gas with the normal mass flux 
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in the l iquid gives 
' I A f , ' I A ' ' I K 1 I ' K' /A OO^ 
p v Ar + p v Az = p v Ar + p v A (A-82) 
g zg g rg I z^ JLTjiz 
Expressing this in dimensionless finite difference form, using equation 
(A-78), and solving for the liquid radial velocity at the interface 
gives 
P, 
< W X = i LVi,. <s>
 + <Vi.iV - W $ (-83) 
where q denotes the interface grid point at the j+1 axial step, AR = 
R n - R = R - R n 5 and AZ = Z. _ - Z.. Combining this expression 
q+1 q q q~l J+1 J 
with the equation of continuity for the first step into the liquid, 
equation (A-53)? and rearranging gives 
U. , 1 + U. n ,1 _ + (V. n ) K0, j+l,q q J+1,q+1 q+1 v J+l,q ' 2d 
where 
+ V. n ..K0, _ = F . n (A-8U) 
j+1,q+1 2d+l n+d+1 v J 
R p ' 
q AZ ^p^ y ' 
R n 
Vi = i r (A-86) 
K2d = - ^ y (A-8 )̂ 
W • ir <A-8 8> 
and 
1̂ 0 
U. _R 1 
F = J'%
1^1 (A-89) 
n+d+1 AZ \ ;) 
In this equation "d" is the number of times plus one that the radial 
interval size has been changed between this region and the center 
of the tube. 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas„ The mass flux vector for the 
condensable vapor is 
m 
N' = p ' i i W v ' + tjWv'- i D' ^-4 -a v \— a z — a r - ab dz 
dW 
' i Dab dr~"7 (A-90) 
g 
The dot product of this vector with the normal vector gives the 
normal mass flux of component a at the interface 
f-r-, / 
p ' ( v ' A r ' + v ' A z ' ) P Dat> , 3W 3W . 
(M ' . „ ) =
 2 * — ^ ( to ' » + Az' - 4 ) (A-91) 
- a - As As \ dz Br / v ' 
g 
This expression will apply to the gas phase. The liquid is pure com-
ponent a and equation (A-8l) gives the mass flux into the liquid. 
Equating the two expressions gives 
,m N 
p'w v' Ar' + p'w v' Az' - p' D' U-4) Ar' 
g a z rg a r rg ab \oz / 
< Dao W O Az' = p; v' Ar' + p; v' A,' (A-92) 
Expressing this equation in forward finite difference form, using equa-
tion (A-78), solving for the liquid radial velocity at the interface, 









z _ Sr^U^V^i^ xl 
q " _ AZ L V XJ (A-91+) 




K2d+1 " ̂  (
A-^) 
2 R D' p _ ) (W, -W^ )AR 
q ab VKj+l,q' r
v b . _ b . ' 
= § § f j+l,q j,q 
hd+1 D'u'AR P; >
 A Z A Z 
(wb -wb ) 
+ j + 1 ^ J + l j q" 1 + J + 1AZ + 1 ^ (A"98) 
where AR = R -, - R = R - R -, • In the above equation "d" is the number 
q+1 q q q-1 
of times plus one that the radial interval size has been changed between 
this region and the center of the tube. This equation will be used in 
the matrix describing the equations of motion and continuity. 
The condition that there be no normal mass flux of component b 
at the interface is used in the matrix describing the equation of 
diffusion of component b. The expression for no normal mass flux of b 
1+2 
across the interface is 
p'W, v' Ar' + p'w, v' Az rg b z g b r 
dŴ  
pV, (-4) AT' 
rg ab Ndz y 
aw, 
" PX. fer) ̂' =0 ab dr (A-99) 
Expressing this equation in forward finite difference form and combining 
with the equation of diffusion, equation (A-6+), written for component 
b instead of component a one obtains 
W. b ., 1 ,JV n + W, B n = F , 
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 2 h e (A-101) 
hw(hw+he) Sc Re hw(hw+he) R Sc Re hw(hw+he) v ' 
B q - 1 
V. , (hw-he) U. _ 
J+1><1-1 + j+l,q-l + _ 









Sc Re he(hw+he) 
2Dab. AZ 
2 hw  
R _ Sc Re he(hw+he) 
q-1 
(A-102) 
q_1" ̂  ̂ 'vi,*1* + (vj+i,q) *
z> -2D;**z ( I + i>J 
rhw V. , n i, „ . 
j+l^q-1 4 2 hw  
_ he (hw+he) ' Sc Re he (hw+he) " R .. Sc Re he (hw+he) 
q-1 




Binary Vapor. It is required that the fluxes of the two compon-
ents , a and c, be continuous across the interface. For component a this 
means 
dW 
p'W v ' Ar' + p'w v ' Az' - p V (^-4) Ar' r g a z r g a r r g ac Bz 
& g g & g g & g g 
dW 
- p V (^4) Az' Kg ac dr ' 
g g 
dW 
= P X Vz A r / + P ? a v r
 A Z ' - p ? a c W ^ A r ' 
dW 
A similar expression may be written for component c. Adding the above 
expression for component a and the similar expression for component c 
and solving for the radial velocity in the liquid, one finds 
P' 
(v' %C + v' ) - v' %C (A-105) 
\ z Az r / z„ Az ' 
Expressing this in finite difference form, using equation (A-78), and 
combining with the equation of continuity for the first step into the 
liquid gives 
U. n I + U. , nI , + (V. , ) K ^ + V. n nK , 0+1,q q J+l,q+l q+1 0+l,q g 2d j+l,q+l 2d+l 
= Fn +d + 1 (
A"106' 
where 
R r(P<'.-, J 
i = - -a 
q AZ 
f j+}?q g - 1 | (A-107) 
L px J 
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(A-108) 
K2d = ~ ^ g
g * (A-109) 
R n 
T _ q+1 
q+1 AZ 




K - q + 1 
2d+l " AR 
U. n R -, j,q+1 q+1 
(A-110) 
F = * > > ^ ^ ( A - 1 1 1 ) 
n+d+1 AZ ' 
Here AR = R. ,-R = R -R n. In the above equation "d" is the number q+1 q q q-1 
of times plus one that the radial interval size has been changed between 
this region and the center of the tube. This equation will be used in 
the matrix describing the equations of motion and continuity. 
The condition of continuous mass flux of both components across 
the interface will be satisfied in the diffusion equation by a trial and 
error procedure. The equation of diffusion in the gas is solved using 
a trial value of concentration in the gas at the interface. A trial 
value of concentration in the liquid which is in equilibrium with the 
trial value in the gas is found by using the Van Laar relationships 
(43)« This procedure also gives the interface temperature. The matrix 
describing the equation of diffusion in the liquid is solved using the 
above value of concentration in the liquid at the interface. The flux 
of component c from the gas is then calculated using the gas concentra-
tions found above and 
dW 
N'' = p'w v' Ar' + p'w v' Az' - p V (-̂-£) Ar' 
c rg c z rg c r rg ac vdz ' 
g g g g g g g 
dW 
- p V (-3-4) Az' (A-112) 
g ac vor J v ' 
1̂ 5 
The flux of component c into the liquid is given by 
SW 
N = pflW v Ar + p.W v Az - p . D (-^-i-) Ar 
Cl l Ci Zi l Ci Ti l a c i 3 z % 
m 
These two expressions will "be equal only if the trial concentrations 
at the interface have the proper values. Newton's method (U-2) is used 
to make the difference "between the two expressions go the zero by vary-
ing the trial concentrations at the interface, 
The two matrices involve trial values of concentration at the 
interface. The terms involving these values may be treated as known 
terms. At the center of the tube the boundary conditions have been 
taken into account in the finite difference equations„ At the wall the 
boundary conditions of no radial flux of either component reduce to 
dW 3W 
&\ = <i*r\ = ° <A-u lo 
Substitution of the forward finite difference representations into 
this equation and combination with the equation of diffusion, equation 
(A-6U), gives 
W A + W B = F (A-115) 
c . .. ., n c. _•• n n x J 
j+l,n-l J+l?n 
where 
he V, , , 
A = .„ ,J
+1?n h + 2 he (A-116) 
n hw (hw+he) Sc Re hw(hw+he) R S c Re hw(hw+he) v ' 
ike 
h¥V. n ,, 0 , V. _ (hw-he) 
- j+l,n _ 4 2 hw _ j+l?n
v 
n ~ he(hw+he) Sc Re he(hw+he) " R Sc Re he(hw+he) hw he 
U. 
j+l,n M k 2(hw-he) _ + . 2 + ^\^-^J (A-117} 
AZ Sc Re he hw R Sc Re hw he ^ u 
n 
and 
W U. 1 
F = J?" • (A-118) 
n AZ ' 
Interfacial Shear 
The tangential shear stress at the gas-liquid interface should 
be a continuous function across the interface. The shear stress vector 
for constant property, Newtonian fluids is 
ydv' dv'v ,dv' ^v' 
!•'• - & ' (a?? + a^j + # '(sr + aFV (A'119) 
The dot product of the stress vector with the tangent vector, equation 
(A-7^)., gives the tangential shear stress. 
dv dv o"v dv 
, / A „ / / ' Z r"\ ' A ' / Z r\ 
" A* ^ + ^ " " Ar ^ + *?) 
(T'-t) = ^ (A-120) 
If the boundary layer assumption that v' is of the order of 1 and 
^ ' z 
r / 
v' and -̂ —r are of order e and the assumption that Az > > Ar' are made 
r oz 
then 
(T' . t)~^j4 (A.121) 
— — As or x ' 
Equating the tangential shear in the gas phase with the tangen-
tial shear in the liquid phase gives 
1̂ 7 
/dv\ /̂ v'v 
Substitution of the dimensionless forward finite difference representa-
i 
tions into this equation and the use of equation (A-78) results in 
U. , _A + U . n B + U . n nC = 0 (A-123) 0+l,q-l q J+l,q q J+l?q+l q ' 
where 
A = - -f (A-124) 
q AR 
K ^ 
B = -rf + ~ (A-125) 
q AR AR 
and 
^4 
C = - -~ (A-126) 
q AR ^ ' 
Here AR ~ R -,-R = R -R ., and q denotes the interface grid point at 
q+1 q q q-1 
the j+1 axial step „ This relation will "be applied at the q radial step 
instead of the equation of motion for each of the three cases of con-
densation considered 0 
Interface Temperature 
Pure Vapor„ The dimensionless temperature at the interface, 
(T ~T')/(T'-T/), always has the value of one. When the wall tempera-v q w ' o w r 
ture is constant this means that there is a constant temperature drop 
through the liquid film for the entire length of condenser. 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas0 The interface temperature, T', 
is assumed to be a function of the partial pressure of the condensable 
Ik8 
component at the interface. The dimensionless temperature at the inter 
face is always less than one. 
Binary Vapor. The conditions of equilibrium at the interface, 
continuity of the mass flux of each component across the interface, 
and heat released by the condensing mass equaling the heat transferred 
through the film determine the interface temperature by a procedure 
described previously. 
Pressure and Velocity Profile 
A system of simultaneous linear equations describing the equa-
tions of motion and continuity has been constructed in the previous 
sections of this appendix. The finite difference representations of 
the equation of motion and the equation of continuity in matrix form 
may be solved by standard Gauss elimination of the lower left hand 
triangle and back substitution of the remaining terms (̂-2) to give the 
axial velocity profile and the pressure at the j+1 axial step. The 
radial velocity profile may be obtained from the axial velocity pro-
file by use of the equation of continuity, equations (A-19) or (A-36). 
A diagram of the matrix above is shown in Fig. k7. Only one 
radial step size change is shown (step s) instead of the six which were 
used in actual practice. A description of the various terms in the 
matrix is given for each of the three cases of condensation considered. 
Pure Vapor 
In the matrix shown in Fig. ^7 B is defined by equation (A-15). 
C is defined by equation (A-l6), E is defined by equation (A-17) and 
B C o o 
A i B i c i 
A2 \ °2 
• • 
G0 GX a2 . 
A B C 
s s s 
G nG s-1 s 
A. B. C. 
1 1 1 
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q q q 
H H . s s+1 . H nH 
q - i q 
q q+i 
A B O 
n n 
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F is defined by equation (A-l8). A is defined by equation (A-12*4-), 
B by equation (A-125), and C by equation (A-126). E and F are 
zero. All other A., B., C , E., and F. terms, from i = 1 to n, maybe 
given by general formulas representing the various coefficients in 
equation (A-7)• A. is given by equation (A-8),.B. by equation (A-9), 
C. by equation (A-10),. E. by equation (A-ll), and F. by equation (A-12). 
G is defined'"by equation (A-^+O), G1 by equation (A-l+l), G by 
O X S 
equation (A-^3), and all G. terms, from i = 2 to s-1, are defined by 
equation (k-h2). K is defined by equation (A-kk) and F by equa-
tion (A-U5). 
The radial step size changes at the s radial value. Here 
another continuity equation is used, and another line is added to the 
matrix. Each time the radial step size changes this is necessary. 
The constant density continuity equation applying between radial inter-
val size changes is equation (A-l+6). H is defined by equation (A-U7), 
s 
H is defined by equation (A-^9) with q replacing t. All H. terms, 
for i = s+1 to q-1, are defined by equation (A-U8). K is defined by 
equation (A-50), K„ by equation (A-5l) with q replacing t, and F 
is defined by equation (A-52) with q replacing t. 
The gas-liquid interface is at radial step q. Although radial 
step size is not allowed to change at the interface, it is necessary to 
add two extra lines to the matrix when the interface is encountered. 
I is defined by equation (A-85), I , by equation (A-86), K« by equa-
tion (A-87), K by equation (A-88), and F by equation (A-89) . 
The bottom line in the matrix represents equation (A-U6). J 
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is defined by equation (A-+7) with q+1 replacing s and J replacing H, 
and other J. terms, for i = q+2 to n, are given by equation (A-48) 
with J replacing H. IO is defined by equation (A-50) with q+1 replac-
ing s, and F ^ is defined by equation (A-^2) with q+1 replacing s and 
n+1 replacing t. 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas 
All A., B., C , E., and F. terms shown in Fig. +7 for i = 0 to 
1 7 i J i 7 1 1 
n are defined exactly the same as for the condensation of a pure vapor. 
Also, F . ,.K/, and all J. terms are defined as for the pure vapor 
case. The remaining terms are defined differently. 
G is given by equation (A-23) , G.. by equation (A-2+), G by 
O _L S 
equation (A-26), and all G. terms, from i = 2 to s-1, are defined by 
equation (A-25). K is defined by equation (A-27), and F is 
defined by equation (A-28). 
The radial step size changes at the s radial value. The variable 
density continuity equation applying between radial interval size 
changes is equation (A-29)• H is given by equation (A-30),. H by 
s q 
equation (A-32) with q replacing t. Al,l H. terms, for i = s+1 to q-1, 
are defined by equation (A-31). K„ is defined by equation (A-33), K 
^ 3 
by equation (A-3^) with q replacing t, and F by equation (A-35) with 
q replacing t. 
The gas-liquid interface is at radial step q. I is defined by 
equation (A-9+), I ., by equation (A-95), K. by equation (A-96), K by 




All terms in Fig. kj are exactly the same as for the condensa-
tion of a vapor from a vapor and noncondensable gas mixture except the 
1 , 1 _, Ki,, Kc, and F _ terms. I is defined by equation (A-107), q' q-lJ V 55 n+3 q J * \ >/s 
I _ "by equation (A-108), K, by equation (A-109), K by equation 
(A-110), and F by equation (A-lll). 
Concentration Profile 
A system of simultaneous linear equations describing the equa-
tion of diffusion has been constructed in previous sections of this 
appendix. The finite difference representations of the equation of 
diffusion may be written in matrix form and the resulting tridiagonal 
matrix or matrices solved by Gauss elimination and back substitution 
(k2) to give the concentration profile at the j+1 axial step. 
A diagram of the tridiagonal matrix in the gas phase is shown 
in Fig. ^8 and a diagram of the tridiagonal matrix in the liquid phase 
is shown in Fig. +̂9. A description of each of the various terms in 
these matrices is given below for the noncondensable and binary cases. 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas 
The diffusion equation and resulting matrix apply to the gas 
phase only. This matrix is shown in Fig. ̂ 8. 
B is defined by equation (A-71), C by equation (A-72), and 
F by equation (A-73) with component b replacing component a. A 
is given by equation (A-lOl), B by equation (A-102), and F by 
T.- q— -*-
equation (A-103). All other A., B., C , and F. terms, for i = 1 to 
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Fig. U8. Diffusion Equation for Component b in the Gas Phase 
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F i g . ky. Diffusion Equation for Component c in t h e Liquid Phase . 
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cients in equation (A-6U) "written for component b. A. is given by-
equation (A-65), B. by equation (A-66), C. by equation (A-67), and 
F. by equation (A-68) with component b replacing component a. 
Binary Vapor 
Two tridiagonal matrices are necessary for this case. One 
describes the diffusion equation in the gas; the other describes the 
equation of diffusion in the liquid. These matrices are shown in 
Fig. 1+8 and Fig. ̂ 9. 
Gas. In the matrix describing the gas, all A., B. , C , and F. 
' 1 1' i ? 1 
terms, for i = o to q-2, are exactly the same as for the noncondensable 
case except that they are written for component c instead of component 
b. A _ and B _ are given by the general formulas for A. and B., q-1 q-1 o „ o 1 1 7 
equations (A-65) and (A-66), respectively. F is given by equation 
(A-68) with component c replacing component a minus the product of 
W 
( cj+l,q) with C ,, where C is given by equation (A-67). 
Liquid. In the matrix describing the liquid all A., B., C , 
and F. terms, for i = q+2 to n-1, are given by the various coeffi-
cients of equation (A-6h) written for component c instead of component 
a. A. is given by equation (A-65), B. by equation (A-66), C. by equa-
tion (A-67), and F. by equation (A-68) with component c replacing com-
ponent a. A is given by equation (A-ll6), B by equation (A-117), 
and F by equation (A-118). B is given by equation (A-66), C by 
equation (A-67), and F -, by equation (A-68) with component c replacing 
/W \ 
component a minus the product of ( c . _ ) . with A _, , where A ., is r y v j+l,q'j& q+15 q+1 
defined by equation (A-65). 
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Temperature Profile 
A system of simultaneous linear equations describing the equa-
tion of energy has been developed in previous sections of this 
appendix. The finite difference representations of the equation of 
energy may be written in tridiagonal matrix form, and the resulting 
matrix or matrices solved by Gauss elimination and back substitution 
(k2) to give the temperature profile at the j+1 axial step. 
Diagrams of tridiagonal matrices in the gas and liquid phases 
are shown in Fig. k8 and hj with the concentration terms replaced by 
temperature terms. A description of each of the various terms in these 
matrices is given below for all three cases of condensation. 
Pure Vapor 
The energy equation is applied to the liquid phase only. The 
resulting matrix is shown in Fig. h$ with the concentration terms 
replaced by temperature terms. 
All A., B., and C. terms, for i = q+1 to n, may be defined by 
general formulas from equation (A-5*0 • A. is given by equation (A-55)5 
B. by equation (A-56), and C. by equation (A-57). The F. terms, for 
i = q+2 to n, are given by equation (A-58). F is given by equation 
(A-58) minus the product of T. _ with A _ where A _ is defined by 
^ ; P J+l,q q+1, q+1 
equation (A-55). 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas 
The energy equation is applied to both phases. The resulting 
matrices are shown in Fig. kQ and Fig. k$ with the concentration terms 
replaced by temperature terms. 
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Gas. B is given "by equation (A-6l), C by equation (A-62), 
and F by equation (A-63). The A., B., and C. terms, for i = 1 to 
q-1, are given "by the various coefficients in equation (A-5̂ +). A. is 
defined by equation (A-55), B. by equation (A-56), and C. by equation 
(A-57). The F. terms, for i = 1 to q-2, are given by equation (A-58). 
F _ is given by equation (A-58) minus the product of T. _ with 
q-i j+i?q 
C , where C is defined by equation (A-57). 
Liquid. The description of this matrix is exactly the same as 
that for the condensation of a pure vapor. 
Binary Vapor 
The equation of energy is applied to both phases. The descrip-
tions of the two resulting tridiagonal matrices are exactly the same 
as those for the condensation of a vapor from a vapor and a nonconden-
sable gas mixture. 
Derived Results 
The following results are derived from the velocity and tempera-
ture profiles obtained by numerical solution of the mathematical models 
Heat Transfer Coefficients 
Pure Vapor. The local heat transfer coefficients were defined 
by 
hloc. . " "(T^T7! dr~ 
0+1 v o w 
l 3T'I I .i+l.n Vl,n+1; (A 127) 
r =wall v n+1 n7 v o w' 
using notation similar to the finite difference grid system. 
For the first step into the tube the average heat transfer 
coefficient is defined as 
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r'^x' 
i rJ,r \ T 
mn " (T'-T') z 1 o w 
(A-128) 
For all other steps down the tube h is defined as 
m 
hn + hn loc. _ loc 
0+1 j j+1 o+l 
using notation similar to the grid system. A check of the results 
calculated "by this equation is provided by 
r' \' 
hm. • (i'ffl)z'. : (A-13°) 
0+1 ^ o w' o+l 
This equation always agreed with equation (A-129) to within a tenth of 
one percent. 
Vapor and Noncondensable Gas. The heat transfer coefficients 
are defined in the same way as the pure vapor case. 
Binary Vapor. As mentioned in Chapter V two choices exist as to 
the correct temperature difference to use in definitions of heat trans-
fer coefficients. Equations (Ar-127), (A-128), and (A-129) based on 
T'-T' or T, -T form one set of definitions, and the same equations 
o w dp w ' ^ 
)p w 
with T -T form the second set. 
Liquid Film Flow Rate 
A simple numerical integration scheme was used with liquid velo-
city profile results at a given point down the tube to yield the flow 
rate of the liquid film past the given point. 
Shear Stress at the Interface 
The dimensionless shear stress defined by Rohsenow, Webber, and 
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Ling (15) may "be derived from velocity profile results. It may be 
defined as 
„ p.' ( z " z n ) /(pi) / \ 1/3 
T* „ g, a i 7 i (
vt>* g ) (A.131) 
(r -r )g (p„-p ) \ / /x2 / \ -» y 
q q-l/to VKX V (|î) 
First Step Into Tube 
The first step into the tube involves the use of extra grid 
points on the gas-liquid interface between the entrance and the first 
step as shown in Fig. h-3. These extra points require velocity, tem-
perature, and concentration values. It is necessary to estimate such 
values from simple models. 
The liquid film thickness at the first step must be estimated 
also. A trial first step into the tube is chosen and the thickness of 
the liquid film estimated from this length by simple models. Radial 
grid positions near the wall are then fixed, and the computer program 
adjusts the length of the first step until the heat transferred through 
the film equals the heat released by the condensing mass. 
Detailed descriptions of these estimations and the effect of 
starting position are given below. 
Liquid Film Thickness 
A trial position of the first step is used to estimate the 
liquid film thickness in the following equation from simple Nusselt 
theory as modified by Rohsenow (l̂ -). 
6 i = \ , ,, , ,?.,T,—3e:(Ti-T;)J (A-132> 
"g P,(p,-P,,M (1 + P- ° w ) 
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From this thickness the grid positions near the "wall are determined. 
After the computer has solved the mathematical model for 
values of velocity, temperature, and concentration satisfying all 
boundary conditions at the first step into the tube the shear stress 
at the interface is evaluated from these results and used to make a 
better estimation of film thickness. A simple model (5) using con-
stant shear stress at the interface gives 
Az'k'/T'-T'K 
, / ( 1 I O W X, 
Sl =\~ 3 C ' ( T ' - T ' ) 
s P / P ^ P J ^ (1 + Ex7—} 
h(vJ -v' -_-)rt"





SuVVp'VU ^ 3 ) 
~^K q q - l M K 4 p g / & 
This equation is solved by trial and error to give 6'. The grid 
positions are re-evaluated using this value, and the first step into 
the tube is resolved. 
These equations are used for estimating film thicknesses for all 
three cases of condensation considered. 
Effect of Starting Position 
The trial first step into the tube from which film thickness 
is estimated has important effects on the numerical solutions. Solu-
tions having different starting positions have slightly different 
numerical results. In the binary and noncondensable cases the starting 
position can affect the numerical solution of the equation of diffu-
sion. In addition, under certain combinations of fluid properties, 
i6o 
temperature difference, entering velocity and starting position no 
numerical solutions were achieved. In these cases the heat transfer 
would not "balance with the mass transfer to sufficient accuracy after 
10 or 15 tries, or negative axial velocities were encountered, or z 
3+1 
was less than z'.. Attempts at correlat ing the cer ta in combinations 
J 
which gave no solution proved unsuccessful. However, solutions were 
achieved by changing the starting position. 
Typical examples of the effect of starting position on numeri-
cal results may be seen in Fig. 50 and Fig. 51. Heat transfer coeffi-
cients, interface temperature, interfacial concentration, interfacial 
shear, and film thickness values require several steps into the tube 
to smooth out. The numerical results for different starting positions 
agree well after several steps. 
Solutions reported in Appendix E usually represent the smoothest 
of two or sometimes three solutions with different starting positions. 
The smoothest solutions were determined by plotting h'/h versus Z m "V 
for different starting positions and temperature drops. 
* -7 -2 * 
Trial first steps varied from Z = 10 to 10 where Z is 
defined as z'/l)'~Re. 
Velocity Values 
The velocity values of the extra grid points on the interface 
are determined by estimating their values from the Nusselt theory as 
modified by Rohsenow (lU). A first guess for the axial velocity values 
on the interface is given by 
g ' ( p : - p ; ) ( 6 ^ )
2 
(n ) „ *_J 1_ (A.13k) 
' l 2n' u' 
i I 1 1 1 1 i H 
\ 
Z I = lO"*1" 
1 1 1 — i — r i i i 1 1 — i — i i i i 11 
z i = 5 x 10" 3 \ 
A 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i i—i i i i • * i i i i i i J 
-5 -k -^ -2 
10 P 10 * 10 ̂  10 
Fig. 50. Effect of Starting Position on Heat Transfer Results: Ethanol, 
AT' = 20° F, u' » 200 ft./sec, D' = 0.019125 ft. 
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1.0 
Fig. 51. Effect of Starting Position on Interfacial Shear: 
Ethanol, AT7 « 20° F, u' = 200 ft./sec, D7 = 
0.019125 ft. 
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and the radial values are estimated "by 
g'(pi-p')(0 
(T ) = * g X . 
1,1 * ŝ ' k ki (To"Tw) H -0-25 
I 3C'(T'-T') . 
(z±) g px(prp H (1 + * 8 V ) 
(A-135) 
After the computer has solved the mathematical model for values 
of velocity, temperature, and concentration satisfying all boundary 
conditions at the first step into the tube the shear stress at the 
interface Iq evaluated from these results and used to make better 
estimations of the radial and axial velocities at these extra points. 
A simple model using constant shear stress at the interface gives 
g'(p;-p')(6:)2 H ' K -< > f 
(ui i) = _ i — 5 a %~ _ (A-136) 
X ZH U' ( V r q - l } ^ U' 
and 
K (T'-T') 
J6 O V (V. .) = ^-^—j/i //T/ rP/N (A-137) 
1 , 1 i p;6f u- X' ( l + ^ P ^ ; ^ ) ) 
The first step into the tube is resolved using these more accurate 
estimations. 
These equations are used for estimating the extra grid point 
velocities for all three cases of condensation considered. 
Temperature Values 
For pure vapor condensation the temperature values of the extra 
grid points are assumed to be T0, the entering vapor temperature. 
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In vapor and noncondensable gas condensation the temperature values 
of the extra grid points are assumed to be a linear function of dis-
tance into the tube, varying from T/ at the entrance to T_' at the 
9 o l,q 
first step. For binary condensation the temperatures at the extra 
grid points are all assumed to be equal to T , the equilibrium inter-
face temperature at the first step. 
Concentration Values 
Concentration values of the extra grid points at the interface 
are not required. In the binary case the equation of diffusion in the 
liquid is never considered for the first step into the tube, although 
it is considered for all other axial steps. For the first step into 
the tube concentration in the liquid is assumed independent of radial 
position and equal to the ratio of the flux through the gas of the 
particular component to the total flux, as derived by Colburn and Drew 
(26). This and the boundary conditions at the interface determine the 
concentrations in the liquid phase for the first step, thus bypassing 
the need to know concentration values at the extra grid point. 
Stability and Convergence 
Systems of equations similar to those used in this work have 
been found to be apparently stable and convergent for a wide variety 
of problems in entrance flow. With these equations Bodoia (kh) has 
investigated entrance flow between parallel plates, Hornbeck, Rouleau, 
and Osterle (ho) investigated one phase flow in the entrance of pipes 
with injection or suction at the wall, Wilkins (37) investigated varia-
ble property heat transfer in the entrance of vertical tubes, and 
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Whatley (1+5) studied heat and mass transfer accompanying a reacting 
non-Newtonian fluid in the entrance region of a tube. All these 
investigators report excellent agreement -with experimental data. 
Wilk^ns (37) reviewed stability and convergence considerations 
for systems of equations. He found that it was quite difficult, if 
not impossible, to prove the stability and convergence of finite 
difference representations of systems of nonlinear partial differential 
equations with variable coefficients. However, he implied the stabil-
ity of such a system by the arguments of Lax (U6) and Richtmyer (1+7). 
Shohet (U8) performed a similar Analysis for flow in an annulus. 
The equations used in this work appear to be stable and conver-
gent over the range of study. The <results agree with experimental 
data where available. Gas-vapor condensation results approach those 
of pure vapor condensation as gas concentration becomes low. Binary 
condensation results range between results for pure vapors. In addi-
tion, the pure vapor results approach those of the laminar, no inter-
facial shear model of Nusselt (2) when interfacial shear is low. 
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APPENDIX: B 
OUTLINES OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A brief outline of each of the three computer programs is given 
below. The program for the condensation of a pure vapor forms the 
major part of the program for the condensation of a vapor from a vapor 
and noncondensable gas mixture. The noncondensable program forms the 
bulk of the program for the condensation of a binary vapor mixture. Of 
course, there are minor differences in the similar portions of these 
programs resulting from slightly different equations and different 
boundary conditions, but all the programs follow the same general 
outline. 
The complete program for each case is given in Appendix C. 
Condensation of a Pure Vapor 
The following steps form an outline of the computer program for 
the condensation of a pure vapor in the entrance of a vertical tube. 
(1) Physical properties, most radial interval sizes, tube 
diameter, temperature difference, entering velocity, and starting posi-
tion in the tube are read in from data cards. 
(2) Various terms used throughout the program are calculated 
from the data of step (l). 
(3) If this is the first attempt at the very first step down 
the tube, film thickness is estimated by the Nusselt model, equation 
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(A-132). All radial positions are set. Radial and axial velocities 
for steps at the gas-liquid interface between the entrance and the 
first step are calculated using equations (Â -135) and(A-13^). 
(k) If this is the second attempt at the very first step down 
the tube, the shear at the gas-liquid interface is calculated from the 
previous attempt, and this value is used in equation (A-133) in esti-
mating the film thickness. Radial positions are set for the rest of 
the program. Radial and axial velocities for steps at the gas-liquid 
interface between the entrance and the first step down the tube are 
calculated using equations (A-137) and (A-136). 
(5) A trial value of axial step size is chosen. 
(6) The components of the velocity and pressure matrix are cal-
culated using the known values of velocity and pressure of the previous 
step and the boundary conditions. The equation of motion and equation 
of overall continuity are used in this matrix. The boundary conditions 
are those of zero shear and zero radial velocity at the center, and 
continuity of shear, normal mass flux, and axial velocity at the gas-
liquid interface. Zero axial velocity is used at the wall. The fact 
that the radial velocity must be zero at the wall is used as a check of 
the solution of the matrix. 
(7) The matrix in step (6) is solved by Gauss elimination and 
back substitution. Axial velocities in both phases and pressure are 
given for this step down the tube. 
(8) Radial velocities are calculated from the overall continuity 
equation using the above values of axial velocity and the known values 
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of axial and radial velocities of the previous step. 
(9) Components of the matrix describing the equation of energy 
in the liquid are calculated using the known temperatures of the pre-
vious step, known velocities of this step down the tube from steps (7) 
and (8), and the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions used are 
those of known temperature at the gas-liquid interface and known tem-
perature at the wall. 
(10) The energy matrix is solved by Gauss elimination and back 
substitution. The temperature profile in the liquid is found for this 
step down the tube. 
(11) The mass rate of flow for the liquid film is calculated by 
numerical integration using the velocity profile obtained in step (7). 
The mass rate of flow in the liquid film at the previous step is sub-
tracted from this. The remainder is the increase in mass during this 
step in the axial direction. 
(12) The amount of heat transferred by conduction into the liquid 
film at the gas-liquid interface is evaluated from the temperature pro-
file using Fourier's law of heat conduction. This heat, when divided 
by the latent heat of condensation, is equivalent to a mass flow from 
the vapor into the liquid film. 
(13) The increase in the mass of the liquid film, calculated in 
step (ll), is compared with the mass equivalent to the heat conducted 
in at the interface, as found in step (12). The difference between 
these two values is taken. 
(ik) It is desired to make the difference found in step (13) 
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negligible. This is accomplished by the following iterative procedure: 
(A) A new trial value of axial step size is chosen. 
(B) Steps (6) through (13) are then repeated. 
(C) A new trial value of axial step size is estimated 
using the latest two values of the difference found 
in step (13) and Newton's method (̂ 2) to predict what 
axial step size will make the difference go to zero. 
(D) Steps (B) and (C) are repeated until the difference 
is five hundredths of one percent of the mass flow 
found in step (12) or it is apparent that for various 
reasons the scheme is not converging to a value for 
axial step size. 
If the former is the case the last values of 
axial and radial velocities, pressure and temperatures 
are assumed good. If this was the first attempt at 
the very first step down the tube return to step {k), 
take a better approximation, and run through steps 
(5) through (ik) again, otherwise return to step (5) 
and go through steps (5) through (ik) for the next 
step down the tube. Continue until the desired number 
of steps down the tube have been completed, then go to 
step (15). 
If the scheme is not converging go to step (15)• 
(15) Print out a summary of all relevant data and results foia 
this particular run. End of program. 
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Condensation of a Vapor from a Vapor and a 
Noncondensable Gas Mixture 
The format for this program is basically that of the previous 
program. The following steps fit into the previous program in the 
marked places. 
(6) The boundary conditions in step (6) are changed to zero 
shear and zero radial velocity at the center, and continuity of shear, 
normal mass flux of the condensable vapor, and the axial velocity at 
the gas-liquid interface. Zero axial velocity is used at the wall. 
The densities in the variable density gas continuity equation are cal-
culated using the latest values of concentration. 
(8a) (Follows step (8) and comes before step (9)) Components 
of the matrix describing the equation of diffusion of the noncondensable 
gas are calculated using the known values of concentration from the pre-
vious step, the latest values of velocity, and the boundary conditions 
of zero normal mass flux of this component at the gas-liquid interface 
and zero concentration gradient at the center. 
(8b) The concentration matrix is solved by Gauss elimination and 
back substitution. A concentration profile in the gas is found for 
this step down the tube. If the computer gives negative values of con-
centration at the interface, go to step (2) and use a different starting 
position to start the program. This will often eliminate the problem. 
(8c) If this is the first attempt at the very first step down 
the tube, go to step (3) and run through steps (3) to (8c) once using 
the latest values of concentration. 
If this is the second attempt at the very first step down the 
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tube, return to step (k) and do the steps (k) to (8c) once using the 
latest values of concentration. 
For all other steps down the tube return to step (5) and go 
through steps (5) to (8c) once using the latest values of concentration. 
(8d) The temperature of the gas-liquid interface is determined 
from the concentration of the condensable component at the interface 
and the condition of equilibrium at the interface. 
(8e) Components of the matrix describing the equation of energy 
in the gas are calculated using the known temperatures of the previous 
step down the tube, known velocities of this step down the tube from 
steps (7) and (8), and the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions 
used are those of zero temperature gradient at the center and known 
interface temperature. 
(8f) The energy matrix is solved by Gauss elimination and back 
substitution. The temperature profile in the gas is found for this 
step down the tube. Now proceed to step (9). 
All other steps are the same as in the previous program. In the 
D section of (ik) if the heat crossing the interface matches the mass 
crossing the interface then the latest values of concentration as well 
as the latest values of velocity, etc., are assumed good. 
Condensation of a Binary Vapor Mixture 
The format for this program is basically that of the program 
for condensation of a vapor from a vapor and noncondensable gas mixture. 
The following steps fit into that program in the marked places. 
(6) The boundary conditions in step (6) are changed to zero 
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shear and zero radial velocity at the center, and continuity of shear, 
normal mass flux of both vapors, and the axial velocity at the gas-
liquid interface. Zero axial velocity is used at the wall. 
(8a) The boundary conditions in step (8a) are changed to zero 
concentration gradient at the center and a trial value of vapor concen-
tration at the gas-liquid interface. 
(8bl) (Follows (8b) and comes "before (8c).) The trial concen-
trations of the two components in the gas at the gas-liquid interface 
are used to find trial values of the liquid concentrations and the 
interface temperature using the condition of equilibrium at the inter-
face. 
(8b2) If this is the first step into the tube, then concentration 
in the liquid is assumed to be independent of radial position. What 
the liquid concentration should be according to Colburn and Drew (26) 
is calculated and the difference between this concentration and that 
found in step (8bl) is taken. This difference is made to go to zero 
by using Newton's method and by changing the trial value of vapor con-
centration. When the difference is less than five hundredths of a 
percent of one of the concentrations, then skip to step (8c). 
If this is not the first step into the tube, then components of 
the matrix describing the equation of diffusion of one of the components 
in the liquid are calculated using the known values of concentration 
from the previous step, the latest values of velocity, and the boundary 
conditions of a trial concentration in the liquid at the gas-liquid 
interface and no radial mass flux of either component at the wall. 
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Continue to step (8b3). 
(8b3) The matrix above is solved by Gauss elimination and back 
substitution (1+2). Values of liquid concentration for this step down 
the tube are given. 
(8bk) The normal mass flux of one of the components across the 
gas-liquid interface is calculated two ways. First, it is calculated 
in the gas using values of vapor concentrations and velocities, then 
it is calculated in the liquid using values of liquid concentrations 
and velocities. These two results are compared and a difference taken. 
(8b5) It is desired to make the above difference negligible. 
This is accomplished by the following steps: 
(A) A new trial value of vapor concentration at the 
interface is chosen. 
(B) Steps (8a) through (8bh) are repeated. 
(C) A new trial value of axial step size is estimated 
using the latest two values of the difference found 
in step (8b4) and Newton's method (k2) to predict 
what value of interface vapor concentration will make 
the difference go to zero. 
(D) Steps (B) and (C) are repeated until the difference 
is five hundredths of one percent of the mass flow 
into the liquid as found in step (8bk). When this 
occurs go to step (8c). 
The other steps in the binary vapor program are the same as the 
noncondensable gas program with one minor exception: delete step (8d) 
17̂  





The calculations were made on a Burroughs B-5500 Information 
Processing System operated by the Rich Electronic Computer Center at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology. The programming language was 
Extended Algol 60 described by Naur (U9), McCracken (50), and the 
Burroughs Corporation (51). 
Complete computer programs for the three cases of condensation 
considered and a general computer program nomenclature of the more 
important terms are included below. The positions covered in the 
outlines in Appendix B are marked in each program. 
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CONDENSATION OF A PURE VAPOR 
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SCG[B>S+l3)>0THEN BEGIN S*S + 1 JSSS«-SSS + U E N D J F O R J*OSTEP I U N T I L SSS 00 BE 13800 
GIN FCN + l + J3*FCN+l + J]-FCB]xG[Bi.J];wCN + l + J]*WCN + l + J]-WCB3xGCB*J-3lGCB+l*J3 13900 
*GCB + l*J-3-XCB + i3xGCB*J3JENOJENDiFlN3«-FCN3/H[N3)WCN]i-WCN-3/HCN3IFOR S*OSTE 14000 
P IUNTIL SSS 00 BEGIN FCN+1+S3*FCN + l+S3-FCN3xG[Ni>S3*WCN + l + S3 + W[N + 1 + S3~W[ 14100 
N3xGCN>S3JEND*FOR B«-N+1STEP IUNTIL SSS + N 00 BEGIN FC 8 3*FC 8 3 /HE B 3 J WC B 3*W[ 14200 
B3/HCB3;FCB + -134.FCB + 13-F[B]xECB3^W[B + 13*WCB+13*WCB3xECB3iENDlPCI3*FCN+l + S 14300 
SS3/WCN + 1 + SSS3JUCN34.FCN3-WCN3XPCI3JFOR B<.N-1STEP-1UNTIL ODO UCB 3+FCB 3"»Wr 14400 
B3xPEI3-XCB + 13xUCB+13JVZG«"UCQ3; 
C8) 
DZCv3*ZCI3-ZCI-l3IHE*Rtl3-RC03*VCl3«-HExc 14500 
UC13+UC03-UOC13-UO[03)/(4XOZ[Y3);FOR 8*2STEP IUNTIL N+iDO BEGIN REAL XXX 14600 
I IF BSQ THEN V[B 3*<VC8-13XRCB-1 } / (RCB3-RC8-13)-CRC8-13xCUCB-l3-UOCB-l3)+ 14700 
R C B 3 x ( U C B 3 - U O C B 3 ) ) / ( 2 x D Z C Y 3 ) ) X ( R C B ] - R C B - 1 3 ) / R C B 3 M F B*Q+1THEN BEGIN XDZC 14800 
Y34-OZC Y3I IF 1 = 1 THEN DZCY3*ZCI3-ZDEB3/RADlUSJVRG*V[Q3JV[Q3*U[Q3x(ROG/ROL- 14900 
l)x(R[Q + .i3-R[Q3)/OZ[Y3+VCQ3xROG/ROLiVCQ + l3*<RCQ4-l3xUoCQ + l3/oZCY3-UCQ + 13x 15000 
R[Q+13/DZ£Y3+V[Q]XR[Q3/CRCQ+13-RCQ3>)*CR[Q+13»RCQ3)/RCQ + l3 J END*IF B>Q+1T 15100 
HEN BEGIN XDZC Y 3«-DZ[ Y3 J IF I = 1THEN DZE Y3*ZC I3-ZDCB3/RADIUSJ VC B3«.( VCB-13xR 15200 
[B-13/CRCB3-RCB-l3)-RCB-l3xCUCB-13-UOCB-l3)/C2xXDZCY3)-RCB3x(UCB3-UOCB3) 15300 
/C2xOZCY3))xtRCB3-RCB"l3)/RCB3IENOjENO; 
( 9 ) 
DZ[Y34-OLDOZ[Y]JHE<-RCQ + 2 3-RCQ+13IH 15400 
W * R [ Q + i J - R [ Q j m [ N + n * 0 - . 0 J n N + 13«-0 .0J IF - 1=1 THEN DZC Y 3*ZC I 3-Z0C Q+l 3/RADIU 15500 
S;HCQ+n4 . -V [Q+ l ]xCHW-HE) /CHWxHE) + U[Q + l ] /DZ[y]-J-2xCHW-HE)/CPRLxRELxHWxHExR 15600 
[Q + 1 ] ) + 4 / C R E L X P R L X H E X H W 0 J X C Q + 2 - ] « - V C Q + 1 3 X H W / ( H E X ( H W + H E ) ) - 2 X H W / C R E L > ( P R L X R C Q 157 00 
+ l]xH£xCHW + HE))-4/CRELxpRLxHEXCHW + HE) )^FCQ+l 3«-UC Q+l 3*0TC Q + l 3/DZC Y3 + C2/C R 15800 
ELxEKL))x(CHWxuCQ + 2] / (HExCHW + HE))"'CHW-HE)xUCQ+13/CHWxHE)-'HExUCQ3/CHWxCHW 15900 
+ H E ) ) ) * 2 ) - C - V C Q + 13 x HE/(HWX(HW-fHE)H2xHE/(RELxPRLxRcQ + nxHWxCHW + HE) ) ' - 4 /CR 16000 
ELXPRLXHWX(HW + H E ) ) ) ; F Q R B«-Q + 2STEP 1UNTIL N DO BEGIN I F I=1THEN DZC Y 3 •• Z CI 16100 
3 -ZO[8 3 /RADIUS;HCB3fUCB] /DZCY] + 4/CpRRELxHWXHE)JXC8 + U4-VCB3xHY-l /CPRRELxR 16200 
[ B 3 X H E ) - 4 / C P R R E L X H U ) ^ E £ B - 1 3 * - V C B ] X H Y + 1 / ( P R R E L X R C B 3 X H E ) - 4 / ( P R R E L X H V ) ; F C B 3 16300 
* - U C B 3 > < O T C B 3 / D Z C Y 3 + E K R E L X ( C U C B + 1 3 X H Y - U [ B - 1 3 X H Y ) * 2 ) ; E N D ; 
C I O ) 
FOR B*Q+1STEP 1UNT 16400 
IL N-1D0 BEGIN F C B 3 4 . F C 8 3 / H C B 3 ) X C B + 1 3 4 - X C B + - 1 3 / H C B 3 ; F C B + 1 3 * F C B + 1 3 - F C B 3 X E C B 3 16500 
*H[B+13<-HCB + l 3 - X [ B + n x E [ B 3 ; E N D m N ] * F [ N 3 / H [ N 3 ; F O R B<-N"1STEP-1 UNTI L Q+lOO 16600 
TCB3*FCB3-XCB+13xTCB+13IOZCY3*OLOOZ[Y3; 
C l l ) 
I F I = 1THEN 0LDSUM«-O.O;SUM*O.0;FO 16700 
R B + N STEP-1UNTIL Q DO SUM*SUM+SUMTX(RCB+l3*2-RCB3*2)*CUCB+l3+UCB3)>MASS 16800 
TR*SUM-0LDSUMJ 
C12) 
IF I = 1THEN BEGIN HFLUX*<-TC)XQTX(3 014159265)x(CR[N+l3*2-RC 16900 
N3*2)xCRADlUS*2)x(TcN3"OTCN3)/C(ZCl3-ZOCNJ/RAOIUS + OZCY])xRAOIUS/2-) + (ZOCN 17000 
3/RADIUS)X(RADlUS*2)x<RCN] + RtN + n ) x ( - n / C C 2 - R C N + -l3-RCN3)xRAOIUS/2))|FOR 17100 
B*N-1STEP-1UNTII Q+1DQ HFLUX*HFLUX+C -TC )xDTx( 3.14159265 )x( ( R[ B+l 3*2-RCB 3 17200 
*2)x(RAOIUs*2)x((TCB3-OTC83)/((Z[n-ZDCB3/RAOIUS)X2xRADIUS)+CTCB+l3-OTCB §7300 
+ 13)/CCZ[I3-ZDI:B + 1]/RADIUS)X2XRA0IUS)) + (Z0CB3/RA0IUS-ZDCB+13/RADIUS)XCRA 17400 
DIUS*2)x(R[B3 + R[B + l])x<-l)/C(2-RCB+l 3 -RC B 3 )xRADlUS/2 ) ) ; HFLUX<-HFtUX + < -TC ) 17500 
xDTx(3,14159265)xC(R[Q+l3*2-RCQ3*2)x(RADIUS*2)x(TCQ+13-0TCQ+13)/C(ZCI3-Z 176 00 
OCQ+l3/RAOiUS)xRAOiUS)+(Z[l3-ZOCQ+i3/RADiUS)x(RADlUS*2)x(R[Q3+RcQ+13)x^T 177 00 
C Q + 1 3 « - T C Q 3 ) / ( ( R C Q + 1 3 - R C Q 3 ) X R A O I U S ) ) ; E N O ; I F I>1THEN HFLUX4.(3.14159265)XRA 17800 
DIUSxC-TC)xDTxCCR[Q+13+RCQ3)xDZCY3xC(TCQ+l3-TCQ3)/CRCQ+l3-RCQ3)+OHQ)X(1/ 17900 
2 3 + ( R C Q + 1 3 * 2 - R C Q ] * 2 ) X ( T [ Q + 1 3 - O T [ Q + I 3 ) / D Z C Y 3 ) ; M E Q L H < . H F L U X / H F G ; I F 1 = 1 THEN 18000 
MEQLH<-MEQLH/C1 + 3XSPHTLXDT/C8XHFG)); 
C1 3D 
D I F C Y 3 < - M A S S T R - M E Q L H ; T A U * M U G X ( U C Q 3 - U C Q 18100 
-13)xU8AR/C(RCQ3« aRCQ-13)xRAOlUS)MF Y=2THEN BEGIN S L 0 P E 8 < - < M E Q L H - Q M E Q L H ) / 18200 
CZCI ]-0Z)>SL0PEA4-CMASSTR-0MASSTR)/CZCI]^0Z);END;0MEQLH<.MEQLH;0MASSTRfMAS 18 300 
sTR;oz«-zm; 
C143 
IF Y = 1AND I>3THEN MM2*< ZCI 3+DlFt 1 3/C SL0PEB-SL0PEA ) ) / Z [ I - 1 3 J I 18400 
F Y = 1AND IS2THEN MM2*( U C OP 8 0 ) X M M / J T ) H F Y£2THEN BEGIN REAL XXXXtlF Y = 15 18500 
OR ABS(DIFCY] /MEQLH)<0 ,0005THEN B E Q I N TOTAL«-O0 0* FOR B«-1STEP 1UNTIL Q 00 18600 
T0TAL<-T0TAL + T 0 T T x C R C 8 J * 2 - R C B - 1 3 * 2 ) x ( U C B ] + U C B - n ) ^ T 0 T A L l 4 . T 0 T A L + SUM;MTR«-SU 18700 
MTxCRCQ+l ] *2 -RCQ]*2 )xCUCQ3+UO[Q+l ] )+TOTTxCRCQ]+RCQ+l ] )xDZ[Y]x (VCQ3+VOCQ+ 18800 
n ) ; H L 0 C l < - S Q R T ( S Q R T ( ( T C * 4 ) / ( T E R M x Z C l ] x R A 0 I U S ) ) ) ; H M l f ( 0 . 9 4 3 ) x ( S O R T ( S Q R T ( ( 18900 
T G * 4 ) x 4 / ( T E R M x Z C n x R A O I U S ) ) ) ) ; H L O C 4 . T C x T C N 3 / C ( R [ N + 1 3 - R C N 3 ) x R A D l U S ) ; i F 1 = 1 19000 
THEN BEGIN QLDHLQOHLPC J OLDHSUM+Oo OJENDJ AVEHLOC*< OLDHLOC+HLOC ) / 2 * HMHCI g* 19100 
SUMxHFGx(U3xSPHTLXDT/C8xHFG))x3600 /CC 3 o 14159265 ) X D X Z C I 3 x R A 0 l U S x D T ) H F I 192 00 
s-lTHEN AVEHLOC4.HMHC13/3600;HTRW4.AVEHLOCx(ZCl3-ZCI-13)xRADIUS;HSUM4.0LOHSU 19 300 
M + HTRW;HM<-HSUM/(ZCI3xRADIUS); lF I MOD 3MTHEN BEGIN WRITE(FLCPAGE3);WRIT 19400 
E(FL,FMA*HM1);WRITECFL^>FMT4>LST4) ;WRITECFL*FMT1*LST1) )WRITE(FL>FMT2);WRI 19500 
T E C F L ' F M T 3 » L S T 3 ) ) E N D ; F 0 R BOOSTER 1UNTIL N 00 BEGIN UOCB 3<-UC B 3 J VOC B 3 *VCB 3 19600 
JENO;FOR BfQ + lsTEP 1UNTIL N DO OTC B3«-T[ B3 ; OLDHSUM«-HSUM; OLDHLOOHLOC; OLDS 19700 
U M « - S U M ; R T * R T + 1 J I F RT<LIM THEN BEGIN Z L * Z C I 3 X D / 2 . 0 ; F 0 R B+OSTEP l U N T l L 200 19800 
DO BEGIN TCB3<-UOCB34-OT[B3M*omC8]*OcOJEND;ENDJHM2*HMlxSQRTCSQRTCCl + ( o . 199Q0 
6 8 ) x S P H T L x D T / H F G ) / ( l + 3 x s P H T L x D T / ( 8 x H F G ) ) ) ) ; H P H l C I 3 < ' H M / P H n H N P H l c n < - H M l / P 20000 
Hi ;HRPHIcn«-HM2/PHl;RWLZCn<-4xZCnxRADIUSXDTxSPHTLx(CGRAVxR0LXR0L/CMULxM 20100 
U L ) ) * O , 3 3 3 3 3 ) / ( P R L X H F G x < i + 3 x S P H T L X o T / ( 8 x H F G ) ) X ( l - R 0 G / R O L ) ) ; D E L T A C l 3 f 1 - R C 20200 
Q] iNUACI3< -HMxRADIUSxZCI ] /TC;NUlACl3 *HMlxRAOlUSxZCI3 /TC IHM2ACI ]^HM2x3600 ; 20300 
HMA[n<-HMX3600;HLOCACI34.HLOCx3600;HMlACI]4-HMlx3600;HLOClACI 3«-HL0C 1 x 3 6 0 0 ; 20400 
Z S C I 3 ^ Z S T A R J F R E C I 3 4 - 4 x S U M / C M U L x ( 3 « l 4 l 5 9 2 6 5 ) x D ) I H N F P H C I 3 4 - l c 4 6 x C ( F R E C l 3 ) * ( - 2 0500 
0 , 3 3 3 3 3 3 ) ) ; T A U V [ 13^^TAU/ (GRAVxcRUL^R0G)x( (MULxMUL/ (RaLxR0LXGRAV) ) *0 o 3333 20600 
3) ) ;TOT[ lJf .TOTALUHLOCNUCCI3<"HLOClACI3x(sQRT(SQRT(8xHFG/C8xHFG+3xSPHTLxD 20700 
T ) ) ) ) ; H M N U C C I 3 « - H M 1 A C I 3 X ( S Q R T ( S Q R T ( 8 X H F G / ( 8 X H F G + 3 X S P H T L X D T ) ) ) ) ; I F Y=15THE 20800 
N GO TO F L U S H ; Y * 1 5 ; B T T « - U I F U t03<0 .0THEN GO TO FLUSHHF Zt I 3<ZC I - 1 3 THEN 20900 
GO TO FLUSHJIF A B S ( U t 0 3 ) > 1 0 , 0 T H E N GO TO F L U S H ; I F ( T I M E ( 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 > 8 6 0 , O T H E 21000 
N GO TO FLUSH;ENo; iF Y<15THEN BEGIN S L O P E « - ( D I F C Y 3 ' B O I F C Y " ' 1 3 ) / ( D Z C Y 3 - O Z C Y - 21100 
1 3 ) ; D Z C Y + 1 3 < - O I F C Y 3 / S L O P E + D Z C Y 3 ; Z C I 3 < - Z [ I - U + DZCY+13IGO TO HELL;END;END;I 21200 
F I=1THEN Z C 0 3 * Z I X R E G X 2 ; I F RT>OAND RT<LIM THEN ZC03*C1.2)X2DCQ+L3/RADIUS 2 1 3 0 0 
;J*JT;END*ENDJ 
( 1 5 ) 
F L U S H I W R I T E ( F L C P A G E 3 ) ; W R I T E C F L > F M T > L S T ) ; W R I T E C F L > F M F > L S T F ) 21400 
; W R I T E ( F L * F M T I * L S T I ) ; W R I T E ( F L C P A G E 3 ) ^ W R I T E ( F L > F M G ) ; F Q R BMSTEP l U N T l L BT 21500 
T DO W R I T E ( F L * F M H # L S T H ) ; W R I T E ( F L C P A G E J ) ; W R I T E ( F L # F M B ) ; F O R B+1STEP lUNTlL 21600 
BTT 00 WRlTE.(FLi»fMC#LSTC);WRlTECFuCPA6E]);WRlTE(FL#FMDA))WRlTE(FL*FMD)l 21700 
FOR B + 1 S T E P 1UNTIL BTT 00 W R I T E ( F L , F M E * L S T E ) L W R I T E C F I C P A G E ] ) ; W R I T E C F L ' F M 2 1 8 0 0 
Y);FOR B4-1STEP 1UNTIL BTT 00 W R I T E ( F L ' F M H ' L S T W ) J W R I T E C F L C P A G E 3)JWRITECFL 2 1 9 0 0 
,FMZ)>FOR BLISTER IUNTIL B T T D O W R I T E < F L > F M E > L S T X ) * W R I T E C F L E P A G E 3 ) J W R I T E 22000 
( F U F R M ) ; F O R B+1STEP IUNTIL BTT 00 W R I T E ( F L * F M H # L S S T ) > W R I T E ( F L > F M T 5 > C T I M 2 2 1 0 0 
E C 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 ) ; W R I T £ ( F L * F M T 6 , ( T L M E C 3 ) - X 3 ) / 6 0 M F BBBS3THEN BEGIN I F C T I M E C 2 2 2 2 0 0 
) - X 2 ) / 6 0 < 3 0 0 0 R ( T L M E < 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 < 6 0 0 T H E N BEGIN WRI TECFLC PAGE 3 ) ) WRI TEC FL_C PAG 2 2 3 0 0 
E3)*UBAR«.2XUBARJGO TO GODJENDJEND- ELSE BBB«-BBB $ END. 2 2 4 0 0 
192 
Data Read Into the Pure Vapor Program 
A typical set of data in the order it is read into the pure 
vapor program is given below. 
0.03731 ROG, 59.802 ROL, 0.000008431)- MUG, 0.0001907 MUL, 970.3 HFG, 
1.007 SPHTL, 0.0001073 TC, 212 TS, 202 TW, 0.083333 RADIUS, 25 UBAR, 
0.6 L[l], 0.03 K[l], 0.75 L[2], 0.015 K[2], 0.95 L[3], 0.01 K[3], 
0.995 L[>], 0.0025 K[U], 2k AA, 10 JT, ̂ 8 BT, 2 LIM, 0.00001 ZI, 
CONDENSATION OF A VAPOR AND A NONCONDENSABLE GAS MIXTURE 
BEGIN REAL RADIUS* D, REG* REt, ROG*RQL>MUG,MUL, U B A R P TS, TW, TCP DT, ZL* GRAV, HFG 100 
, S P H T L , T E R M , X O , A A , P R L P E K L , P R G P E K G P R E N , H E , H W , S U M , O L D S U M , M A S S T R P H F L U X , Q L D H 200 
FLUX,AVEHFLUX,MEQLH,ZSTAR,SLOPE,TAGpHLOC,AVEHLOC,OLDHLOC,HTRW,HSUM,OLDHS 300 
U M , H M , V Z G P V R G P Z I P O H Q P H Z , H X , H Y P H V , H U P H T , R E T , R E S * W G P S U M T , T O T T , E K R E L P P R R E L , 400 
H S , N U 1 , N U 2 , N U 3 , N U P T C G P S P H T G , P H I , E N T C , R E P R G , R E P R L P F R , F R T , P T , P T F R T P S C R E G , D 500 
A B G , C T E R M P R Q G A , R 0 G 8 , P R E S , B C , C C , D C , M W A P M W B P T E M P , M M M , M M 2 , 0 M E Q L H , 0 M A S S T R , 0 Z 600 
, S L 0 P E B , S L 0 P E A , M M * T E R M 2 , T E R M 3 P T A U , 0 L 0 X Q , P C D I F , X 2 P X 3 , H L 0 C 1 P H L 0 C 2 P H M I , H M 2 , 700 
H M 3 * I M J I T 0 T A L * T 0 T A L 1 , M T R ; I N T E G E R B P I * A P N P Q P Y, SP SS, SSS, J , R T P B B ' L I M P J J, YY, B 800 
T T , Z Q Z P B B B , B T P J T P R E A L A R R A Y Z P P C 0 8 8 0 ] P M , L P K [ 1 : 1 0 ] , O T , V W , C O , C , V , T , U , R , U O , 900 
Z D P R O O , V O C O J 2 0 0 3 P X O Z P O L D O Z P D I F , D Z C 1 : 2 O ] P G £ 0 S 2 0 O P 0 * 2 0 3 P R 0 N C O : 2 0 O 3 ' T M C 1 8 5 , 1000 
15 4]*ri[0?80 3pZSpHMApHMiA,HM2A,HM3ApHL0CApHL0ClApHL0C2ApRWLZpFREJ'NUApNUl 1100 
A P H N F P H P I C G P A M B > H M H P H M N U C P H I * 0 C N U C P T Q T P H N P H I , H R P H I P D E L T A P N U 2 A P N U 3 A P H P H I P T 1200 
A U V C 0 S 8 0 3 P A B P C 0 : 5 0 ] , W P F , X P E , H C - 1 I 2 2 0 ] ; F I L E OUT FL 6(2P15 )JFILE IN DAC2,1 1300 
0);LABEU F L U S H , G Q O P T E C H J F O R M A T FTB( wTRY NO, W P I 2 P X 1 0 P M ZI = npEl5 ,6,//) 1400 
JFQRMAT OUT FM62("PRES = " P F I O 0 5 P X 1 0 P " T E M P = »,F10 .4,/)RlST LST62CPRE 1500 
SPTEMP);LI ST LSST(ZSE83,ZCB3XRADIUSPFREIB3,HPHICB3/HNFPHCB],HNFPHC8],HPH 1600 vo 
LO 
ICB],U8AR*UBAR/(GRAVXZ[B]XRADIUS))JF0RMAT OUT F R M C " R A T I O S BELOW ARE BASE 1700 
D ON FILM RE NOT DISTANCE"* / / >X5>"ZSTAR",X10>"Z IN F T M , X 7 P » F I L M RE W>X8,» 1800 
HM/HMNF M»X8> WHMNF/PHI T C*X7;> MHM/PHI%X6>"LENGTH FR NO. W>//)J LI ST LlSCROG,R 1900 
OL*MUG*MUL*HFG*SPHTL*TC»TS#TW*ENTC,DABG#RAOlUS*UBAR#LCl3#KCl3*Lt23*KC23» 2000 
L C 3 ] * K C 3 ] * L [ 4 3 * K C 4 3 * A A * J T # B T * L I M P Z I ) ; F O R M A T OUT F M T 9 C w U O C % I 3*w3 = ">F10 2100 
e7>X10,«VO[
wM3;> M3 = % F 1 2 <>10,X10>WZD = % E 1 6 .7,/)JLIST LST9CB,UO[B], 2200 
B P V O [ B 3 , Z O [ B 3 / R A D I U S ) * F O R M A T OUT F M F C W U B A R = % E 1 6 O 7 P M F T / S E C * W > M V I S C 0 2300 
SITY GAS = W,X3>E16 Q7P« L B M / F T X S E C
 n* f p"VIScOSITY LIQUID = ">El6 J , w L 2400 
BM/FTxSEC ">//,"DENSITY GAS = ">Fl6 . 7 * " LBM/FTxFTxFT">/>*DENSlTY LIQUID 2500 
= ">F16 o7, w LBM/FTxFTxFT w^//* wTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GAS = ">X3>E16 07,« 2600 
BTU/SECxFTxF»>/,"THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY LIQUID = W P £ 1 6 O 1 P " B T U / S E C X F T X F % / 2700 
/, MHEAT CAPACITY GAS = "*X3>F16 . 7 , " B T U / L B M X F M > / s> "HEAT CAPACITY LIQUID 2800 
= % F 1 6 o7,« B T U / L B M X F " , / / , " I N I T I A L CONCENTRATION OF NON-CONDENSABLE = " 2900 
>E16 o7p'» W; WT CONC M>//* wSCHMIDT NUMBER OF GAS = ">E14 .5>/"DAB GAS = w 3000 
,E16 J ; w FTxFT/SEC "*//, wHFG> ENTHALPY, CHANGE OF PHASE = ">F16 o7>w BT 3100 
U/LBM">//*"TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE a w*»Fl6 . 7 , " DEG F w» //, "DIAMETER OF V 3200 
ERTICAL PIPE = W*F16 o9," FT 0 R % F 1 6 ,9," I N C H E S % / )s> LI ST LSTFC UBAR,MUG 3300 
, M U L # H O G > R 0 L > T C G P T C > S P H T G ^ S P H T L > E N T C * M U G / C R 0 G X D A B G ) * D A B G * H F G > D T , 0 ^ D X 1 2 ) ; 3400 
FORMAT OUT FMG(X 7 P " Z « PXl1*"ZSTAR"*X8> WDELTA R / R " P X 8 > " H N / P H I W ^ X 9 P " H R / P H I " 3500 
>X11>WNUMJ>X12*MNUN"J>//)JF0RMAT FM35CX3*
WFR LENGTH'S X 5 P »Z IN FT M>X6>"HM R 3600 
ATIQ">X6p wMM/PHl w*X4> nHL0C RAT I0"» X 4 P " 2 X D E L T A / D W P U> "FILM RE W* X6> "T AUSTA 3700 
R f fpXl0*»P tS//),FM36(9CEl3 .5>*X3) JflST LST36C UBAR*UBAR/(GRA VxZC B 3xRADIUS 3800 
)>Z[B3xRADlUS^HMACB]/HMiA[8]pHPHICB]*HLOCACB]/HLOClACB3,DELTACB]*FRECB3, 3 900 
T A U V [ B 3 P P C B 3 ) * F O R M A T FMHC7CE14 ,5*XI)PX15>*FORMAT FFZ(X7>"Z IN F T W * X 1 4 , » 4000 
ZSTAR">X8*"INTERFACE CONC"*X6P"INTERFACE TEMP"* X 8 P " A M Q U N T OF B»p Xl5> "HMD 4100 
/K"p//);LIST LLZ(RADIUSxZEB]*ZS[B3,ICGCB3#TICB]*AMBCB]*NU3ACB])jLIST LST 4200 
H C Z [ B 3 # Z S C B 3 * D E L T A C B 3 * H N P H I C B 3 # H R P H I [ B 3 * N U A [ B 3 > N U 1 A [ B 3 ) J F O R M A T OUT FMTI( 4300 
"ROG/RQL = ">El4 c5*X10*"MUG/MUL = M P E 1 4 .5#X10*"TCG/TcL " "*El4 .5>/#"c 4400 
PG/CPL = % E 1 4 . 5 P X 1 0 P " R E G / R E L = % E 1 4 05PXlO,"REG/FR * ",E14 95,//,"CP 4500 
ixOT/HFG s S E H o5>//)JLlST L S T I C R O G / R O L ' M U G / M U L P T C G / T C P S P H T G / S P H T L * R E G 4600 
/REL*REG/FR>SPHTL*OT/HFG)>FORMAT OUT FMB(X7p"Z"*X16> wZsTAR">Xl4p t ,FILM Rp 4700 
" P X 1 5 P " H / P H I " P X 1 5 P " T A U S T " ? X 1 2 P " R * W , L P ZST"P//)JFORMAT FMCC6CE14 « 5 P X 6 3 ) ; 4800 
LIST LSTCCZCB3,ZS[B3pFRECB3#HPHICB3^TAUVC83pRWLZ[B3)iFORMAT OUT FMZCX6," 4900 
ZSTAR"pX8" nZSTAR/REG"pX7p"HM/HMN wpX9p wHM/HMR",X8p wHM/HMNUC"pX6p"HL0C/HL0 5000 
C N W P X 4 P W H L 0 C / H L 0 C N U C M P X 5 P " F I L M R E % / / )JLIST L S T X ( Z S C B 3 > » Z S C B ] / R E G P H M A C B 3 / 5100 
H M 1 A C B 3 , H M A C B 3 / H M 2 A C B 3 P H M A C B 3 / H M N U C C B ] ^ H L O C A C B 3 / H L O C 1 A C B 3 P H L O C A C B 3 / H L O C N 5200 
UC[B3>FREtB3))FORMAT OUT F M Y ( X 4 P W 2 IN FT"*X9P"ZSTAR"*X7P"SCRIPT P " P X 8 P " P 5300 




TWCZCB3xRADIUS#ZStB3#PCB-3#PCB]-ZCB3XFRT#ABP[B]#TAUVCB3/REG>TOTCB])lLlST 55 00 
L S T ( R £ G , R E L > P R L * E K L , F R ) J F 0 R M A T OUT FMT("REG = »>F10 03,X5*
MREL * M*F12 . 5600 
3/>X5>"PRL = W*F10 e5*X5>"EKL = "*El4 o5>X5*"FR =
 W*E14 .5*//) JFORMAT OUT 5700 
FMDAC WHEAT TRANSFER COEF. BELOW ARE IN BTU/HRxFTxFTXF."*////) \FORMAT 0 5800 
UT FMDCX7* MZ wpXll> wZSTAR"i»Xll> wHM",Xl3* wHL0C t ,#xn* , tHMNw,xil^ wHL0CN'SXll, 5900 
" H M R " > X 1 1 * * H M H W , / / ) ; F O R M A T F M E C S C E H c5*Xl))jLlST LSTE<Z[B3>ZS[B3*HMAtB3 6000 
# H L 0 C A C B 3 * H M 1 A C B 3 # H L 0 C 1 A C B 3 * H M 2 A C B ] # H M H C B 3 ) ; F 0 R M A T OUT F M T l C M A S S TRANSF 6100 
ERREO = "*E16 . 7 * X 2 , " L B S / S E C . W > X 5 > « M A S S EQUIVALENT TO HEAT = % E 1 6 ,7>X2 6200 
p wLBS/SECo w*/i» w0IFC M>I2^ , ,i * W*E16 .7*X5J> "TOTAL MASS TRANSFERRED * W#E16 6300 
,7>/>«1>ln,l2>»l = **£16 *7> X10* n Z [ % 12>»} «= W*E16 , 7» X5> nZSTAR = % E 1 6 6400 
0 7 >////) J LI ST LSTlCMASSTR'MEQLH>Y/>DlFCY3,SUM,I>PtI]>Ij»ZU3,ZSTAR);FORMAT 6500 
OUT FMT2CXi* wB w/'XllP wR M*Xl9p wU w*Xi9* wV w*Xl9^VW wpXl9/>'»T w>Xl9p wC M>//)^F0 6600 
RMAT F M T 3 ( I 3 P X 7 * F 1 0 08>5CX4,F16 .10))JLIST LST3CF0R J*OSTEP 3UNTIL MC43- 6700 
2pMC43STEP 6UNTIL Q*2*Q-1*Q*Q+1>Q+2STEP 4UNTIL N-l,N,N+1D0[J>R[J 3,UCJ3,V 6800 
[ J 3 > V W [ J 3 P T [ J 3 , C [ * ) 3 3 ) > T O R M A T OUT FMT4C"HL0C = " , E U .7X5*"HM = "iEi6 »7> 6900 
X10> MINTERFACE POSITION = % F 1 0 e8,X5*
wQ * », 13'/);LIST IST4CHL0C*HM#R[Q 7000 
]>Q);F0RMAT OUT FMT5C WPR0CESS TIME = n*FlO 94*//)JFQRMAT OUT FMT6(
WIN/0U 7100 
T TIME = % F 1 0 .4#//)JFQRMAT OUT FMAC"HM FOR VERTICAL TUBES* BSL 13,6-4 7200 
= ">E16 .7#/)JX2*TlME<2);X3«-TlME<3)J 
C I ) 
T A G « - 7 « > O ; R E A D C D A , / * L I S ) ; C L O $ E C D A , R E L E 7300 
ASE)J 
( 2 ) 
B B B * 0 ; G 0 D I 8 B 8 * B B B M ; Z Q Z + 0 ; T E C H 1 D < - 2 X R A D I U S ; R E G « . R 0 G X D X U B A R / M U 6 J R E L « - R 0 7400 
LxDxU8AR/MUL)TCG«-06 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 7 ) SPHTG4-0.454; ROGA^O. 037 31 3 ; R0GB<-0.0590; R0G<-R0 7500 
GA)MWA4.l8o02;MWB4-28,97JlM«-( 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) x c R A D I U S * 2 ) x R 0 G x U B A R ; R C 0 ] < . 0 e 0 ; Z C n 7600 
«-ZlxREGx2JPCOHZC03*OeOJFQR BOOSTER 1UNTIL 20000 BEGIN UQ[ B] + l . 0 * V Q C B J * 0 7700 
, 0 ) 0 T [ B j 4 . 1 , 0 ) T [ B ] 4 - l f 0 l C 0 C B ] < . C C B ] « - E N T C ; E N 0 ^ R 0 N C 0 ] < - C l / ( l + R0GAxCC0] / (R0GBx( 7800 
1 - C C 0 3 ) ) ) ) X R O G A X ( 1 + C C O ] / ( 1 - C C 0 3 ) ) J F O R BOOSTER 1UNTIL 20000 R O N C B 3 * R 0 0 [ B ] 7900 
< - R 0 N C 0 ] ) 0 T < . T S - T W ) Z L < - Z C 1 ] X 0 / 2 ; G R A V * 3 2 C 1 7 4 ; T E R M * - 4 X T C X D T X M U L / ( G R A V X R 0 L X ( R 0 L 8 ° 0 0 
-R0G)xHFGxCl + 3xSPHTLxt)T/(HFGx8)))^FR<-UBARxUBAR/C GRAVED); FRT<-1/(2><FR);PRL 8100 
<-MULxSPHTt/TCiEKU«-U8ARxUBAR/CSPHTUxCTS-TW));sUMT*-R0Lx(3.14l59265)x(RA0IU 8200 
S*2)xUBAR/2)T0TT4.RQGx( 3 014159265 )X (RADlUS*2 )xUBAR/2 )EKREL<-2 / (EKL x REL)^ PR 8300 
REL^PHLXREL) PHI * - T C X ( ( R O L X K O L X G R A V / ( M U L X M U L ) ) * 0 . 33333 )isCREG<-UBARxD/DABG; 8400 
PRG + MUGxsPHTG/TCGJEKG+UBARxUBAR/CSPHTGxDT)* JJ«.0*RT«-OJI«.0;FOR 88+1STEP 1U 8500 
NTIL BT DO BEGIN REAL QQQQQJLABEL H E L L P S I E E P P T Q W N ; I«-I + l ; I F RT<LIM THEN I 8600 
* U 
( 3 ) AND ( 4 ) 
I F RTaOTHEN XO<-SQRT(SQRTCTERMxZ|J ) H F RT<LIM AND RT>OTHEN BEGIN TERM? 8700 
«-4xTAU/(3X(R0L-R0G)xGRAV)^FOR A * 1 S T E P 1UNTIL 2oDO BEGIN OLOXO^XOHF TERM 8800 
xZL + T£RM2X(X0*3)S0THEN X 0 * X 0 / 2 , O E L S E XO*SURTC SQRTCTERMxZL+TERM2x( X 0 * 3 ) ) ) 8900 
* P C D I F « - C X O - O L D X O ) X 1 0 0 / X 0 ) E N 0 ; E N D J J4 .JTHF I = 1THEN BEGIN IF 1 - 4 X A A * X 0 / C RAD 9000 
I U S X J ) ^ 2 X K C 1 ] T H E N GO TO FLUSHMF L [ 4 ] £ l - 4 * A A x X 0 / C R A D I U S x J ) T H E N BEGIN FOR 9100 
BLISTER 1UNTIL 396D0 I F LC 4 3 * l - 4 X A A x X O / ( RAOI US*J>THEN LC 4 3«-LC 4 3"KC 4 3ELS 9200 
E B * 3 9 7 ; E N D J I F LC33>LC43THEN BEGIN FOR B«-1STEP 1UNTIL 80D0 I F LC33*LC43T 9300 
HEN LI33«- l .C33-K[33ELSE B « - 8 1 ; K C 4 3 « - L C 4 3 - L C 3 3 ; E N D ; I F LC23>LC33THEN BEGIN FO 9400 
R BMSTEP 1UNTIL 8000 I F LC 2 32LC 3 3THEN LC23*LC23-KC23ELSE B<-8i ; KC 3 3<-LC 3 3 9500 
- L C 2 3 ; E N D M F L[13£LC2)THEN BEGIN FOR 8*1STEP 1UNTIL 80D0 I F LCl3*LC23THE 9600 
N L C n « - L U 3 - K C l 3 E L S E B * 8 U KC 2 3*LC 2 3-LC 1 3 J END* LC 5 3 * 1 - 4 X A A X X O / C R A D I U S X J ) ; K 9700 
C5 3<-LC5 3-LC4 3KC6]< - l -AAxXO/CRADIUSxJ ) ;KC6 3 * - 2 x X 0 / ( R A 0 I U S x j ) ; L C 7 3 < - U O 0 n K C 9800 
73<-XO/ (RADlUSxj ) IA< .UFOR B ^ S T E P 1UNTIL 200D0 BEGIN I F R C B - 1 3 > ( 0 , 9 9 9 9 ) x L 9900 
CA3THEN BEGIN RC 8 3 * R C B - l 3+KC A+l 3 JM[ A3+B-1 J A«-A + l J E N Q ELSE RC B 3 + RC B - l 3 + KC A 10000 
3 J I F RCB3>00999999THEN BEGIN N + B - i J UCB 3 + UQC B 3 * 0 . OJGO TO SLEEPS ENDJENDJ SL 10100 
EEP:ENOHF I = J THEN OHQ + COTCQ+l 3-OTCQ3 ) / ( R C Q + l 3-RCQ] ) M F I = J THEN BEGIN 10200 
A * ( 1 + N - M C 6 3 ) / 2 J F 0 R B*OSTEP 1UNTIL A 00 BEGIN R[MC63+B3*RCM[63+2XB3*UOCMC 10300 
6 3 + B3<-UOCMC6 3 + 2xB3;VOCMC6 3 + B3<-VOCM[6 3 + 2xB3;OTCMC6 3 + B3*OTCMC6 3 + 2xB3KOCMC 10400 




ENDJQ«"N-I-J + 2 + JJJF0R B4-Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N+lDO COC B ]*CC B 3«-0o O M F I * J THEN 0 10600 
HQ*C0T[Q + 2 ] - 0 T [ Q + n ) / C R r Q + 2 3 - R [ Q + l ] H I F RT-OTHEN BEGIN FOR B+Q+1STEP 1UN 10700 
T I L N 00 BEGIN UO C8 3«-GRAVX(R0L^R0G ) x ( C (1-RCB ] ) x R A D i U S ) * 2 ) / ( 2 x M U L * U B A R ) ; Z 10800 
D tB]< - ( (C l -RCB] )xRAOlUS) *4 ) /TERM/VOC8]< -CGRAVxCROL-R0G)x (CCl -RCB] )xRADlUS) 10900 
* 2 ) / C 4 X M U L ) ) x ( s Q R T C S Q R T ( T £ R M / ( Z 0 C B 3 * 3 ) ) ) ) / U B A R l E N 0 I E N D J I F RT<LIM AND RT> 11000 
OTHEN BEGIN TERM3«-RQL.xTAUXHFGx( l+3xSPHTLxDT/ (HFGx8) ) / ( 3*MUlxTCxDT ) ; FOR B 11100 
*Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N 00 BEGIN UOC B3«-GRAVX(R0L-R0G ) x ( ( t l - R [ B J )xRADIUS ) * 2 ) / ( 2 11200 
X M U L X U B A R ) - T A U X ( 1 - R C 8 J ) X R A D I U S / ( M U L X U B A R ) ; Z 0 [ B ] 4 - < ( C I - R C B ] ) X R A 0 I U S ) * 4 ) / T E 11300 
R M - C ( ( 1 - R C B ] ) X R A 0 I U S ) * 3 ) X T E R M 3 ; V 0 C B ] < - T C X D T / C R 0 L X C 1 - R C B ] ) X R A D I U S X H F G X ( 1 + 3 l H o O 
XSPHTLXDT/CHFGX8) )XUB A R O U N D ; END; 
C5) 
Y * 0 ; i F I = lTHEN Z C 0 ] * Z l x R E G x 2 ; i F RT>OAND 11500 
RT<LIM THEN Z C 0 3 * C 1 . 2 ) x Z D [ Q + 1 3 / R A D l U S ; M M H 4 . 6 ! I F I * lOR I=2THEN MMM*C1+M 11600 
M/J)ELSE MMM + Z r l - n / Z C I - 2 ] ; F 0 R ZE I]«-MMMXZC 1-1 ]*MM2xZ[ I - l 3D0 BEGIN 
C6) 
HELL1Y 11700 
<-Y + i ; i F I M T H E N Z C O J * O . O J Y Y 4 . 0 ) T O W N I Y Y * Y Y + 1 J D Z [ Y 3 * Z C I ] - Z C I - 1 3 I Z S T A R * Z C I ] / 11800 
C 2 X R E G ) ; H E 4 . R C 1 ] - R £ 0 ] ; F 0 R BOOSTER l U N T H Q DO R O N C B 3 * U / ( l + ROGAxCCB3/CROG 11900 
B x C l - C C B ] ) ) ) ) X R O G A x ( l f C C B ] / ( l - C C B ] ) ) ; F O R B4-Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N DO R00[B3«-R0 12000 VD 
N C B ] * R O L J R E N 4 - R O N C O ] X U B A R X D / M U G ; H C O ] < - 8 / C R E N X H E X H E ) + U O C 0 3 / D Z C Y 3 1 X C 1 3 * - 8 / ( R 1 2 1 0 0 
E N X H E X H £ ) l w G * l / 0 Z C Y ] j F 0 R B+OSTEP l u N T l L Q DO BEGIN WC B ] * < RONC 0 ] /RONC B ] ) x 1 2 2 0 0 
C l + ( R O N C B ] - R Q O C B 3 ) / R O N C B ] ) / D Z C Y 3 ^ F C B ] * C ( U O C B ] * ? ) + C R O O C 0 3 / R O O C B ] ) x p t I - l ] ) 1 2 3 0 0 
/ D Z C Y 3 + F R T ; E N D j W G 4 - C R O G / R O L ) / D Z [ Y 3 ; p T * - R O G x P C l - 1 3 / ( R O L X D Z C Y 3 ) JPTFRT«-PT + FRT 1 2 4 0 0 
IF.OR B + Q+1STEP l U N T l L N DO BEGIN I F I = 1 T H E N XDZC Y 3<-Z[ I 3-ZDC B 3 / R A D I U S ; I F 1 2 5 0 0 
I > 1 T H E N XOZCY34 .0ZCY] ;WC83<- (RONC0 3 / R O L ) / D Z C Y 3 ; F C B 3 < - < U O C B 3 * 2 ) / X D Z C Y 3 + CROOC 1 2 6 0 0 
0 3 / R Q L ) x p [ i - i 3 / D Z C Y 3 + F R m N D ; W [ Q 3 « - F [ Q 3 « . 0 , 0 ; F O R B*OSTEP l U N T l L N DO FOR J 1 2 7 0 0 
4-OSTEP 1 U N T I L 12D0 GC 8 * J 3 * 0 .OJFOR J4-N + 1STEP 1 U N T I L N + 1 3 D 0 BEGIN W [ J 3 « T C J 1 2 8 0 0 
3 < - X C J ] * 0 , 0 ; E N D j £ [ N ] 4 . 0 » O j G C O , 0 ] « - R C l ] x R Q N C 0 3 / C 4 x O Z C Y ] ) I G t l , 0 3 4 . 3 x R t l ] X R O N C l 1 2 9 D 0 
3 / C 4 x O Z C Y 3 ) ; O L O D Z C Y ] 4 - O Z C Y 3 I S * S S * O i H E 4 - R C l 3 - R C 0 3 ; H W * H E I H v * H E x H E x ( 2 » 0 ) H U 4 - H 1 3 0 0 0 
V ; H T « - O . O j H Z * H E / H V J H Y « - H Z ; A « - l J B E G I N REAL QQQjFOR B*1STEP l U N T l L N - 1 D 0 BEGI 1 3 1 0 0 
N LABEL G I R L # S C H 0 0 L ; I F B<Q THEN R E N + R O N C B 3 X Q X U B A R / M U G ; I F B»Q THEN REN*RE 1 3 2 0 0 
L H F I * 1 A N D B>Q THEN D Z C Y 3 4 - Z C I 3 - Z D [ B 3 / R A D I U S ; I F B*Q OR B = MCA3THEN BEGIN 1 3 3 0 0 
A4-A+lJHE<-RCB + 13-RCB3;HW4.RCB3-RCB-13>HV4.HWxCHW + H E ) ^ H U * H E x ( H W + H E : ) i H T * ( H W - H 1 3 4 0 0 
E ) / ( H W X H E ) ; H Z * H E / H V ; H Y < - H W / H U ; E C B - 1 3 < - - H Z X V Q C B 3 - 4 / C R E N X H V ) + 2 X H Z / ( R E N X R C B 3 ) 1 3 5 0 0 
; H C B 3 ^ U O C B 3 / D Z C Y 3 , ° H T X V O C B 3 + 4 / C R E N X H W X H E ) + 2 X H T / C R E N X R C B 3 ) ; X C B + 1 3 * H Y X V O C B 3 1 3 6 0 0 
- 4 / ( R E N X H U ) - 2 X H Y / ( R E N X R C B 3 ) ; H W * . H E ^ H V < - H U < - 2 X H E X H E ^ H Z * - H Y * 1 / C 2 X H E ) ; E N D ELSE 1 3 7 0 0 
BEGIN E [ B - l 3 4 " - H Z x V O C B 3 - 4 / C R E N X H V ) + 2 X H Z / ( R E N x R [ B 3 ) * H t B 3 < . U O C B 3 / D Z r Y 3 + 8 / ( R E 1 3 8 0 0 
N x H V ) J X [ B + i 3 * - H Y x V O [ B 3 - 4 / C R E N x H V ) - 2 x H Y / ( R E N X R [ B ] ) J E N D J l F QSMC63THEN MC6l«- 1 3 9 0 0 
O M F 8>1THEN BEGIN FOR J*1S 
0 TO GIRL'ENOMF B = Q THEN 8 
S«-2;GQ TO GIRLJENDJGC8,SS+S 
C B ] X U O [ B 3 X R O O C B 3 / D Z [ Y ] ; G O T 
] ) ; G c e # s + s s 3 < . G r B * s - i + s s ] ; F [ 
; F C N + S + 1 + S S 3 < - R C B ] X R O O [ B ] X U O 
R O O [ 1 3 X 3 X R [ 1 3 / ( 4 X O Z C Y 3 ) + U O C 
3 /CRCB3-RCB-13 ) IE£N + S + SS3<--
F I M T H E N DZCY34-ZEI3-ZDCQ + 1 
x ( R 0 N C Q 3 / R 0 L ) x ( l - C C Q 3 ) ^ G C B * 
E / D Z C Y 3 ) I E N O ; i F SS=2THEN BE 
COABGx(RQN[Q3/RQLi)xC(CcQ3-C 
R x R A D I U S ) ) I G [ B , S + SS-l3<-RCQ + 
NQJENDJ8EGIN REAL XXXMF I * 
E/CHWx(HW+HE))-4/CR£NxHWxCH 
DZ[Y3-VO[N3x(HW-HE) /CHWxHE) 
- 1 3 + - M U G / C R C Q 3 - R [ Q - 1 3 ) * H I : Q 3 
M U L / ( R [ Q + 1 3 - R [ Q 3 ) J G C N P S 4 . S S 3 
N3xu0tN3xRQ0CN3/DZCY3^ 
TEP 1UNTIL TAG DO I F B=M[J 
EGIN SS4.I;GO TO G I R U E N D M 
3 4 - R C B 3 X R O N C B 3 / D Z [ Y 3 ) F C N + S + 
0 SCHOQUGIRL:GCB,S- l + SS3«-
N + S + SS3 4.R[B3xROO[B3xUOCB3/ 
C B 3 / ( 2 x 0 Z C Y 3 ) ; l F S=lTHEN F 
0 3XRC13xROOC0 3 /C4xDZCY3);H 
RONC8 3XRCB3/CRCB+13-RCB]); 
3/RADlUS>FCN+S+SS+13*OoO;E 
S + SS3<-- (RCQ3/HE)x(( (RONCQ3 
GIN FCN+S+SS3+RCQ+13XUQCQ+ 
0 [ Q 3 ) x H E / C D Z [ Y 3 * 2 ) + < C C Q 3 - C 




<.MUG/(RCQ3-RCQ-13) + MUL/CRC 
fRCN3xRoN[N3/DZCY3;FCN+S+l 
3THEN BEGIN S*S+1JG 14000 
F B=Q+1THEN BEGIN S 14100 
1 + SS3«.F[N+S + 1+SS3 + R 14200 
RCB3xR0NCB3/C2xDZCY 14300 
C2XOZ[Y3)+FCN+S+SS3 14400 
CN + S3<-FCN + S3+UOC13x 14500 
CN + S + SS3«-RONCB3xR[8 14600 
IF SS-1THEN BEGIN I 14700 
CN + S + SS3<"-(R[Q3/HE) 14800 
/ROL)x(l-CCQ3)-l)xH 14900 
l3/DZCY3 + CRU3/HE)x 15000 
[Q-13)/HE))X(1/(UBA 15100 
HE;END;SCHOOL:ENO;E 15200 






D Z C Y ^ O L O D Z m J S t O J S S S i - O J F Q R B*OSTEP 1 U N T I L N - 1 D 0 1 5 6 0 0 
BEGIN F [ B ^ F C B 3 / H C B ] ; W C B 3 * W C B 3 / H C B ] | X t B + l 3 * X C B + l 3 / H C B 3 ; r t B + n * F t B + l ] - F t B 1 5 9 0 0 
3 x E C B 3 l W C B + l ] * W C B + l ] - H C B ] x E C B 3 I H C B + 1 3 * H t B + l ] - X C B * l ] x E C B 3 I I F A B S ( G C B # S + i ] 1 6 0 0 0 
) > 0 T H E N BEGIN S*S + 1 i S S S * S S S + U E N D ; FOR J+OSTEP 1 U N T I L SSS DO BEGIN FCN + 1+ U l O O 
J 3 * F C N + l + J ] - F C B 3 x G C B * J - 3 ) W C N + l t J 3 * H c N + l + J 3 - W C B 3 x G C B » J 3 ; 6 C B + l * J 3 « . G C 8 + l » J - 3 - 1 6 2 0 0 
X [ B + n x G C B > J ] ; E N D ; E N D ; F C N 3 < - F C N 3 / H C N 3 ; W C N 3 < ' W C N 3 / H [ N ] ; F O R S * 0 S T E P 1 U N T I L S 1 6 3 0 0 
SS DO BEGIN F C N + l + S 3 * F C N + l + S 3 - F C N 3 x G C N # S 3 ^ W C N + l + S 3 * W C N + l + S 3 - W C N 3 x G [ N # S 3 ) 1 6 4 0 0 
ENDJFOR B * N + l S T E P 1 U N T I L SSS + N DO BEGIN F£B 3«-F[ B 3 / H [ B 3 ; W[B 34.W[B 3 /HCB 3 JF r 1 6 5 0 0 
B + 1 3 < - F C B + 1 3 - F C B 3 X E C B 3 ; W C B + 1 3 > W C B + 1 3 - W C B 3 X E C B 3 ; E N D ; P C I 3 4 . F C N + 1 + S S S 3 / W [ N + 1 + 1 6 6 0 0 
S S S 3 J U C N 3 * F C N 3 - W C N 1 X P C I ] ; F O R B4-N-1 S T E P - 1 U N T I L ODO UCB3«-FCB3-WCB 3 * P U 3-XC 1 6 7 0 0 
B + 13xU[B+13>VZG«-UCQ3J 
( 8 ) 
D Z C Y 3 < - Z C I ] - Z C l - 1 3 ) H E 4 ' R C n - R C O ] ; V C l 3 v - H E X ( R O N C l ] x U C l 1 6 8 0 0 
3 t R O N C 0 3 x U C 0 3 - R O O C i 3 x U O c i 3 - R O O C 0 3 x u O C 0 3 ) / C 4 x D Z C Y 3 x R O N C l 3 ) l F O R B * 2 S T E P 1U 1 6 9 0 0 
N T I L N + 1D0 BEGIN I F B<Q THEN V [ B 3«-( C * R [ B 3 X ( R 0 N C B 3xUfB 3 - R 0 0 { B 3 * U 0 C B 3 ) - R [ B 1 7 0 0 0 
- 1 3 x ( R O N C B - l 3 x U C B - l 3 - R O O C B - 1 3 x U O C B - 1 3 ) ) / < 2 x D Z C Y 3 ) + R O N [ B - l 3 x V C B - l 3 x R C B - n 1 7 1 0 0 
/ ( R C B 3 - R C B - 1 ] ) ) X ( R C B 3 - R C B - 1 3 ) / C R 0 N C B ] X R C B ] ) I I F B = Q + 1THEN B E G I N XDZCY3«-DZ 1 7 2 0 0 
C Y 3 M F I * 1 T H E N DZC Y 3 4-ZCI 3 - Z D [ B 3 /RAD I USJ VRG*VC Q 3* VC QI<-( RONC Q 3 / R 0 L > x ( ( 1"C C 1 7 3 0 0 
Q])xUCQ]x(RCQ + 13 -RCQ] ) /DZCY3 + C l - C £ Q ] ) x V C Q ] + DABQx(CCQ]-COCQ])x(RCQ+l3-RCO 17400 
3) / (UBARxKADIUSxD2CY]xDZCY3)+OABGx(CCQ3-CCQ-n) /C(RCQ+13-RCQ3)xUBARxRAOI 17500 
US)) -UCQ]xcRCQ + n - R C Q 3 ) / 0 2 { Y 3 ) V [ Q + l34-<R[Q + l]xUOCQ + U / O Z C Y ] - U C Q + l 3 x R [ Q + i ] 17600 
/DZCY3 + V C Q 3 x R C Q ] / ( R C Q + l ] - R C Q 3 ) ) x C R [ Q + n - R C Q ] ) / R C Q + n ; E N O n F B>Q+1THEN BE 17700 
GIN X D Z I Y U D Z C Y 3 M F - I M T H E N DZC Y3*ZC 13-ZDE B 3 /RADIUS; VC B 3*< VC B - l 3XRC B - l 3 / 17800 
( R t B 3 - R [ B - 1 3 ) - R C B ' » 1 3 x < U c B - 1 3 - U O C B - i 3 ) / C 2 x X O Z C Y 3 ) - R C B 3 X ( U C B ] - U O t B 3 ) / C 2 x O Z 17900 
C Y 3 ) ) X ( R [ B 3 - R C 8 - 1 3 ) / R C B 3 ; E N D ; E N D ; E N O ; 
C8A) 
BEGIN REAL XXXXX* DZC Y3*QLDDZC Y ]) HE* 18000 
R [13 -R [03 ;HW*HE;HV4 .H£XHE x C2 ,0 ) ;HU*HV;HT4 .0«0 )HZ« .HE /HV lHY*HZ;A < - i ;HC03 f -8 /C 18100 
SCREGxHExHE)-UC0 3 / D Z C Y 3 | X C l 3 * . 8 / ( S C R E G x H E x H E ) ; F t 0 3*-UC0 3xCOC0 3 /DZCY3KTER 18200 
M*RADIUSxUBARx(vZGx(RCQ+n-RCQ])+VRGxDzCYJ) -DABGx( (RCQ+l3-RCQ3) /DzCY3+DZ 18300 
[Y3 / (RCQ+13-RCQ3) )^FOR B*1STEP 1UNTIL Q-lDO BEGIN IF BsQ OR B«M[A3THEN B 18400 
EGIN A*A+UHE*RCB+13-RCB]>HW*RCB3-RCB-13)HV4-HWxCHW + HE);HU*HExCHW + H E ) ; H T * 18500 
C H W - H £ ) / ( H W X H E ) ; H Z * H E / H V ; H Y * H W / H U ; E I : B - 1 3 * - H Z X V C B 3 - 4 / ( S C R E G X H V ) + 2 X H Z / ( S C R 18600 
EGxRCB3);H[B3*UCB3/DZtY3-HTxVCB3+4/CSCREGxHExHW)+2xHT/ (5CREGxRCB3);xCB+i 18700 
3*HYxVCB3"4/CScREGXHU)-2xHY/CScREGxRCB3);HW<.HEIHV*HU*2xHExHE;HZ*HY4.l /C2x 18800 
HEHEND ELSE BEGIN ECB-l3*-HZxVCB3-4/CSCREGxHV)+2xHZ/CSCREGxRCB3>*HCB3*U 18900 
C B 3 / D Z C Y 3 + 8 / C S C R E G X H V ) I X C B + 1 3 < - H Y X V C B 3 - 4 / ( S C R E G X H U ) - 2 X H Y / C S C R E G X R C B 3 ) ; E N D 19000 
; F C B ] « - C 0 C B 3 x U C B ] / 0 Z C Y ] I E N 0 I F [ Q - n < - F C Q - l ] " X [ Q ] x c - 0 A B G x C 0 C Q ] x ( R C Q + l ] - R C Q ] ) 19100 
/CCTERMxDZCY3) )^HCQ-n4 .HCQ- l ] + XCQ3x(-DABGXOZCY3/C(RCQ + i ] - R C Q ] ) x C T E R M ) ) i 
C8B) 
F 19200 
OR B + OSTEP l U N j I L Q-2D0 BEGIN FC B 3*FC B3/HEB3; X[ B + l J + XC 8 + 1 3/HC B ] ; FCB + 1 3*F 19300 
C B + l ] - F [ B 3 x E C B ] ; H C B + l ] 4 . H C B + l ] - x C B + i ] x E C B ] ; E N D ; C C Q - l ] 4 . F C Q - n / H [ Q - 1 3 ; F O R B #9400 
+Q-2STEP-1 UNTIL ODO CC 8 3+F[ 8 3-XC B+l 3xC[ B+l 3 KCQ 3+-DABGxC0[ Q } X ( R [ Q + I ] - R [ Q 19500 
] ) / (CTERMXDZCY]) -OABGxCCQ-13xDzCY3/CCRCQ+13-RCQ3)xCTERM);ENDMF CCQ]<0 .0 19600 
THEN BEGIN Z Q Z + Z Q Z + 1 J Z I + Z I X 3 J I F ZQZ<10THEN BEGIN W R I T E < F L > F T B > Z Q Z , Z I ) J I F 19700 
K5THEN GO TO TECHJEND ELSE GO TO F L U S H J E N Q J 
C8C) 
IF Y Y<2THEN B E G I N GO TO TOW 1 9 8 0 0 
N ; E N D ; 
C8D) 
BEGIN REAL QQQ;PRES+C(1-CCQ3)/MWA3x14,696/C(1-CCQ3)/MWA+CCQ3/MWB)J 19900 
TI[I3 + l/CCl/(TS + 460)> + LN(U.696/PRES)/(HFGxMWA/l9986));TlCl 3*(TI C13-460- 20000 
T W ) / D T ; T [ Q 3 + T I C I 3 ; 
C8E3 
HE + RCl3-R[03;HW + HE;HV + 2xHExHEJHU«.HVm + 0.0*HZ*HY+HE/HV 2 0100 
o 
wmmmmm* m—mm 
IA«-l )REN*K0NC0]xDxUBAR/MUG)Ht0]4-8/(RENxpRGKHEXHE) + U C 0 ] / D Z t Y ] ; X t l 34 . -8 / (RE 20200 
NxPRGXHExHE) ;FCO]>UC03xOT(0 ] /OZCY3)OTCN+n4 .o 0 0)TCN+l ]4 -0 .0 ;FQR BLISTER 1U 2 0 3 0 0 
NTIL 0 - 1 0 0 BEGIN REN4-RQNCB]XDXUBAR/MUG;RERRG<.RENXPRGMF B = Q OR B=M(A3THE 20400 
N BEGIN A4-A + l lHE*RCB+13-RC83IHW«-RCB3-RCB-n;HV4.HWx(HW + HE)IHU«-HEx(HW + H E ) ; 20500 
HT<"(HW-HE)/(HWxHE)/HZ<-HE/HVJHY4.HW/HU;ECB-134.-HZxVCB3 + 2xHZ/ (REPRGXRCB3)-4 20600 
/(REPRGxHV);HCB3«-UC8 3 /DZCY3-HTxvC8]+2XHT/ (REPRGxR[B3)+4 / (REPRGxHExHW);XC 20700 
B+13<-HYxVCB]-2xHY/(REPRGxRCB3)-4/ (REPRGxHU)JFCB34-UCB3xoTCB]/DZtY3 + ( 2 / ( R E 20800 
N X E K G ) ) X ( ( H Y X U C B - H 3 - H T X U C 8 3 - H Z X U C B - 1 3 ) * 2 ) ; H W * ' H E ^ H V 4 . H U 4 - 2 X H E X H E ; H Z * H Y 4 . 1 / ( 2 20900 
xHEHEND ELSE BEGIN ECB- l 3*--HZxvCB] + 2XHZ / ( REPRGxRCB] ) - 4 / ( REPRGxH V)JHC B]4- 21000 
U C B 3 / O Z C Y 3 + 8 / ( R E P R G X H V ) ^ X C B + 1 3 * H Y X V C B 3 - 2 X H Y / ( R E P R G X R [ B 3 ) ' - 4 / ( R E P R G X H U ) ; F C 21100 
B3«"UC8 3 X O T C B 3 / D Z C Y 3 + ( 2 / ( R E N X E K G ) ) X ( ( H Y X U C B + 1 ] - H Z X U C B - 1 I ) * 2 ) ; E N D ; E N D ; F C Q - 21200 
13+FCQ-13-XCQ3XTCQ3J 
( 8 F ) 
FOR BOOSTER 1UNTIL Q-2D0 BEGIN F t B 3 * F C B 3 / H C B 3 ; X [ 8 + 1 3 21300 
•XCB + l ] / H C B 3 ) F C B + 13 *FCB+n-FCB3xECB31HCB+U*HCB + U - X C B + i 3 x E C B ] ; E N D i T t Q - l 21400 
3 < - F c Q - n / H [ Q - l 3 J F O R B*-Q-2STEP'1UNTIL 000 TCB3+F[B3-XtB + l 3 x n 8 + 13 J 
( 9 ) 
IF I=1T 2 1 5 0 0 
HEN BEGIN FOR 8«-Q+lSTEP l U N T I L N 00 OTC B 3 •• 1 - C ZDC B 3 /RADIUS)x ( i»TC Q 3) /DZ [ Y 21600 
]lEND;END^DZCY]«-0LDDZ«:Y];HE<-RtQ + 2 3-RCQ+l]JHW<-R[Q+l]-RCQ];HU4-HV<.2xHExHE;H 21700 
Z < - H Y < - H E / H V ; R E P R L < - « E L X P R L ^ H T 4 . 2 / C R E L X £ K L ) I 0 T C N + 1 ] * - 0 O 0 ; T C N + 1 ] < - 0 . 0 ; F 0 R B«-Q+l 2 1 8 0 0 
STEP 1UNTIL N DO BEGIN I F I *1THEN QZC Y3*ZC I 3-ZDC BJ/R ADlUSJ EC B"l 3 * - H Z x V [ B 21900 
3 + 2 X H 2 / C R £ P R L X R [ B ] ) - 4 / ( R E P R L X H V ) ; H C B ] € - U C B 3 / D Z C Y ] + 8 / ( R E P R L X H V ) ; X C B + 1 ] * H Y X - 22000 
VCB3-2xHY/(REPRLxRCB3)-4 / (REPRLxHU);FCB3<-UCB3xOT[B] /DZCY3 + HTxCCHYxUCB + n 2 2 1 0 0 
- H Z X U C B - 1 3 ) * 2 ) ; E N 0 ; F C Q + 1 ] ^ F C Q + 1 ] - E C Q 3 X T C Q ] ^ 
CIO) 
FOR B+Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N-100 BE 22200 
GIN FCB3*FcB3/HEB3JXcB+l3<-X[B+l3/HtB3JF[B + 134.FcB+l]-FlB3xEcB3;H[B + 13<-HcB 22300 
+ 1 3 - X C B + 1 3 X E C 8 3 ; E N D ; T C N 3 4 - F C N 3 / H C N 3 J F O R B*N-1STEP-1UNTIL Q+1D0 T[B3«-FCB'3- 22400 
XCB+I]XTCB+-I];BEGIN REAL XXXX;DZCY3«-OLDDZCY]J 
( 1 1 ) 
IF I*1THEN OLDSUM^O.OJSUM+O 22500 
pOJFOR B*N STEP-1UNTIL; Q 00 SUM*SUM+SUMTx(R[B+l3*2-R[B]*2)x(UE8 + 13 + UCB]) 22600 
;MASSTR+SUM-OLDSUM; 
C12) 
IF IalTHEN BEGIN HFL.UX*<-TC )xDTx( 3e 1 4159265)x( (R[ N + l 3 22700 




T[Q-l3)/(CR[Q3-RCtt-l])xRADIUS));FOR B*N-1 STEP-lUNTJL Q + 1D0 HFLUX«-HFLUX + < 23200 
-TC)xDTx( 3,14159265 )x((RCB + 13*2-RCB 3*2 )x(RADIUS*2)x((TCB]-QTCB])/(CZCn- 23300 
ZOCB3/RAOlUS)X2xRAOIUS)+CTCB+13-OTCB+13)/CCZCI3-ZO[B+13/RADlUS)x2xRAOlUS 2 3400 
))+CZOCB3/RAOIUS-ZDCB+13/RADlUS)x(RADIUS*2)xCRCB3+RCB+l3)x(C-OTCB3-OTCB+ 23500 
13)/2)/((2-RCB+13-RCB3)xRADIUS/2))+TCGxDTX(3,14l59265)x((RCB+13*2taRCB3*2 23600 
)xCRAOlUS*2)x((OTCB+13+OT[8 3-2)/2)/CCZDCB+13+ZDCB3)/2)+CZDCB3-ZDCB+13)xR 237 00 
ADlUSxcR[B+i3+R[B3)x(ZO[B3/(RADlUSxOZCY3))x(T[Q3-T(Q-13)/CCRCQ3-RCQ-13)x 23800 
RAOIUS) )jHFLUX«.HFLUX + <-TC)xDTx( 3.14159265 ) X ( C R C Q + 1 3 * 2 - R C Q 3 * 2 ) X < R A D I U S * 2 ) 23900 
x(TCQ+l3-OTCQ+13)/CCZCl3-ZOCQ+13/RAOlUS)xRADlUS)+^ZCI3-ZDCQ+13/RADIUS)x( 24000 
RAOIUS*2) x(RCQ3+RtQ+l3)xcTCQ+13-TCQ3)/((RCQ+l3-RCQ])xRADlUS))+TCGxDTX(3. 24100 
l4159265)x((RCQ+l3*2-RCQ3*2)x(RA0IUS*2)xC(0TCQ+l3+TCQ3-2D/2)/CC(ZDCQ+13/ 24200 
RADIUS+OZtY3)/2)xRADlUS)+<DZCY3-ZOCQ+l3/RADIUS)x(RADlUS*2)xCRCQ3+RCQ+l3) 24 300 
X(CCZ0CQ+13/RADIUS)/0ZCY3+1)/2)XCTCQ3-TCQ-13)/C(RU3-RCQ-13)XRADIUS))^EN 2 4400 
0>IF I>1THEN H F L U X < - C 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) X R A O I U S X ( - T C ) X O T X ( ( R C Q + 13 + R [ Q 3 ) X D Z C Y 3 X ( ( T 24500 
[Q+13-TCQ3)/CRCQ+13-RCQ3)+OHQ)x(l/2)+(R[Q+l3*2-RCQ3*2)x(T[Q+l3-0TCQ+1J)/ 24600 
DZCY3)fTCGxDTxc3 Q14l59265)x((RCQ+l]*2-RCQ3*2)x(RA0IUS*2)x(TCQ3-0TCQ3)/CD 24700 
Z[Y3xRAOlUs)+DZCY3x(RADiUS*2)x<RCQ}+RCQ +i3)x((T[Q3-TCQ-13+OTCQ+l3-OT[Q3) 24800 
/ 2 > / C C R [ Q J - R [ Q - n ) x R A D I U S ) ) J M E Q L H « - H F L U X / H F G J I F ; 1=1 THEN MEQL.H«-MEQLH/( l + 3x 24900 
SPHTLXDT/ (8xHFG))J 
( 1 3 ) 
D I F C Y ] < - M A S S T R - M E Q L H ; T A U < - M U G X ( U C Q ] - U C Q - 1 ] ) X U B A R / C C R C Q ] - 25000 
R C Q - 1 3 ) x R A D I U S ) ) E N 0 ) I F Y = 2THEN BEGIN SLOPEB + CMEQLH-OMEQLH)/(ZCI 3-OZ)JSLO 25100 
PEA<-(MASSTR-0MASSTR)/(Zcn-0Z);EN0j0MEQLH<-MEQLHl0MASSTR4-MASSTRj0Z<"Z[I ] j 
( 1 4 ) 
I 25200 
F Y = 1AND U3THEN MM2*(Z[ 13 + DIFC l 3 / ( S L O P E B - S L O P E A ) ) /ZC 1-1 ] ; I F Y = lANO I<2T 25300 
HEN MM2«-(l + ( 0 . 8 0 ) x M M / J T ) ; i F Y*2THEN BEGIN REAL XXXXJIF Y=150R ABSCDIFCY3 25400 
/MEQLH)<0«0005THEN BEGIN TOTAL*090JFOR B+lSTEP 1UNTIL Q DO TOTAL*TOTAL+T 25500 
O T T X ( R [ B 3 * 2 - R C B - 1 3 * 2 ) X ( U C B 3 + U C B - 1 3 ) ; T O T A L 1 < - T O T A L + S U M I M T R * - S U M T X ( R C Q + 1 3 * 2 - 25600 
R C Q 3 * 2 ) X ( U C Q 3 + U O [ Q + 1 3 ) + T O T T X C R C Q 3 + R C Q + U ) X O Z C Y ] X ( V C Q 3 + V O C Q + 1 ] ) ; H L O C 1 < - S Q R 25700 
T ( S Q R T ( ( T C * 4 ) / ( T E R M X Z C I ] X R A 0 I U S ) ) ) ; H M 1 * - ( 0 O 9 4 3 ) X ( S Q R T ( S Q R T ( ( T C * 4 ) X 4 / ( T E R M 25800 
XZCI3XRADIUS) ) ) )^HL0C<-TCXTCN3 / ( (RCN+13-RCN3)XRADIUS) ; IF I = iTHEN BEGIN OL 25900 
D H L O C < - H L O C J O L D H S U M 4 - 0 , 0 ; E N O ; A V E H L O C * ( Q L D H L O C + H L O C ) / 2 ; H M H C I 3 4 . S U M X H F G X C 1 + 3X 26000 
S P H T L X 0 T / ( 8 X H F G ) ) X 3 6 0 0 / ( ( 3 # 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) X D X Z C I 3 X R A D I U S X D T ) J I F 1*1 THEN AVEHLO 26100 
C<-HMHCl3/3600)HTRW*AVEHLQCx(zCI3-ZcI- i3)xRADIUS^HSUM*OLOHSUM + HTRWJHM<-HSU 262 00 
M / ( Z [ l 3 x R A o i U S ) i N U 3 A [ I 3 < . H M x o / T c M F I MOD 4=1THEN BEGIN WRITE( FLCPAGE3 ) * W 26300 
ro o 
00 
RITECFLpFMAi>HMl )^WRlT£<FLpFMT4,LST4)^WRlT£<FL*rMTl *LSTl )^WRITECFL*FMT2) ; 26400 
WRITECFL#FMT3»LST3);END;FQR BOOSTER I U N T I L N DO BEGIN UO[B3«-UCB3JVQ[B3«.V 26500 
CB];OTCB]<-TCB3KQCB]*CCB]lROOCB3*RONCB31END)OLDHSUM*HSUM;OLDHLOC*HLOCIOL- 26600 
DSUM*-SUMJrtT«-RT+lJIF. R K L I M THEN BEGIN Z L * Z [ I 3 * D / 2 « o ; F O R BOOSTER IUNTIL- 2 26700 
OODO BEGIN T C B 3 * U O [ B 3 * O T [ B 3 « - 1 , O K O C B 3 4 . E N T C I V O C B ] * 0 - , 0 ) E N D ) E N D ; H M 2 * H M 1 X S Q R 26800 
T(SQRTC( l + C O « 6 8 ) x S P H T L x o T / H F G ) / ( l + 3xSPHTLXOT/C8xHFG) ) ) ) JHPHlC I34 -HM/pHnH 26900 
N P H I C I 3 4 - H M 1 / P H I ; H R P H I U 3 * H M 2 / P H I ; A B P C I 3 < - P C I 3 X U B A R X U B A R X R O N C 0 3 / ( 1 4 4 X G R A V ) 27000 
+ 1 4 t 6 9 6 ; R « L Z C I 3 * 4 X Z [ I 3 X R A D l U S K 0 T x S P H T L x ( ( G R A V x R 0 L X R 0 L / ( M U L x M U L ) ) * 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 27100 
) / ( P R L X H F G x C l + 3 X S P H T L ^ D T / ( 8 x H F G ) ) x C l - R O Q / R O L ) ) ) D E L T A C I 3 * l - R C Q 3 ) N U A C l 3 * H M 27200 
><RADIUSxZt I3 /TCINUlACI34-HMlxRADIUSxZCI] /TC;HM2ACI3*HM2x3600;HMACl3<-HMx36 27300 
OO^HLOCACI ] *HLOCx36oO^HMlACI3*HMlX36oOlHLOClAC13*HLOClx3600nCGt l3 *CtQ3) 27400 
AMB[l3<.0e0JF0R B+ISTE? IUNTIL Q 00 AMB[ I ] + ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) X R A D I U S X R A D I U S X ( R [ 27500 
B 3 * 2 - R C B - n * 2 ) x C R O N C B 3 + R O N C B - 1 3 ) x ( i / 8 ) x ( C £ B 3 + C C B - 1 3 ) x ( U C B 3 + U C B - l 3 ) x u B A R + 27600 
AM8U3;ZSCl3 *ZSTAR;FREm«-4x$UM/CMULxC3 .14159265 )xD>JHNFPHCI3< '1 .46xcCFRE 27700 
Cl3 ) *C-0 .333333) ) 'TAUV[ I3<-" 'TAU/ (GRAVx(ROL-ROG)xCCMULxMUL/CROLxROLxGRAV)) 27800 
* 0 o 3 3 3 3 3 ) ) ; T 0 T C I 3 < - T 0 T A L i ; H L 0 C N U C C n * H L 0 C l A C l 3 x ( S Q R T C S Q R T ( 8 x H F G / ( 8 x H F G + 3x 27900 
SPHTLxDT))) ) ;HMNUCCI3<-HMlACI]x(sQRTCSQRT(8xHFG/C8XHFG + 3 x S P H T L x D T ) ) ) ) n F 28000 
Y=15THEN GO TO FLUSH* Y4-15I BTT«-U I F UC 0 3 < 0 . OTHEN GO TO FLUSHI IF Z C I 3 < Z C l - 28100 
13THEN GO TO FLUSHJIF ABSCUCO3 )>10.OTHEN GO TO FLUSHHF(T IME< 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 > 8 28200 
OOcOTHEN GO TO FLUSHJENDJIF Y<l5THEN BEGIN S L O P E * < D I F C Y ] - D I F t Y - l 3 ) / ( D Z [ Y 2 8 3 0 0 
] - O Z C Y - l ] ) ; o Z C Y + l U - D l F t Y 3 / S L O P E + D Z C Y ] ; Z C l U Z C I - l ] + oZCY + l ] ; G O TO HELL*EN 28400 
DJENDHF I=1THEN Z C 0 3 * Z l x R E G x 2 ; i F RT>0AND RT<LIM THEN Z [ 0 ] « - < l „ 2 > x Z D [ Q + n 28500 
/RAOIUS; j< -JT)ENDIENO; 
C15) 
FLUSHiWRITECFL'FMG))FOR BUSTEP 1UNTIL BTT 00 WRITE 28600 
C F L > F M H , L S T H ) ; W R I T E C F L * F M B ) ; F 0 R 8+1STEP l U N T i L BTT DO W R I T E C F L » F M C # L S T C > 28700 
;WRITE(FL 'FMDA);WRlTE(FL*FMD)^FOR B+1STEP I U N T I L BTT DO WRITE(FL»FME>LST 28800 
E);WRITECF|_>FMZ)JF0R B+lSTEP I U N T I L BTT DO W R I T E ( F L > F M E > L S T X ) ; W R I T E < F L # F 28900 
MY);FOR BLISTER I U N T I L BTT DO WRITECFLJFMH,LSTW)>WRITE<FL*FFZ)JF0R B U S T 29000 
EP IUNT IL BTT DO WRITE<FL*FMC*LLZ)JWRITE(FL>FRM)JFOR BLISTER I U N T I L BTT 29100 
DO WRITECFL*FMH»LSST)JWRITE<FL#FM35->)F0R B+1STEP IUNTIL BTT DO WRlTE(FL> 29200 
FM36^LST36) ;WRITE(FLCPAGE])JWRITE(FL*FMT>LST) ;WRITECFL*FMF>LSTF)^WRITE(F 29 300 
L ^ F M T I ^ L S T l ) ; W R I T £ ( F L * F M T 5 , C T I M E ( 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 ) ; W R l T E ( F L * F M T 6 * ( T I M E ( 3 ) - X 3 ) / 6 29400 
0 ) > I F BBBS5THEN BEGIN I F I=7000THEN BEGIN WRITECFLCPAGE3)*WRITE<FLCPAGE ] 2 9 5 0 0 
)>UBAR<-2xUBAR)G0 TO G 0 D ) E N D ; E N D ELSE BBB*BBB;END. 29600 
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Data Read Into the Gas-Vapor Program 
A typical set of data in the order it is read into the gas-vapor 
program is given below. 
0.03731 ROG, 59.802 ROL, 0:0000081+3 MUG., 0.0001907 MUL, 970.3 HFG, 
1.007 SPHTL, 0.0001073 TC, 212 TS, 207 TW, 0.05 ENTC, O.OOOU52 DABG, 
0.019125 RADIUS, 25 UBAR, 0.6 L [l], 0.03 K [l], 0.75 L [2], 0.015 
K [2], 0.95 L [3], 0.01 K [3], 0.995 L W , 0.0025 K [V], 2k AA, 10 JT, 
i+8 BT, 2 LIM, 0.000001 ZI, 
CONDENSATION OF A BINARY VAPOR 
BEGIN REAL R A D I U S P D > R E G * R E L P R Q G P R Q L * M U G P M U L P U B A R P T S P T W P T C P D T P U P G R A V P H F G 100 
* S P H T L P T E R M P X O P A A P P R L P E K L P P R G P E K G P R E N P H E P H W , S U M P O L D S U M , M A S S T R P H F L U X , O L D H 200 
F L U X , A V E H F L U X P M E Q L H , Z S T A R P S L O P E P T A G P H L O C , A V E H L O C > O L D H L O C , H T R W P H S U M P O L D H $ 300 
U M > H M P V Z G P V R G P Z I P O H Q > H Z , H X , H Y P H V P H U P H T P R E T P R E S P W G P S U M T , N 8 G , N B L P S C R E L P S C L 400 
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T+FRT*FQR B + Q + l S U P l U N T I L N DO BEGIN I F I M T H E N XDZC Y 3*ZC I 3-ZDC BJ/RADIU 14000 
S H F I>1THEN X D Z [ Y H D Z [ Y j m B 3 < - ( R O N [ 0 3 / R O U / D Z C Y 3 l F C B ] 4 . < U O C B ] * 2 ) / X D Z m + 14100 
CROO[03/ROL)xPCl , B l3 /DZCY3*FRT^ENOlW[Q]<-FCQ]4.00O^FaR B*oSTEP l U N T I L N 00 14200 
FOR J*OSTEP lUNT IL 1200 GCB>JUOeO)FOR J*N+1STEP lUNTIL- N+13DQ BEGIN W[J 14300 
3*F£ J]«-XC J-3«-O ; .OJEND;E£N3*O*OJG£0»O3tR£UxRONC0 3/C4xDZCY3>JGtl>O ;3«'3XR[l3x 14400 
RONCl3/C4XDZCY3)^OLDDZCY3*OZCY3JS*SS*OIHE*.RCl3-RCO-3^HW4.HE;iHV*HE>cHExC2oO) 14500 
J H U * H V ; H T * O O O > H Z * H E / H V J H Y « - H Z J A < - 1 J B E G I N REAL QQQjFQR BMSTEP l U N T I L N-lDO 14600 
BEGIN LABEL G I R U S C H O Q U I F B<Q THEN REN«-RONC B ]XDXUBAR/MUGHF BBQ THEN R 14700 
EN + R E L H F I = 1AND B>Q THEN 0Z£ Y 3*Z£ I 3-ZDCB 3/RADI USHF BaQ OR B=MEA3THEN B 14800 
EG IN A4.A+nHE^RCB + n-R[B3/HW4.RCB3-RCB-13;HV<-HWx(HW + HE)^HU<-HEx^HW + HE)MT4. 14900 
C H W - H E ) / C H W X H E ) ^ H Z 4 - H E / H V I H Y « . H W / H U ; E C B - , 1 3 < - ' B H Z X V O I ; B 3 - 4 / C R E N X H V ) + 2 X H Z / ( R E N X 15000 
R C B ] ) ; H C B 3 4 - U O C B 3 / O Z C Y 3 - H T X V O C B 3 + 4 / ( R E N X H W X H E ) + 2 X H T / ( R E N X R C B 3 ) ^ X C B + 1 ] * H Y X 15100 
V O C B 3 - 4 / ( R E N X H U ) - 2 X H Y / ( R E N X R | : B 3 ) ^ H W 4 . H E ^ H V < - H U 4 " 2 X H E X H E ; H Z « - H Y 4 . 1 / ( 2 X H E ) ; E N D 15200 
ELSE BEGIN EE B - l 3* -HZxV0£ B3 -4 /C RENxHV) + 2 x H Z / ( RENxR£B3 > J H£ B 3«-UQ£ B 3/DZE Y 3 + 15300 
8 / C R E N X H V ) i X [ B + l ] * H Y x v O [ B 3 - 4 / C R E N X H V ) - 2 x H Y / ( R E N x R C B 3 ) ^ E N O ; i F QSME6 3THEN 15400 
ME63*OJIF B>lTHEN BEGIN FOR J M S T E P lUNTIL- TAG DO IF B»M£J3THEN BEGIN S<- t 5 5 0 0 
S + UGO TO G l R L l E N D H F B»Q THEN BEGIN SSHJGO TO GIRLJENDHF B*Q+1THEN BE 15600 
GIN SS«-2;G0 TO G I R L J E N D m B , S S + S 3 * R [ B 3 x R O N [ B 3 / D Z [ Y ] ; F £ N + S n + SS]< .F tN+SM+ 15700 
S S 3 + R £ B 3 X U O C B 3 X R O O C B 3 / D Z C Y 3 ; G O TO SCHOOL*GIRL8GCB*S-1 + 5S3«-RCB3xR0N£B3/(2 15800 
xDZ£YJ) iGCB*S + S S ] * G C B » S - l + SS3lFCN<-S + SS]<"RCB]xROOCB]xUO[B3/C2xDZCY3) + FCN+ 15900 
S+SS]^FCN + S+l + SS3 4 'RCB]«ROOCB3xUOCB]/ (2xDZCY3)nF S=1THEN Ft N + S3 + Ft N+S3+U 16000 
OC13xROO[nx3XRCl ] / (4XDZCY3)+UOCO]xRCl ]xROOco3/C4XDZCY]) lHCN+S+SS3>RONCB 16100 
3xRCB3/CREB3-RCB»13) l£CN + S*SS3*- -RON[B3xRCB3/CRCB<-13-REB3)nF SS*1THEN BE 16200 
GIN I F I s l T H E N DZC Y3*ZC 13"ZDC Q+l 3/RADIU5JFC N + S + S S H 3 * 0 , 0 ^ EC N + S4.SS3«--C RON 16300 
CQ3/ROL)xRCQ3/CRCQ + 13« 3 R[Q3)^GCB*S*SS3* - (CCRONCQ3/ROL) - l )xRCQ3/DZCY3) /END 16400 
H F SS32THEN BEGIN FCN + 5 + SS3<-UO[Q + l ]xR{Q + l 3/DZC Y3 JG£ BP S + SS-13<-R[ Q + l 3/DZC 16500 
Y3>H[N+S«-S$]*R[Q«-l: i /HE*ENDJSCH00LIENDJEND/ENDJBEGlN REAL XXXJIF I«1THEN 16600 
DZCY3<-ZCI] -ZDCN3/RAOIUSJECN-13*-VOcN3XHE/(HWx(HW+HE))-4 /CRENxHWx<HE+HW)) 16700 
+2XHE/CRENxRCN3xHWX(HW+HE))^H£N3<-UO[N3/DZtY3-VOCN3x(HW-HE)/(HWxHE>+4/(RE 16800 
NxHWxHE) + 2x(HW«HE}/CRENxR[N]xHWxHE:)JElQ*»l 3*-MUG/< RCQ 3*RC Q - l 3 ) * HC Q 3*MUG/( 16900 
R [ Q ] - R C Q - l 3 ) + M U L / C R C Q - H ] - R C Q ] ) ; x t Q + 114--MUL/CRtQ + n -RCQ3)^GCN*S*SS3«-R[N]x 17 000 
R O N [ N J / D Z C Y 3 ; F C N + S + 1 + S S 3 > F C N + S + 1 - » - S S 3 + R C N 3 X U O C N 3 X R O O C N 3 / D Z C Y 3 J 
C7) 
DZCY3+0LDDZ 17100 
[ Y 3 ; S * 0 J S S S * 0 J F 0 R BOOSTER 1UNTIL NwiOO BEGIN F[B 3*F[B 3 /H[B3J W[B 3 *W[B3 /H[ 17200 
B3lXCB+l ] *XCB*13/HCB]*FCB*13*FCB* l3 -FCB-3xECB-3 lWCB*13*HCB + i3-WCBlxECB :3IHC 17300 
BM3«-HCB"H3-XCB+13xEC83; IF A B S t G C B , S * U )>QTHEN BEGIN S f S + l J SSS*SSS + l JEND 17400 
;FOR J4-0STEP 1UNTIL SSS DO BEGIN F£N+ l *J ]< -F t N+1+J3-FCB 3*G{B#J3J WCN+1+J3+ 17500 
WCN + l *J ] -WCB]XQCBpJ] ;GCB + l > J ] * G C B + l#J ] -XCB+13xGC8pJ] lE :NDIENDIF tN3<-FCN] /H 17600 
[N];WCN]4.WCN]/HCN]^F0R S4-0STEP l U N j l L SSS DO BEGIN Ft N + l + S 3<-F£ N+1+S3-FC N 17700 
JXG£N*SJJW[N+WS3*W[N+1+SJ-W[N]XGCN*SJJ£NDJFQR B * N + 1 S T E P 1 U N T I I SSS + N 00 17800 
BEGIN FCB]<-FCB]/HCB3lWCBHW[B3/HCB]^FCB+l]<-FCB + n-FCB3xECB3;WCB + 13<-WCB+ 17900 
l ] -WCB3xE£B3IENO^PCI3* 'FCN+l + SSS3/WCN + l + SSS3;UCN3<'FtN3 (=WCN3xPCl3lFOR B*N- 18000 
1 STEP-1 UNTIL ODO UCB 3*F [B3-W[B3xP{ 13«= XC B +13xi){ B + l 3 J VZG*U£ Q 3 J 
C8) 
D Z [ ¥ 3 * Z E I 3 - Z 18100 
CI -13^HE*RC13-RCO^VC13«. -HEX(RONC13XU£13 + RQNC0 3XUC03-ROOC13XUO[13-ROOC0 3 18200 
xUOC03) / (4xoZCY3xRONC13) ;FOR B * 2 S T E P l U N T I L N+lDO BEGIN I F B^Q THEN VCB3 18300 
4-<C-R£B3x(RONCB3xUCB3-ROOCB3xUQCB3>-R£B-l jx< R 0 N £ B - 1 3 X U [ B - l ] -R00£ B - l ] X U O £ 18400 
B - 1 3 ) ) / C 2 x D Z C y 3 > + R O N £ B - l 3 « V £ B - 1 3 x R C B - 1 3 / C R £ B 3 » R C B - l 3 > ) x ( R £ B 3 - R C B - 1 3 ) / C R O 18500 
N £ B 3 x R [ B 3 ) i I F BB0*1THEN BEGIN XDZ£ Y 3«- D Z C Y3J I F I = 1THEN DZC Y 3<-Z£ 13 "ZD£ 8 3/R 18600 
ADIUSIVRG*VtQ3;VCQ3<-CU£Q3xCR£Q+n-R£Q3) /OZ£Y3)xCCRON£Q3/ROL) - l ) + VRGxCRON 18700 
CQ3/ROL);VCQ + l3<-CRCQ + 13xuOEQ+l3/DZCY3-UCQ + l3xR£Q+l3 /DZCY3 + VCQ3xR£Q3/CRCQ 18800 
+ 13-R[Q3>3XCR[Q + 1 3 - R £ & 3 ) / R £ Q + 13JENDMF B>Q + 1THEN BEGIN XDZ[ Y3*DZ£ Y 3 M F I 18900 
•1THEN DZ£Y]4 -ZCI3"ZDCB3/RAOIUSjVCB3<* (V£B-13xR£B- l3 /CR£B3-RCB-13 ) -RCB-13x 19000 
C U [ B - 1 3 - U O C B - l 3 ) / C 2 x X O Z C Y 3 ) - R C B 3 x C u £ B 3 - U O C B 3 ) / C 2 x O Z C Y 3 ) ) x ( R [ B 3 - R £ B - 1 3 ) / R 19100 
CBUENDJENDJENDJ 
C8A) 
IF I=1THEN MMMX + CCCXENTCJIF I M T H E N MMMX«-CQGJ BURNS! YYYvY 19200 
YY + 1 U F YYY = 1THEN CQGAC13<-MMMXJIF YYYS2THEN CQGA[2]f 101XMMMXKC Q J*CQG«-CQ 19300 
GACYYY];DZCY3*0LDDZ[Y]^HE«-RCn-RC0];HW4.HE^HV<-HExHEx(2e0);HU4-HVlHT<-0,0;HZ 19400 
« -HE/HVJHY<-HZ;A4-nHC0^-8 /CSCREGxHExHE) -UC0] /0ZCY]ncn<-8 /CSCREGxHEXHE)^F 19500 
[ 0 3 4 " » U [ 0 3 * C 0 [ 0 3 / D Z m J F 0 R B + ISTEP l U N T R Q-lDO- BEGIN I F B*Q OR B = M[A]THE 19600 
N BEGIN A<-A+l^HE«-RCB*n-RCB];HW4.RC83-RCB-n;HV<.HWx(HW + HE);HU*-HExCHW + H E ) ; 19700 
H T * < H W - H E ) / C H W X H E ) I H Z < - H E / H V ; H Y 4 - H W / H U ^ E C B - 1 ] 4 ' - H Z X V C B 3 - 4 / C S C R E G X H V ) + 2 X H Z / ( 19800 
SCREGXR[B3);HCB]4-UCB3/DZCY]-HTxvCB] + 4/CSCREGxHExHW) + 2XHT/ (SCREGxR{B3) iXc 19900 
B + 13*HYxV[B3-4/CSCREGxHU)-2xHY/(SCREGxRCB3)IHW4.HEIHV<-HU4.2xHExHEjHZ*HY«-l / 20000 
C2xHE)JEND ELSE BEGIRT EtBFl3<""HZXV[B ] - 4 / ( S C R E G x H V ) + 2 x H z / C S C R E G X R C B 3 ) J H C B 20100 
3*UCB3/OZCY3+8/CSCREGxHV)^XCB+i3*HYXVCB3-4 / (SCREGxHU)-2 x HY/(SCREGxRCB3) j 20200 
ENOjFCB3*CO[B3xUCB3/OZCY3;£NDJFCQ- l3*FCQ-13-CCQ3xX[Q3; 
C8B) 
FOR B*OSTEr 1UNTIL 20300 
Q-2D0 BEGIN FCB 1«-F£B 3/HCB 3 J XCB + 13«.X[B + 13/HCB 3; FCB + l 3*FCB+13"FCB 3xECB 3; H 20400 






YBKCQG/MWB)/(CQG/MWB + <1-CQG)/MWA)*YA«-1-YBJYY 20600 
B4-0JFQR T £ M C Y Y B + 1 H T S P T S - D T / 3 0 0 BEGIN TEXAS lYYB + YYB+U V P U P l x C ( 2c 7 1 8 2 8 ) * 2 0 7 0 0 
C C - H F G x M W A / C i 0 9 8 6 ) ) x ( l / ( T E M [ Y Y B ] + 4 5 9 9 6 9 ) - l / T l ) ) ) ^ V P 2 « ' P 2 x C ( 2 , 7 1 8 2 8 ) * ( ( - H F 20800 
G 2 X M W B / ( 1 O 9 8 6 ) ) X ( 1 / ( T E M [ Y Y B ] + 4 5 9 P 6 9 ) - 1 / T 2 ) ) ) ; R S 2 * < 1 4 , 6 9 6 ) X Y B / V P 2 I Y Y A * 0 J F - 20900 
OR C[Q]«.ENTCp(Oe9)XENTC DO BEGIN E$SQ ? YYA*YYA+U XXBC YYA 3<-XB*CC[ Q 3/MWB ) / ( 2 1 0 0 0 
C C Q ] / M W B + C l - C C Q ] ) / M W A ) ^ X A * i - X B J L S 2 4 . X B x ( ( i 0 e 0 ) * ( A Z x X A x X A / C ( A Z x X B / B Z + X A ) * 2 21100 
) ) ) J D L R C Y Y A 3 * L S 2 » R S 2 U F YYA>2THEN I F ABSCDLRC YYA 3/RS2 ) > 0 0 0005AND YYA<20T 21200 
HEN BEGIN SL*(DLRC YYA J-DLRC YYA-13 ) /C XXBC YYA 3-XXBC YYA-13 )J XXBC YYA + 1 3<--DLR 2 1 3 0 0 
CYYA3/SL + XXBCYYA]K[Q34.XXBCYYA*13XMWB/CXXBCYYA + 13XMWB + C1-'XXBCYYA + 13)XMWA 21400 
) ;G0 TO E S S 0 ; E N D ; E N D I C A Q G * < 1 0 O 0 ) * ( B Z X X B X X B / ( C X B + B Z X X A / A Z ) * 2 ) ) K A Q G < - C A Q G X 21500 
VPlxXA/14*696KAQG4-(CAQGxMWA)/CCAQGXMWA + <l-CAQG)xMWB)^DFCABCYYB]*CAQG-l+ 2 1 6 0 0 
CQGJIF YYB*2THEN I F ABS(OFCABC YYB 3 /CQG)>0 0 0005ANO YYB<iOTHEN BEGIN SL«-{D 21700 
FCABCYYB]-DFCABCYYB-l3)/CTEMCYYB3-TEMCYYB-13);TEMCYYB-5-l3f-OFCABCYYB3/SL+ 2 1 8 0 0 
TEMCYYB3JG0 TO TEXAS;ENDJEND) 
( 8 B 2 ) J » : ( 8 B 3 ) J I AND ( 8 B 4 ) 
I f I = l T H E N FOR B*Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N DO C0CB3* 21900 
CCQ3KLQ*CCQ3MF I>1THEN BEGIN HE + RC Q + l 3-RC Q3J FOR B*Q+1 STEP l U N T l L N DO 22000 
BEGIN I F U l T H E N D Z C Y 3 * Z C I 3 - Z D C 8 3 / R A D I U S j E C B - i 3 * - V C B 3 / ( 2 x H E ) - 4 / C S C R E L x c 2 2 2 1 0 0 
eO)xHExHE) + l/CSCRELxRCB3xHE))HCBa<-UCB3/DZCY3 + 4/CSCRELXHExHE)^XCB*134- + VtB 22200 
] / C 2 x H E ) - 4 / ( S C R E L « C 2 o 0 ) x H E x H E ) - l / C s C R E L x R C B ] x H E ) ^ F C B ] « " C 0 C B ] x U C B ] / D Z C Y ] i E 223 00 
N0lFCQ + n * F C Q + 13-CCQ3XEC03JHCN}«.H£N]+XtN + 13)FDR B*Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N-lDO B 22400 
EG IN FCB3tF{B3/HC,B];Xi ;B+13*XCB+l] /HCB3lFCB+134-FCB*13-FCB3xECB3lHCB + l ] * H t 22500 
B+13-X[B+ l3xECB3JENDKtN3«"F[N3 /H£N3*FQR B*N*1 STEP»1UNTIL Q + 100 CCB3*FCB3 22600 
-XCB + l3xCCB + l3KCN-+13*CCN.3)ENOIBEGlN REAL XXXXXXX/ NTG*RON[ Q 3X( 3* 14159265 22700 
)xRADIUSxRADlUSxUBARx(U[Q3x(RCQ + n * 2 - R C Q 3 * 2 ) + VRGxCRCQ<-l 3 + RCQ3 ) x D Z l Y3 ) I I F : 22800 
1 = 1 THEN DZCY3<-Z[n-Z0CQ-H 3/RADIUS) NBG4-RQNCQ3X(3« 14159265 >XC(RCQ+1 3 ) * 2 - < 22900 
RCQ3)*2 )xCQGxUCQ3XRADIUSxU8ARxRADIUS+R0NCQ3x(3 ,14 l59265)x (R[Q^n+RCQ3)xD 23000 
Z [Y3xCQGxVRGxRAOlUSxRADlUSxUBAR-RONCQ]x<3 4 14159265)xRADlUSxc(R[Q* l3 ) *2 - ( 23100 
RCQ3) *2 )x (CQG-C0CQ3)xDABG/QLDDZ[Y3-RQNCQ3*<3 .14159265)xRADIUSx(R£Q+l3+RC 23200 
Q3)xDZCY3X<CQG-CCQ-13)xoABG/CRrQ+l3-RCQ3)^NBt«-ROtxC3,14159265)xC(RCQ + l ] ) 233 00 
*2 - (RCQ3) *2 )xccQ1 x UCQ3xRAOIUSXRAOIUSxUBAR+ROLxc3 0 l 4159265)x (RCQ+13+R[Q3) 23400 
xDZCY3xCCQ3xVCQ3xRADIUSxRAOIUSxUBAR-ROLx(3 ,14159265)xC(RCQ + i ] ) *2 -CRCQ3)* 23500 
2)xRAOlUSx<CCQ + 13« aCO|!Q*13)xDABL/OZcY3 s»ROLX(3a4159265)xRADlUSxrRCQ+13 + RC 23600 
Q 3 ) X D Z C Y 3 X ( C t Q + 1 3 - G [ Q 3 ) x D A B L / C R t Q + l 3 - R C Q 3 ^ D Z C Y ] * O L O O Z c Y 3 I E N D I i F 1*1 THEN 23700 
BEGIN CCQ3«-NBG/NTG;F0R B*Q+1STEP lUNT IL N + 1D0 CC B3*CC Q3 JDFLUX[ YYY 3<-C£ Q3 23800 
- C L Q i l F YYY«1THEN GO TO BURNS* NBL*CLQ* END ELSE 
C8B5) 




IF Y Y Y M T H E N GO TO BURNS*END*IF YYY=12THEN BEGIN WRITECFL*FMT2)JWRITECFL 24000 
P F M T 3 P L S T 3 ) ; Z Q Z « - Z Q Z + 1 * Z I + Z I X 3 H F ZQZ<5AND K 4 T H E N BEGIN WRITEC FL* FTB> ZQZ 24100 
*ZI)IGO. TO TECHJEND ELSE GO TO FLUSHJENDJIF ABSCDFLUXCYYY]/NBL)>Q*0005AN 24200 
D YYY<15THEN BEGIN SLHDFLUXC YYY3-DFLUXC YYY-1 ]) /C CQGAC YYY3-CQGAC YYY-13 )j 24300 
CQGA[YYY + n<--DFLUXCYYY]/SL + CQGA[YYYJnF CQGAC YYY + 13<09 OTHEN CQGACYYY+13* 24400 
CQGAC Y Y Y 3 / 3 H F CQGACYYY + 13>1 1OTHEN CQGACYYY + 13+CQGACYYY3 + C1-CQGACYYY3 )/2 24500 
;G0 TO BURNSJENDJIF CCN+13<0»0THEN BEGIN ZQZ<-ZQZ+UZI + Z i x 3 H F ZQZ<5AND I 24600 
<4THEN BEGIN W R I T E < F L * F T B * Z Q Z P Z I )* W R I T E C F U F M T 2 ) * WRI T E < F L J » F M T 3 # L S T 3 ) I GO 24700 
TO TECH;END ELSE GQ TO FLUSHJENDJ 
C8C) 
I F Y Y < 2 T H E N B E G I N G O T O T O W N J E N D ; 
C8E) 
BEGIN 24800 
REAL QQQ;TCQ3<-TlCI3 + (TEMCYYB]-TW)/DT;HE + RCl3-RC0 3^HW<-HE)HV*-2xHExHEiHU<-HV 24900 
*HT + OpOJH-2 + HY + HE/HV;A + n R E N + RONC03xDxUBAR/MUG*HC03+8/(RENxpRGXHEXHE)+UCO 25000 
3/DZCY3;XCl3^-8/CRENxPRGxHExHE);FC03+UC03x0TC0 3/DZCY3;0TCN+l3+0,0;TCN+n 25100 
+O.OJFQR B + 1STEP 1UNTIL Q-1D0 BEGIN REN*RQNC B ] X D X U 6 A R / M U G ; REPRG«-RENxPRG J 25200 
IF Bsfl OR B»MCA3THEN BEGIN A + A + UHE+RCB+13-RCB3JHW+RCB3-RCB-l3)HV+HWx(HW 25300 




2 X H Z / C R E P R G X R C B ] ) - 4 / ( R E P R G X H V ) ; H C B ] « - U C B ] / 0 Z C Y 3 - H T X V C B ] + 2 X H T / C R E P R G X R C B ] ) 25500 
+ 4 / ( R £ P R G X H E X H W ) / X [ B + 1 3 4 . H Y X V C B ] - 2 X H Y / C R E P R G X R [ B 3 ) , D 4 / ( R E P R G X H U ) J F C B 3 « " U C B ] 25600 
x 0 T [ B ] / D Z C Y 3 + (2/CRENxEKG))xCCHYxUCB + l ] -HTxUCB]-HZxUCB' a n)*2) ;HW<-HEJHV<-HU 25700 
*2xHExHEJHz«.HY«.l/C2xH£i)JEND- ELSE BEGIN EC B - l 3^-HZxVC B3+2XHZ/C R E P R G X R C B ] ) 25800 
-4/(REPRGXHV)^HCB3<-UCB]/OZCY3+8/CREPRGXHV)^XCB+13^HYxVCB]-2xHY/(REPRGxRt 25900 
B ] ) - 4 / C R E P R G x H U ) I F I B ] * U C B 3 x O T [ B 3 / D Z C Y 3 + C 2 / ( R E N x E K G ) ) x ( ( H Y x U C B + U - H Z x U C B - 26000 
l ] ) * 2 ) J E N O ) E N D I F C Q - l ] * F { Q - 1 3 - X C Q 3 X T C Q 3 ) 
C8F) 
FOR B*OSTEP 1UNTIL Q-2D0 BEGIN Ft 26100 
B ] * F C B 3 / H C B : 3 ; X C B * l 3 * X C B * n / H C B ] ; F C B + 1 3 * F C B * l ] - F C B ] x E t B ] I H C B + l ] * H C B + 13-XC 26200 
B + 13x£CB3^ENOiTCQ'°13^FCQ-13/HCQ-13;FOR B4.Q-2STEP-1UNTIL ODO TCB3+FEB3-Xt 26300 
B + 1 3 X T C B + 1 3 ; E N D ) 
C9) 
I F I *1THEN FOR B*Q*1STEP 1UNTIL N DO OTCB3*Tl CI 3 / D Z t Y 3*0 26400 
LDDZCY3jHE4.RCQ + 2 3-RCQ + 13;HW«-RtQ + 13-RCQ3|HU«-HV4-2xHExHEJHZ<-HY«-HE/HV|REPRL«- 26500 
RELXPRL;HT<.2 /CRELXEKL^OTCN+13*0«OjTCN* l3 *0 ,0 )FOR B«-Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N 00 26600 
BEGIN I F I s lTHEN D Z [ Y 3 * Z t I 3 - Z D C B 3 / R A 0 I U S U C B - l 3 * - H Z x V C B 3 + 2 X H Z / C R E P R L x R C B 26700 
3 ) - 4 / ( R E P R L X H V ) ; H C B 3 * U £ B 3 / O Z C Y 3 + 8 / ( R E P R L X H V ) ; X [ B + 1 ] « - H Y X V [ B 3 - 2 X H Y / ( R E P R L X 26800 
R C B 3 ) - 4 / C R E P R L X H U ) ; F I : B 3 * U C B 3 X O T { B 3 / O Z £ Y 3 * H T X C ( H Y X U [ B + 1 3 - H Z X U C B - 1 3 ) * 2 > J E N 26900 
DJF£Q + 13«.F{Q + lJ-ECQ]xT[Q]J 
CIO) 
FOR B*Q + 1STEP 1UNTIL N-1DO BEGIN Ft B 3<-F{ B ]/H[ B 27000 
];XCB + U4.XcB + l]/HCB]JF;CB + l34-FIB + 13»F:CBlxECB]|HcB + l]*HCB + n - X C B + l3xEtB3JE- 27100 
NDJT[N3«-Fi:N3/H[N3/FOR- B+N-ISTEP-IUNTIL Q+1D0 T[B3«-FCBJ-X[B+l3xTCB + 13JBEG- 27200 
IN REAL XXXXJDZ[Y3*QLDDZ[Y3; 
(11) 
IF I»1THEN 0LDSUM4-0o0;SUM4.0»0jF0R B + N STEP-1 27300 
UNTIL Q DO SUM*SUM + SUMTx(RCB + n*2'-RCB]*2)x(UCB + -n + U[B3))MASSTR4.SUM-0L0SU 27400 
MJ 
(12) 
IF IalTHEN BEGIN HFLUX<-< -TC-)xDTx( 3,14159265 )x( ( RCN + 1 3*2-Rt N3*2)x( RADIU 27500 
S*2)xCTCN3-OTCN3)/((ZCI]-ZDCN]/RADlUS+OZCY3)xRADIUS/2)+(ZO[N3/RADIUS)x<R 276<)0 
A D I U S * 2 ) X ( R [ N 3 + R C N + 1 3 ) X ( - O T [ N 3 ) / ( ( 2 - R C N + I 3 - R C N 3 ) X R A O I U S / 2 ) ) + T C Q X D T X ( 3 0 1 4 27700 
159265)x(CR[N+l]*2-RCN]*2)x(RADlUS*2)x(QTtN3-l)/(Z0CN3/2)-|.(ZDCN3/RADIUS) 27800 
X ( R A D I U S * 2 ) X C R C N 3 + R C N + 1 3 ) X ( ( Z D C N 3 / R A O I U S ) / D Z C Y 3 ) X ( T C Q 3 - T C Q - 1 3 ) / ( C R C Q ] - R C 27900 
Q-13)*RADIUS))JF0R B«.N-1STEP-1UNTIL Q + 1D0 HFLUX*HFLUX + <*TC )xQTx C 3.141592 28000 
65)x((RCB + n*2-RCB3*2)xCRA0IUS*2)X((T[B3-0T[B3)/((ZCn-ZDCB3/RADlUS)x2xR 28100 
ADIUS)+(TlB+13-OTtB+13)/((ZCl3-ZDCB+13/RAOIUS)x2xRADIUS))+(ZDCB3/RAOIUS- 28200 
Z D C B + l ] / R A D l U S ) x ( R A D l U S * 2 ) x ( R l B ] + R C B + 1 3 ) x C C - 0 T t 8 3 " Q T C B + l ] ) / 2 ) / ( ( 2 - R C B + n 28300 
- R C B ] ) X R A D l U S / 2 ) ) * T C G x O T x ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) x ( ( R [ B + U * 2 - R C B ] * 2 ) x C R A D I U S * 2 ) x ( ( 0 T 28400 
CB + 13 + O T [ B ] - 2 ) / 2 ) / ( C Z D t B + l 3 + Z O C B ] ) / 2 ) + (2D£B3-ZDCB + l ] )XRADIUSX(RCB + -l] + RCB 28500 
] ) x ( Z O C B ] / C R A D l U S x O Z C Y ] ) ) x < T C O ] » T C Q - n ) / ( ( R C Q 3 * R [ Q - 1 3 ) x R A D I U S ) ) l H r L U X * H F 28600 
L U X + < - T C ) X D T x C 3 a 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) x ( ( R C Q + 1 3 * 2 - R C Q 3 * 2 ) x ( R A D I U S * 2 ) x ( T C Q + 1 3 - 0 T C Q + 1 3 ) 28700 
/ C ( Z C I 3 - Z D C Q + l 3 / R A O I U S ) x R A O I U S ) + ( Z c I 3 - Z D C Q + 1 3 / R A D I U S ) x ( R A D I U S * 2 ) X ( R [ Q 3 + R 28800 
C Q + 1 3 ) x ( T C Q + n - T [ Q 3 ) / C C R C Q + l 3 - R c Q ] ) x R A D l U S ) ) + T C G x D T x ( 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) X { C R C Q + l 28900 
3 * 2 - R C Q 3 * 2 ) x ( R A D l U S * 2 ) x < C O T C Q + l 3 + T c Q 3 - 2 ) / 2 5 / C C C Z O C Q + 1 3 / R A D I U S + O Z C Y 3 ) / 2 ) x 29000 
R A D I U S ) + ( O Z C Y 3 - Z D £ Q + 1 3 / R A O I U S ) X C R A D I U S * 2 ) X ( R C Q 3 + R C Q + 1 ] ) X C ( C Z D C Q + 1 3 / R A D I U 29100 
S)/DZi:Y3 + l ) / 2 ) x ( T C Q 3 - T C Q - 1 3 ) / C ( R C Q 3 - R £ Q - l 3 ) x R A D l U S ) ) I E N D ) l F I > i T H E N HFfcU 29200 
X<-( 3* 14159265 ) x R A D I U S x t - T C ) x D T x ( ( R c Q + lHRCQ3)xDZCY3x(CTEQ + 13-TCQ 3 ) / (RCQ+ 29300 
13 -RCQ3)««OHQ)x ( l / 2 ) + (RCQ+n*2 -RCQ3*2>xCTCQ+13-OTCQ+l 3 ) / 0ZC Y 3 )+TCGxDTx< 3 . 29400 
U 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) X C ( R C Q + l ) * 2 - R C Q 3 * 2 ) x ( R A D l U S * 2 ) x ( T ! Q 3 - 0 T C Q 3 ) / C D Z C Y 3 x R A D l U S ) + 0 Z C Y 29500 
3 x ( R A O I U S * 2 ) x C R C Q 3 + R C Q + l ] ) x c ( T C Q 3 - T C Q - i 3 + O T C Q + l 3 - O T C Q 3 ) / 2 ) / ( C R [ Q 3 - R [ Q » n 29600 
)xRADIUS) )JMEQlH*HFLUX/ (985 -690xCQG + 8 5 8 0 x C C Q 3 ) J I F I«1THEN MEQLH + MEQLH/d 29700 
+ 3xSPHTL.xDT/C8xHFG)) ; 
( 1 3 ) 
DlFCY3*MASSTR-MEQLH)TAU*MUGK(UCQ3-UtQ-l3)xUBAR/(CR[ 29800 
ro 
Q3-RCQ-13)xRADlUS)*ENDHF Y*2THEN BEGIN St-0PEB«-C MEQLH-OMEQLH) /(111 3-025) 29900 vS 
mmmmmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
SL0PEA4.(MASSTR-0MASSTR)/(2CI3-0Z)IEN0;0MEQLH<-MEQLH;0MASSTR4.MASSTR|0Z*ZCI 30000 
( 1 4 ) 
IF Y^iAND I>3THEN MM2<-< Z[ 13+DIFC 13 / ( SLOPEB-SLOPEA) ) /ZC 1-1 3 J I F Y = lAND I 30100 
<2THEN MM2<.(l + C 0 0 8 0 ) x M M / j T ) ; i F Y^2THEN BEGIN REAL XXXXJIF I s l T H E N CTERM+ 30200 
0..002ELSE CTERM<-Oc0005HF Y = 200R ABS(DIF[Y3/MEQLH)<CTERM THEN BEGIN TOTA 30300 
L + 0 ,0 ;FQR B*1STEP l U N U L Q DO T 0 T A L < - T 0 T A L + R A D I U S X R A D I U S X U B A R X ( 3 , S 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 30400 
) x ( R [ B 3 * 2 - R C B - l 3*2)x(RONCB3><UCB3 + R O N C B - l ] x U t B - 1 3 ) / 2 I T O T A L l ^ T O T A L + SUM^PCC 30500 
ON CI 3<"l00xSUM/T0TALi;MTR*'SUMTxCRCQ + n * 2 ^ R [ Q ] * 2 ) x C U C Q 3 + U0CQ + l ] ) + TOTTx(RtQ 3 0600 
3 + R C Q + 1 3 ) X D Z [ Y 3 X ( V C Q 3 + V O [ Q + 1 3 ) ; H U O C U S Q R T ( S Q R T ( C T G * 4 ) / C T E R M X Z C I 3 X R A D I U S ) 30700 
) ) ; H M U < O O 9 4 3 ) X C S Q R T C S Q R T ( C T C * 4 ) X 4 / ( T E R M X Z C I 3 X R A D I U S ) ) ) ) ; H L O C < ' T C X T C N 3 / ( ( 30800 
RCN+13-R£N3)xRADIUS);HLOC5<-DT>«TCxTCN]/CCRtN + 13-RCN3)xRADlUSxDT5)iHLOC6».D 30900 
TxTCxTCN3/CCRCN+l3 -RCN3)xRADIUSxDT6)HF I M T H E N BEGIN OLDHLOC+HL0CJOLDHS 31000 
UM4.0,0;0L0HSUM54-0LDHSUM6*0.0j0LDHL0C5«-HL0C5 i)0LDHL0C6*HL0C6;ENDIAVEHL0C4.( 31100 
0 L D H L 0 C + H L 0 C ) / 2 ) A V E H L 0 C 5 * - C O L D H L O C 5 + H L O C 5 ) / 2 ; A V E H L O C 6 * ( O L D H L 0 C 6 4 . H U O C 6 ) / 2 ; 31200 
HMHCn^SUMxHFGx(l + 3 x S P H T L X 0 T / ( 8 x H F G ) ) X 3 6 0 0 / C ( 3 » 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 ) x D x Z [ n x R A 0 I U S x D 31300 
T J H F I s l T H E N A V E H L Q C + H M H C 1 3 / 3 6 0 0 ; I F I *1THEN AVEHL0C5+HMHC1]*DT/(DT5x360 31400 





ADIUS^HSUM*0L0HSUM*HTRWJHSUM5*0LDHSUM5+HTRW5JHSUM6«.0L0HSUM6 + HTRW6|HM*HSU 31700 
M / ( Z [ I 3 x R A D I U S ) ; H M 5 4 - H S U M 5 / ( Z C I ] x R A D l U S ) l H M 6 f H S U M 6 / ( Z C I ] x R A D l U S ) ; N U 3 A C n < - 31800 
HMxD/TCJWRlTE(FL*FME*LS90)^WRITECFL#FM82* tS82) ;WRITECFL*FMTlpLSTl )^WRITE 31900 
C F L P F M T 2 ) J W R I T E C F L * F M T 3 * L S T 3 ) J F 0 R B + 05TEP 1UNTIL N DO BEGIN UOt 8 3*UC B'3 J V 32000 
OCBJ^VCBJ^OTCBl^TCBllCOCBgfCCBl^OOCB^RONCBl^NDiOLDHsUM^HSUMJOLDHLOC^H 32100 
L0CI0LDSUM*SUM;0LDHU0C5*HL0C5*0LDHL0C64.HL0C6i0LDHSUM5«-HSUM5l0LDHSUM64-HSU 32200 
M6JRT«-RT + l ; i F RT<LIM THEN BEGIN Z L * Z [ 1 3 X D / 2 . 0 J F 0 R BfOSTEP l U N T l L 20000 B 32300 
EG IN TCB]<-U0[B3^0TCB3<- l ,0 IV0CB]«-0g0K0CB]4-ENTClEN0lEND;HM2*HMlxSQRT(SQRT 32400 
( C l + C 0 , 6 8 ) x S P H T L x 0 T / H F G ) / C U 3 x S P H T L X 0 T / ( 8 X H F G ) ) ) ) / H P H U I 3 < - H M / P H I ) H P H l 5 t I 32500 
3 4 - H M 5 / P H I ' H P H l 6 C l 3 < . H M 6 / P H i r H R A T 5 C n < - H M 5 / C H M l x c ( D T / 0 T 5 ) * O . 2 5 ) ) l H R A T 6 C l 3 4.H 32600 
M 6 / ( H M l x ( ( 0 T / D T 6 ) * 0 o 2 5 ) ) ; H L R A T 5 C I 3 4 - H L 0 C 5 / C H L 0 C l x ( ( D T / 0 T 5 ) * 0 , 2 5 ) ) ; H l . R A T 6 [ 32700 
I 3 « - H L 0 C 6 / ( H L 0 C l x ( ( D T / 0 T 6 ) * 0 . 2 5 ) ) ^ H N P H n n < - H M l / P H i ; H R P H l C I 3 4 - H M 2 / P H i ; R W L Z C 32800 
l34 .4xZCl3XRADIUSxDTxsPHTLX( (GRAVxR0LxR0L/ (MULxMUL; ) *0 e 333 3 3 ) / ( P R l x H F G X ( i 32900 
•»-3xSPHTuxOT/(8xHFG))x( l -ROG/ROL))^ABPCI3*PCl3xUBARxUBARxRON[0 3 / (144xGRAV 33000 
) + 14o696 ;OELTACI3* l -R tQ] ;NUACI3< -HMxRADlUSXZt I3 /TC lNUlACI3< -HMlxRADlUsxZCI 33100 
3 / T C ; H M 2 A C I 3 < - H M 2 X 3 6 0 0 I H M A U 3 < - H M X 3 6 O O ; H L O C A C I 3 4 - H L O C X 3 6 0 O ; H M 1 A C I 3 < - H M 1 X 3 6 0 0 33200 
;OVRG*VRG/HLOC1ACI3«.HLOC1X3600;ICGCI3*GCQ3IAMBCI3>0,OIFOR B«-1STEP 1 UNTIL 33300 
Q DO AMBCn* -C3»14159265)xRADlUSxRADIUSxCRtB3*2 -RCB-13*2 )x (R0NCB3 + R0NCB- 33400 
ro 
l 3 ) x C l / 8 ) x ( C C B ] + C £ B - i 3 ) x C U t B 3 + Ui :B- ! 3)xuBAR*AMBCl3 lAVGGBCI3*AMBt I 3/TOTALS 33500 H 
^^^mmmmm^^^^^^^^^^t^mm^^mmmm^^^^^'^^^mmmmmK^mmmmmm in •• 
MTR4-AMBCIJIF0R B+Q+1STEP 1UNTIL N+lOO AMBt I ]<•< 3c 14 l59265)xRADIU$XRADlUSx 33600 
C R C B ] * 2 - R C B - l ] * 2 ) x R 0 L X ( l / 4 ) x ( C C B ] - t » C C B - l ] ) x ( U C B ] + UCB-U)xUBAR + AMBCI];AVGL 33 700 
BCI3«-CAMBCl]-MTR)/SUM^ZSCn<-ZSTAR;rRECn<-4xsUM/CMULxC3 014159265)
><D)^HNFP 33800 
H C n * - l « 4 6 X ( C F R E C I ] ) * ( - 0 , 3 3 3 3 3 3 ) ) ^ T A U V [ I 3 i - - T A U / ( G R A V x ( R 0 L N R 0 G ) x ( C M U L x M U L / 33900 
CR0LxR0LxGRAV) ) *0o33333) ) ;T0TCl3«-T0TALi ;HL0CNUCCI ] fHL0CiACI ]xCsQRTCSQRTC 34000 
8xHFG/C8xHFG + 3xSPHTLX0T)) ) )JHMNUCCl]4-HMlACnx(SQRT(SQRTC8xHFG/C8XHrG + 3xS 34100 
P H T I _ x D T ) ) ) ) H F Y=20THEN GO TO FLUSH* Y * 2 0 ; I F UC 03<0« OTHEN GO TO FLUSHJIF 34200 
Z C I ] < Z C I - 1 ] T H E N GO TO FLUSHHF ABSCUCO])>10,0THEN GO TO FLUSHJBTTHJ IFCT 34300 
I M E ( 2 > - X 2 V 6 0 > 8 6 0 P O T H E N GO TO FLUSHHF Z[ 13xRADIUS>20i> OTHEN GO TO FLUSH) 34400 
ENDHF Y<20THEN BEGIN SLOPE*C DIFC Y 3-DlFC Y " l 3 ) / ( 0Z£ Y3-DZC Y " l ] ) J DZC Y + l 3 + -D 34500 
I F C Y 3 / S L 0 P E + D Z C Y 3 ^ Z C I 3 < - Z C I - 1 3 + D Z C Y + 1 3 ^ G 0 TO HELL*ENDJ ENDMF I *1THEN ZC03 34600 
<-ZlxREGx2UF RT>OAND RT<LIM THEN Z[ 03*C 1 .2 )xZDE Q + l 3 /RADIUSI J * JT* ENDJEND) 34700 
C15) 
FLUSHJWRITE(FLCPAGE])IWRITE<FL#FMG)IFQR BMSTEP 1UNTIL BTT DO WRITE<FL*F 34800 
MH»LSTH)|WRlTE(FL*FMB)iFOR B*lSTEP 1UNTIL BTT DO WRITECFUFMC*LSTC)JWRIT 34900 
E(FL#FMDA)JWRITECFL#FMD)JFQR. BfJSTrP 1UNTIL BTT DO W R I T E C F L » F M E * L S T E > J W R 35000 
I T E ( F L * F M Z ) ; F O R BMSTEP l U N T U BTT DO WRITE<FL>FME#LSTX)IWRITE<FL#FMY)JF- 35100 
OR B + 1STEP 1UNTIL BTT DO WRITE(FL>FMH>LSTW) J WRI TE<FL»FFZ) JFOR. B*1STEP 1U 35200 
NTIL BTT DO WRlTECFL*FMC*LLZ>J WRITE<FUFRM ) j FOR BMSTEP 1UNTIL BTT DO WR 35300 
ITECFL>FMH,LSST)*WRITE(FL*FM38)JFQR B«-l STEP 1UNTI l> BTT DO WRlTE<FL*FM36> 35400 
LST38);WRITE(FL*FM35)^F0R 84-1STEP 1UNTIL BTT DO W R I T E ( F L * F M 3 6 P I S T 3 6 ) J W R I 35500 
TECFLtPAGE])lWRITE(FLpFMTpLST);WRITECFL*FMFi»LSTF)^WRiTECFL»FMTl*LSTl);WR 35600 
I T E ( F L * F M T 5 * C T I M E ( 2 ) - X 2 ) / 6 0 ) ^ W R I T E < F L * F M T 6 , ( T I M E < 3 ) - X 3 ) / 6 0 ) ; I F BBBS5THEN 35700 
BEGIN IF Is7000THEN BEGIN WRI TEC F U PAGE ]) ) WRI TE< Fit PAGE 3 ) ) UBAR«-2xUBARj G 35800 





Data Read Into the Binary Vapor Program 
A typical set of data in the order it is read into the binary 
vapor program is given "below. 
0.05^ ROG, 53°6 ROL, O.OOOOO851 MUG, 0.000268 MUL? 970.3 HFG, O.932 
SPHTL, 0.0000599 TC,.206.25 TS, 177 TW, 0.019125 RADIUS, 100 UBAR, 0.6 
L [1], 0.03 K [1], 0.75 L[2], 0.015 K [2], 0.95 L [3], 0.01 K [3], 
0.995 L O ] , 0.0025 K [4], 12 AA, 5 JT3 2k BT, 2 LIM, 0.00001 ZI, 
0.0002087 DABG, 0.0000000l8li+ DABL, 0.7*+ AZ, 0.3795BZ, O.OOOOO3608 
TCG, 0.k5k SPHTG^lU.696 PI, 671.69 Tl, lU.696 P29. 632,63 T2, 2.5 
CCC (Use 1.2 for 50 and 1.05 for 75 weight percent), 186.5 BPTEM, 
206.25 DPTEM, 368 HFG2, 0.03731 ROGA, O.O9U6 ROGB, 18.02 MWA, 




The physical properties of the various materials investigated 
were taken or extrapolated principally from data in the International 
Critical Tables (52), the Chemical Engineers1 Handbook (53), and the 
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (^h). When it "was necessary to esti-
mate a property the estimation techniques described in Properties of 
Gases and Liquids (55) were used. Other sources are noted where used. 
The integrated form of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation was used 
in binary and gas-vapor mixtures for determining the temperature 
dependence of vapor pressure. 
The Van Laar model fits ethanol-water data to within five 
percent. 
The equation for the vapor-liquid enthalpy difference for 
ethanol-water is (56). 
Y e * " 9 8 5" 6 9 0 WEtOH + 8 5 WEtOH, 
g a 
For benzene-toluene the expression is (57) 
eg-e; - 17U.O-25 W 
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Table k. Physical Properties of Pure Vapors and Air-Vapor Mixtures 
Trichloro-
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| B o i l . P t . °F 212 173-3 19M39) 1 
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Table 5. Physical Properties of Binary Vapor Mixtures 
Proper ty Uni t s Ethanol-Water Bfin^fnp-Tnlnpnp 
l b . / c u . f t . v a r i e s wi th cone. v a r i e s wi th cone. 
h I b . / c u . f t . 53.6 ^9.^5 
i 
^g 
l b . / f t . - s e c . 0.00000851 0.000005955 
"i l b . / f t . - s e c . 0.000268 0.00020 
g 
BTU/sec . - f t . - °F 0.000003608 0.0000025^ 
^ 
BTU/sec . - f t . - °F 0.0000599 0.00002296 
c' 
Ptf 
BTU/lb.-°F 0 . ^ 0.352 
g 
c' 
1 p 4 
B o i l . P t s . 
BTU/lb.-°F 0.932 0.U72 
°F E = 173-3 , W = 212 B = 176.2 , . T = 231.1 
M 
r vapor 
Molecular weight E = 1+6.07, W = 18.02 B = 7 8 . 1 1 , . T = 92.13 
Van Laar Dimensionless i0.7 i+5 0.3795 
D' ab f t .
2 / s e c . 0.0002087 0.0000532 
g 




E = 368, W = 970.3 
0.000000^6 
B = I 6 9 . 8 , T.= 155.8 
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APPENDIX E 
PURE VAPOR. CONDENSATION. RESULTS 
This appendix contains the numerical results described in 
Chapter III for the condensation of pure vapors. 
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Table 6. Condensation of Water Vapor 
Summary of. Resul ts : D' = O.O3825 F t . , .AT' = 5° F3 
Pr . = 1.79, C A T ' / V = 0.00519 I p 
u7 Re FrT z' h' h' h' 26' Film * 
f^ g L ft ..?_.. J? lG? - r 
sec. 
ratio T7" ratio ^e 
846 66 .130 .01171 .2081 .3561 .0590 .00399 2 .70 .370+0.0093 
21.72 0.0358 1.109 0.942 1.016 0.005^9 5.7 0.220 +0.0845 
8.87 O.O876 1.059 0.719 0.998 0.00699 10.7 0.128+0.2445 
4.23 0.184 1.031 O.581 0.989 0.00849 18.1 0.061 +0.5121 
2.0+ O.38O 1.012 0.+76 0.983 0.0102+ 30.7 0.001 +0.9508 
10 1692 28.250.110 1 .1270.7231.0180.00725 13.50.333+0.1 
13.80 0.225 1.078 0.578 1.000 O.OO883 22.1 0.211 +0.1782 
8.38 0.371 1.052 0.498 0.990 0.0101 31.+ 0.13+ +0.3120 
+.83 0.644 1.030 O.+25 0.982 0.0117 +6.+ 0.05+ +0.5340 
3.25 0.957 1.017 0.380 0.978 0.0129 61.7 0.001 +0.7+11 
25 +231 176.87 0.110 1.375 0.882 1.116 0.00661 16.5 1.213 -0.0310 
71.33 0.273 1.228 0.628 1.050 0.00882 29.0 0.789 -0.0063 
36.8+ 0.527 1.151 0.+99 1.019 0.0107 ++.7 0.5+6 +0.0446 
18.93 1.026 1.09+ 0.+02 0.997 0.0129 70.0 0.332 +0.1+97 
11.+8 1.693 1.062 0.3++ O.98+ 0.0148 98.8 0.18+ +0.2831 
50 8+62 2576.+ 0.0302 2.256 2.000 1.590 0.00337 10.2 5.132 -0.0350 
242.6 0.320 1.448 0.711 1.1+5 0.008+2 38.7 1.979 -0.0482 
69.8 1.113 1.224 o.44o i.o4o 0.0126 83.2 1.058 -0.0129 
31.4 2.477 1.131 0.333 1.001 0.0160 i4o.o 0.606 +0.0771 
14.7 5.275 1.068 0.260 0.976 0.0198 233.2 0.233 +0.2608 
100 16923 1553.9 0.200 2.047 1.131 1.505 0.00570 38.4 6.505 -0.0434 
743.3 0.4i8 1.772 0.8l4 1.321 0.00780 57.8 4.651 -0.0543 
438.6 0.709 1 .6070.6471.2230.00961 77 .93 .656-0 .0610 
275.4 1.128 1.483^0.532 1.156 0.0114 101.9 2.942 -0.0641 
158.8 1.957 1.361 0.425 1.095 0.0138 l 4 l . 3 2.239 -0.0603 
200 33846 2482.5 0.501 2.224 0.976 1.656 0.00652 83.l ll.27 -0.0644 
836.5 1.486 1.806 o.6o4 1.356 o.oio4 152.5 7.17 -o.o84o 
299.0 4.159 1 .5040.3891.1660.0156 274.6 4 .45-0.0980 
133.2 9.333 1.324 0.280 1.068 0.0209 443.4 2.85 -0.0861 
67.7 18.358 1.209 0.216 1.009 0.0261 672.3 1.72 -0.0333 
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Table 7. Condensation of Water Vapor 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 Ft., AT' = 10° F, 























5 846 68.51 0.0113 1.237 1.178 1.072 0.00465 4.5 0.511 +0.0787 
32.75 0.0237 1.157 O.916 1.031 0.00581 7 A 0.351 +0.153^ 
14.89 0.0522 1.094 0.711 i.oo4 0.00726 12.6 0.210 +0.2984 
8.63 0.0900 1.062 0.602 0.991 0.00843 18A 0.12+ +0.4553 
5.32 0.1+60 1.039 0.522 0.983 0.00959 25.8 0.050 +0.6367 
10 1692 286.+ 0.0109 1.462 1.+07 1.221 0.00+0+ 5.2 1.327 +0.0226 
83.5 0.0372 1.262 0.892 1.07^ 0.0062+ 11.3 0.739 +0.0852 
26.7 0.116 1.131 0.602 1.011 0.00881 23.8 0.371 +0.2362 
12.0 0.259 1.071 0.+67 0.986 0.0110 +0.9 0.162 +0.++07 
6 . 1 0.509 1.034 0.380 0.972 0.0132 65.6 0 .001 +0.6688 
25 4231 93i»o 0.0209 1.731 i . 4 i 8 1.452 0.00399 10.0 3.285 -0 .0001 
285.5 0.0680 1.478 0 .901 1.200 o.oo648 20.6 2.oo4 +0.0340 
62.7 0.310 1.214 0.507 1.033 0.0110 52.8 0.847 +O.1589 
28.0 0.693 1.121 0.383 0 .991 o .o i4o 89.2 o . 4 i 4 +0.3161 
14 .1 1.378 1.064 0.306 0.968 0.0170 1+1.7 0.088 +0.5134 
50 8462 1261.0 0.0616 1.844 1.150 1.517 0.00501 24.0 5.223 -o.oo4o 
4o4.2 0.192 1.562 0.733 1.239 0.00815 47.8 3.190 +0.0296 
148.9 0.522 1.343 0 A 9 1 1.086 0.0119 86.8 1 .818+0.0919 
45.0 1.727 1.156 0.313 0.991 0.0175 183.3 0.674 +O.2803 
23.6 3.290 I .085 0.249 O.961 0.0213 282.4 0.152 +0.4579 
100 16923 1975.6 0.157 2.014 0.994 1.632 O.OO589 53 8.744 -0.0123 
678.8 0.458 1.708 0.645 1.330 0.00942 100 5.610 +0.0179 
221.0 1.4o6 1.4l6 o.4o4 1.109 O.Ol49 193 2.934 +0.0802 
101.6 3.058 1.258 0.296 1.021 0.0196 306 1.627 +0.1779 
38.5 8.077 i . n 4 0.205 0.954 0.0267 562 0.289 +0.4020 
200 33846 451 .1 2.756 1.535 0.370 1.221 0.0160 346 5-964 +0.0381 
251.8 4.938 1.401 0.292 1.107 0.0204 489 4.077 +0.0905 
151.7 8.193 1.296 0.238 1.033 0.0248 661 2.657 +0.1595 
96.2 12.922 1.212 0.199 0 .981 0.0292 869 1.519 +0.2487 
63.3 19.633 1.145 O.169 0.945 0.0335 1123 O.565 +0.3537 
21+1 
Table 8. Condensation of Water Vapor 
Summary of. R e s u l t s : D' = O.03825-Ft . , AT' = 20°-F, 
Pr = 1.79, C ' A T ' / V = 0.0208 Jo p 
u ' Ee FrT z ' h ' h ' h ' 2 6 ' Film T* P 
f t S L f t " •=? X°T D ^ He 
x ° r a t i o § r a t i o 
sec ^ 
5 8+6 70.80 o . o i i o 1.291 1.0+1+ 1.087 0.005+1 7.7 0.728 +0.172+ 
1+1.71 0.0186 1.217 0.862 1.0+1+ 0.006+2 10.8 0.530 +0.2+75 
22.27 0.03+9 1.1+5 O.693 1.009 0.00778 16.3 0.325 +0.3722 
12.81 0 .0607 . I .095 0.577 O.987 0.00913 23.6 0.160 +0.5136 
7.83 O.0992 1.059 O.U93 0.972 0.010+8 33.O 0.018 +0.61+26 
10 1692 219.8 O.Oll+l 1.1+81+ 1.125 1.222 0.00512 10.8 1.725 +0.1051 
87.7 Q.035+ 1.313 0.792 1.081+ 0.00726 18.9 1.012 +0.1970 
39.9 q.0778 1.19+ 0 .591 1.019 0.00939 31 .1 0.570 +0.3287 
23.0 0.135 1.130 0.1+88 0.988 0.0111 kk.k 0.301+ +0.1+531 
12.6 O.2I+8 1.073 0.398 O.96I+ 0.0132 66.5 0.029 +0.5938 
25 1+231 518.1 0.0375 1.7+2 1.036 1.3+2 0.00595 26.2 3.697 +0.0881+ 
197.2 0.0985-1.+72 0.687 1.138 0.00893+5.7 2.089 +0.1660 
79.6 0.21+1+ 1.276 0.1+75 1.032 0.0123 78.2 1.087 +O.2966 
1+0.5 0.1+79 1.168 0.367 0.982 0.0153 118.8 0.1+86 +O.1+365 
22.1+ 0.868 1.095 0.297 0.953 O.OI83 173.9 0.015 +0.5550 
50 81+62 698.0 0.111 1.833 O.830 1.381 0.00759 62.1+ 5.635 +O.0987 
21+8.8 0.312 1.509 O.528 1.135 0.0119 111.3 2.923 +0.1897 
131.3 0.592 1.3^7 0.1+02 1.0+5 0.0152 160.5 1.776 +0.2827 
68.1+ 1,136 1.216 0.308 0.982 0.0190 236.3 O.81I+ +0.1+109 
38.3 2.030 1.126 0.21+7 0.9I+I+ 0.0228 338.0 O.075 +O.5265 
100 16923 1001.8 0.310 1.959 0.686 1.1+39 0.009I+ 1+3.9 8.855 +0.1061+ 
1+23.6 0.73+ 1.6+1 0.1+6+ 1.187 0.01.1+1 229.8 l+.990 +0.1800 
210.7 1.+75 I .+26 0.338 1.058 0.0188 337.1 2.839 +0.2750 
115.2 2.697 1.276 O.260 0.982 O.0235 +7I+.3 1.359 +O.3878 
62.1 5*002 I.I56 0.202 0.930 0.0289 682.7 0.088 +0.5091 
200 338+6 1380.9 0.900 1.983 0.532 1.537 0.0115 32+ 13.9^ +0.1115 
629.7 1.971*- 1.709 0.377 I.2I+3 0.0172 503 8.05 +O.1830 
302.1 1+.116 1.1+68 0.270 1.06+ 0.02I+1 7I+9 1+.19 +0.2838 
161.9 7.681 1.296 0.20+ 0.96+ 0.0310 1055 1.69 +0.1+017 
100.7 12.3++ 1.188 O.166 0.912 O.0367 1380 0 .11 +O.I+9I+8 
242 
Table 9- Condensation of Water Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.I6667 Ft., AT7 = 5° F, 
Pr, = 1.79, C'AT'/*' = 0.00519 * P 








ratio §' ratio 
ft. » ^ ft m. -J£ -^ D ^ Re 
sec  
2.5 I8U3 18.56 0.0105 1.078 1.245 1.025 0.00092 2.2 O.I65 +0.0607 
6.73 0.0289 i.o46 0.937 1.010 0.00121 4.6 0.120 +0.1802 
1.82 0.107 1.017 0.657 0.993 0.00170 11.9 0.076 +0.6630 
0.75 0.258 1.006 0.521 0.99+ 0.00213 22.8 0.0^5 +1.56l8 
0.36 0.535 1.003 0.1+33 0.999 0.00255 3 9 . 1 0.021 +3.1326 
25 18435 1920.0 0.0101 2.030 2.365 1.463 0.00064 4 2.821 -0.0068 
242.6 0.0801 1.427 0.991 1.155 0.00136 13 1.382 -o.oo47 
62.8 O.309 1.214 0.601 I.058 0.00208 32 0.802 +0.0125 
19.6 0.991 1.110 o.4n 1.022 0.00288 69 0.500 +0.0725 
7.18 2.706 1.058 0.305 1.006 0.00376 140 0.312 +0.2224 
50 36869 3 H 3 . 8 0,0250 2.289 2.127 1.649 0.00071 9 5.386 -0.0062 
559-8 0.139 1.637 0.990 1.266 o.ooi42 23 2.765 -0.0097 
90.5 0.859 1.262 0.484 1.075 0.00264 71 1.302 +0.0021 
29.2 2.658 1.139 0.329 1.029 0.00366 149 0.811 +0.0469 
10.9 7.131 1.075 0.243 1.008 0.00478 294 0.504 +0.1625 
100 73739 3365.4 O.0923 2.388 1.600 1.603 0.00102 25 7.337 -0.0097 
464.0 0.670 1.596 0.652 1.232 0.00217 74 3.615 -0.0143 
110.6 2.810 1.293 0.369 1.085 0.00352 176 1.988 -0.0056 
44.8 6.939 1.177 0.268 1.039 o.oo46o 316 1.344 +0.0234 
16.3 19.108 1.095 0.193 1.011 0.00609 628 0.8i4 +0.1182 
2l+3 
Table 10. Condensation of Water Vapor, 
Summary of R e s u l t s : D7 = O.16667 F t . , AT7 = 10° F , 
Pr^ = 1.79, C7AT7/X7 = 0.010+ 
u ' Re FrT z h
7 h7 h7 26 Film T * P 
S L „, m m loc ^-j— _ 
f t . f t , . 77 . . D Re 
—i- r a t i o $ r a t i o 
sec  
25 181+35 I+63 . I 0.0133 1-973 1.806 1.592 0.00075 8 1+.268 +0.000*+ 
32^.5 0.0599 1.561 0.906 1.228 O.OOlUl 20 2.23i+ +0.009U 
73.6 0.26*1 1.271 0 .551 1.080 0.00233 +9 1.206 +0.01+33 
28.3 O.687 1.160 0.396 1.037 0.00308 92 0.812 +0.1061 
11.6 1.638 1.095 0 .301 1.011+ 0.00391 167 0.537 +0.2297 
100 73739 382.0 O.81I+ 1.558 0.510 1.269 0.00263 1+1 1+.81+2 +0.0128 
126.7 2.1+52 1.3+1 0.333 1.11+ 0.0039^ 277 2.929 +0.01+31 
58.5 5.313 1.227 0 .251 1.057 0.00503 +52 2.01+9 +O.0908 
30.0 IO.365 1.153 0.200 1.026 0.00613 701 1.++5 +O.1658 
16.7 18.591 1.10+ O.I65 1.007 0.00722101+1 0.991 +0.2723 
244 
Table 11. Condensation of Water Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D7 = 0.16667 Ft.,.AT7 = 20 F, 
Pr^ = 1.79, C'AT'/V = 0.0208 
u7 Re FrT z' h' h' h
7 26 ' Film T* P 
ft. 8 L ft m+. " IP? D ^ Re 
ratio $ ratio 
sec  
1.486 0.681 1.234 0.00193 +9 2.913 +O.O+98 
1.256 0.U09 1.074 0.00312 115 1.526 +0.1346 
1.126 0.271 1.017 o.oo446 256 0.790 +0.3237 
1.074 0.2l4 0.995 0.00550 430 0.398 +0.5^13 
1.0^5 0.181 O.983 0.00639 634 0.116 +0.7551 
1.659 0.651 1.348 0.00206 87 5.277 +0.0376 
1.387 0.395 1.135 0.00337 190 2.970 +0.0958 
1.195 0.248 1.038 0.00506 423 1.557 +0.2361 
1.100 0.178 0.998 0.00675 822 o.7o4 +0.4580 
1.057 o.i46 0.980 0.00806 1278 0.188 +0.6552 
1.861 0.621 1.540 0.00212 158 10.08 +0.0307 
1.525 0.36+ 1.212 0.00377 355 5.45 +0.0802 
l.34o 0.256 1.098 0.00519 605 3.+9 +0.1480 
1.192 0.179 1.027 0.00707 1119 1.94 +0.2877 
1.116 0.140 0.99+ 0.00872 1789 O.98 +0.4486 
















Table 12. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 Ft., AT7 = 





Re Pr, z 
ft 
h ' h ' 
m m 







5 2070 73.15 0.0106 1.276 2.083 1.070 O.OOU37 0.93 0.316 -0.0^69 
I8.85 0.0412 1.125 1.309 1.022 0.00641 2.26 0.188 -0.0426 
5.84 0.133 1.059 0.919 i.oo4 0.00875 5.11 0.118 +0.0430 
2.33 0.333 1.029 0.710 0.996 0.0111 9.88 0.077 +0.2906 
1.01 0.766 1.012 O.567 0.991 0.0137 18.15 0.046 +0.8855 
25 10350 1571.0 0.0124 2.395 3-764 1.667 0.00292 1.95 3.393 -0.0250 
277.9 0.0699 1.609 1.64l 1.198 0.00625 4.79 1-335 -0.07+3 
38.2 0.508 1.212 0.752 1.051 0.0117 15.98 0.634 -0.144-2 
l4.1 1.377 1.117 0.5^0 1.019 0.015^ 31.11 0.^3+ -0.1692 
5.77 3.362 i.o64 o.4i2 1.000 0.0196 57.86 0.296 -0.1334 





0.0124 4.291 6.737 1.638 0.00297 3.50 6.143 -0.0364 
0.0736 2.233 2.247 1.4o4 0.005^0 6.91 3.292 -0.0681 
O.229 1.704 1.291 l . 24 l 0.0081 12.36 2.184 -0.1030 
0.456 1.499 0.956 1.163 0.0103 18.25 1.693 -0.1334 
0.882 1.356 0.733 1.107 0.0127 27.04 1.332 -O.1697 
246 
Table 13. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = 0.03825 Ft., AT' 




f t . 
sec 





r a t i o § ' 
hi 
loc 





5 2070 25.9 0.0299 1.135 1.204 1.028 0.00701 
12.1 0.0642 I.084 0.950 1.010 0.00863 
5.42 0.143 1.047 0.751 O.987 0.0108 
1.93 o.4o3 1.015 0.562 0.983 o.oi4o 
0.85 0.915 1.001 0.451 0.981 0.0173 

























0.0109 2.294 3.134 1.663 0.00337 
0.0778 1.536 1.283 1.187 0.00769 
0.350 1.245 0.714 1.061 0.0125 
1.088 1.124 0.485 1.016 0.0173 
2.910 1.060 0.358 0.992 0.0226 
O.0361 2.448 2.478 I.729 0.00437 
0.208 1.669 1.090 1.249 0.00936 
1.063 1.294 0.562 1.079 0.0162 
3.510 1.144 O.369 1.018 0.0231 
8.308 1.077 0.280 0.991 0.0293 
0.0715 3.257 2.779 1.848 0.00484 
0.298 2.111 1.260 1.420 0.00900 
I.876 1.474 0.556 1.165 0.0173 
5.747 1.264 0.360 1.066 0.0249 
13.993 1.153 O.263 1.016 O.0325 
3.00 0.245 -0.0089 
5.08 0.179 +0.0388 
8.96 0.127 +0.1726 
18.82 0.067 +O.6300 
34.27 0.020 +1.4896 
2.84 3.701 -0.0211 
8.31 1.472 -0.0582 
20.80 O.806 -0.0800 
43.99 0.492 -0.0570 
86.78 0.281 +0.0738 
7.4 5.84l -0.0274 
18.9 2.544 -0.0724 
49.8 1.332 -O.1161 
107.8 0.787 -O.II67 
193.6 0.475 -0.0348 
16.5 9-939 -O.0690 
31.3 5.409 -0.1244 
86.8 2.889 -0.1874 
172.4 1.849 -0.2382 
306.6 1.216 -O.2518 
O.229 3.516 2.242 1.957 0.00612 42.8 16.82 -0.0726 
0.779 2.401 1.127 1.548 0.0105 73.2 9-84 -0.1260 
3.034 1.763 O.589 1.300 0.0175 149.0 6.15 -0.1834 
9.412 1.445 0.364 1.145 0.0262 285.3 4.01 -O.2580 
19.235 1.305 0.275 1.077 0.0332 440.3 3.00 -0.3115 
0.722 3.8o4 1.820 2.085 0.00765 110 27.78 -0.0942 
1.512 2.977 I.185 1.754 0.0109 149 19.39 -O.1387 
5.256 2.145 O.625 1.492 0.0175 274 12.91 -0.1949 
10.602 1.846 0.451 1.351 O.0229 399 10.06 -0.2436 
18.688 1.656 0.351 I.254 0.0284 547 8.18 -0.2941 
2+7 
Table ik. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = 0.03825 Ft., AT' = 
Pr I = 8.03, C ' A T ' / V = 0.0370 
20° F 
u 
f t . 
sec 
Re Fr„ z 
f t 
h ' m 
r a t i o 






























0.0301+ 1.118 0.995 1.038 O.OO829 
0.061+3 1.079 0.797 1.017 0.0102 
o.ii+i 1.01+8 0.636 0.990 0.0127 
0.285 1.021+ 0.521 O.986 0.0153 
0.520 1.011 0.1+1+3 O.986 0.0178 
0.0998 1.883 1.21+5 1.1+13 0.00818 
0.1+75 1.M+0 0.61+5 1.11+1+ 0.011+9 
1.1+81+ .1.235 0.1+16 l.Qi+6 0.0216 
3*37+ 1.137 0.312 1.003 0.0275 
7.901 1.066 O.236 0.97+ 0.0350 
0.329 1.916 0.9^0 1.1+70 0.0106 
1.11+2 1.552 0.558 1.215 0.017+ 
1+.135 1.28+ 0.335 1.062 O.027I+ 
10.037 1.159 0.21+2 1.001 0.0361 
19.050 1.092 0.19+ 0.970 O.Ql+36 
0.197 3.+17 1.905 1.923 0.00713 
1.151 2.080 0.7^6 1.1+90 0.011+3 
1+.116 I .627 0.1+25 1.21+1 O.023I+ 
10.071+ 1.1+01 0.292 1.111 0.0326 
19.368 I.27I+ 0.226 l.Ql+2 O.Ql+07 
5.00 0.306 +O.0I+63 
8.1+6 0.227 +0.13!+1 
11+.75 0.150 +0.3202 
2I+.1+5 O.086 +0.61+77 





































Table 15. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D7 = O.16667 Ft., AT7 = 5° F, 
Pr. = 8.03, C'AT'/X7 = 0.0092+ 
u 7 Re FrT z h
7 h7 h7 267 Film T* P 
f t . g L f t m m loc 7-r— „ , . -=T , . D Re 
sec r a t i o § r a t i o 
25 +5099 110.07 0.176 1.33+ 1.079 I.O85 0.00200 8 0.77+ -0 .0181 
17.15 1.133 1.113 O.566 1.020 0.00338 27 0.378 +0.0081 
+ .62 1+.202 1.0+8 0.38U- 1.00+ 0.00+77 67 0.225 +0.1+93 
2.08 9.319 1.027 0.308 0.999 0.00585 120 0 . l 6 l +0.1+118 
O.98 19.80+ 1.01+ 0.252 0.995 0.00708 209 0 .111 +0.9711 
100180397 1319.^ 0.236 2.292 1.725 1.287 0.00181 17 3.611 -0.0326 
188.9 1.6+5 1.1+53 0.673 1.1+1 0.00332 1+6 2.017 -O.0U77 
77.+ + .013 1.28+ O.+76 1.081 O.OO+38 80 1.1+60 -O.056+ 
33.5 9.267 1.179 0.35+ 1.0+4 0.00559 137 1.060 -0.060+ 
16.5 18.831 1.119 0 .281 1.02+ 0.00679 222 0.806 -0.0509 
2^4-9 
Table 16. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of R e s u l t s : .D ' = O.16667 ' F t . , AT' 
Pr^ = 8 .03 , C ' A T ' A ' = 0.0185 
p 
10° F , 
u 
f t . 
sec 
Re Fr. z 
f t 
h ' m 




r a t i o 




















0.0198 2.005 2.359 1.318 0.00113 
o .o42i 1.685 i . 6 4 i 1.237 o .ooi46 
0.0842 1.489 1.219 1.168 0.00184 
0.138 1.382 1.000 1.124 0.00216 
0 .231 1.293 0.823 1.087 0.00254 
0.170 2.325 1.598 1.582 0.00162 
0.624 1.726 0.857 1.262 0.00280 
2.943 1.335 0.450 1.099 o.oo474 
8.342 1.189 0.309 i . o45 0.00646 
19.572 i . u 4 0.234 1.020 0.00819 
1.014 2.070 0.910 1.494 0.00267 
1.928 1.808 0.677 1.316 0.00356 
4.862 1.524 0.453 1.183 0.00499 
10.331 1.359 0.335 1.110 o.oo64i 
19.759 1.254 0.262 1.068 0.00784 
3.9 2.069 -0.0100 
5.8 1.636 -0.0108 
8.6 1.296 -0.0109 
11.5 1.071 -o.oio4 
15.8 0.871 -0.0083 
23 6.677 -o.oio4 
45 3.596 -0.0210 
110 1.956 -0.0285 
215 1.293 -0.0215 
381 0.910 +0.0123 
77 7.977 -0.0181 
109 5.764 -0.0273 
183 4.022 -0.0366 
288 2.989 -0.0433 
432 2.309 -0.0456 
250 
Table 17. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.16667 Ft., AT 






Re Fr. z 








25 45099 24o.64 0.0807 i.46i 1.019 1.209 0.00209 
32.28 0.602 1.179 0.498 1.050 0.00397 
6.88 2..822 1.073 0.308 1.011 0.00606 
2.71 7.178 1.039 0.236 1.000 0.00773 
1.07 18.236 1.017 0.183 0.994 0.00982 





2.247 1.332 1.612 0.00184 
1.613 0.615 1.251 0.00368 
1.318 0.358 1.098 O.OO589 
1.201 0.264 1.050 0.00761 
1.125 0.201 1.022 0.00957 
l4 1.736 -0.0035 
50 0.812 +0.0322 
l44 0.432 +0.1959 
280 0.268 +0.5042 
552 0.127 +1.2341 
34 7.798 -0.0078 
92 4.111 -0.0107 
208 2.343 -0.0021 
358 1.655 +0.0228 
6l8 1.157 +0.0833 
251 
Table 18. Condensation of Trichloroethylene Vapor, 
Summary of Resul ts : D' = 0.03825-Ft., AT' = 5° F, 
P r . = 3.26, C'AT'/k' = 0.0118 
— l 
u Re Fr z h ' h ' K 26" Film •* P f t . 
sec 
g L f t m 




r a t i o 
Y~ Re T 
2530553 1182.9 0.0164 2.188 2.089 1.704 0.00267 7.95.318-0.0123 
.218.0 0.0891 1.566 0.979 1.206 0.00575 20.1 2.144 -0.0333 
4i .7 0.466 1.242 0.513 1.062 0.0099 55.4 1.106 -0.0354 
11.0 1.763 1.108 0.329 1.013 o.oi44 134.0 0.623 +0.0336 
3.7 5.317 1.047 0.236 0.991 0.0193 289.8 0.333 +0.2826 
50 61107 1376.9 0.0564 2.313 1.621 1.675 0.00369 21.2 7.397 -0.0189 
421.4 0.184 1.789 0.933 1.312 0.00633 .39.8.4.067 -0.0395 
86.6 0..897 1.367 0.480 l.lll 0.0111 99.6 2.160 -0.0597 
19,3 4.026 1.1560.2791.0250.017^ 259.7. 1.148 -0.0388 
5.3 l4.6o6 1.061 0.186 0.990 0.0248 626.7 O.560 +0.1510 
100 1222131870.4 0.166 2.503 i.34o 1.798 0.00+50 51.5 12.36 -0.0234 
487.6 0.637 1.859 0.711 1.353 O.OO83 10+.9 6.36 -O.0529 
133.0 2.337 1.^68 0.4o6 1.156 0.0135 219.3 3-77 -O.0807 
+9.3 6.308 1.277 0.275 1.070 O.OI87 401.7 2.51 -O.096O 
1606 18.728 1.143 0.188 1.015 0.0257 813.O 1.53 -0.0693 
200 244427 8240.3 0.151 4.367 2.362 2.221 0.00356 82.5 30.17 -O.0367 
1863.4 0.667 2.571 0.972 1.609 0.0071 150.1 14.36 -O.0781 
432.5 2.875 1.832 0.481 1.349 0.0122 319.8 9.05 -0.1062 
144.3 8.618 1.504 0.300 1.179 0.0183 598.0 5.94 -0.l4l8 
65.6 18.964 1.338 0.219 1.097 0.0239 961.0 4.32 -0.1686 
4oo488854 12076 0.412 4.676 1.994 2.469 o.oo4i2 190 53.4i -o.o4oo 
3277 1.517 2.992 0.921 i.84o 0.00764 326 27.92 -0.0794 
1072 4.639 2.257 0.525 1.578 0.01176 564 19.40 -0.1038 
465 10.701 1.890 0.357 1.386 0.01646 884 14.17 -0.1338 
262 19.014 1.692 0.277 1.277 0.02058 1218 11.35 -O.1606 
A 
252 
Table 19. Condensation of Trichloroethylene Vapor, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 Ft., AT' 















25 30553 1682.5 0.0115 
337.6 0.0575 
93 .1 0.208 
1+2.3 0.1+59 
I 8 . 9 1.025 















1+00 1+8885!+ 11+320 0.31+7 




2.281+ 2.005 1.225 0.00l+0l+ 10.7 2.61+1+ -O.O883 
1.511+ 0.889 1.189 0.00621 23.6 2.067 -O.O7I+8 
1.296 0.5l!+ l . l ^O 0.00901 53.0 1.720 -0.01+55 
1.209 0.1+22 1.077 O.OHl+9 89.3 1.3^!+ -0.0137 
1.138 0.325 1.035 0.011+60 153.7 0.962 +0.0517 
3.511 2.901+ 1.912 0.00277 
1.990 1.072 1.368 0.00589 
1.559 0.599 1.21+9 0.00903 
1.323 0.375 1.109 0.0137 
1.191+ 0.268 l.Ql+2 O.OI85 
3.837 2.398 2.171+ 0.00319 
2.1+65 1.132 1.1+76 0.0061+0 
1.61+3 O.1+69 1.281+ 0.0118 
1.1+02 0.308 1.139 0.0172 
1.250 0.220 1.057 0.0231 
1+.1+50 2.252 2.309 0.00372 
2.705 0.975 1.617 0.0071+1+ 
1.870 0.1+1+6 1.1+22 0.0127 
1.565 0.288 1.226 0.0191 
1.398 0.211+ 1.121+ 0.021+9 
U..791+ 1.796 2.11+0 0.0051+0 
3.059 0.857 1.636 0.0091+5 
2.172 0.1+1+1+ 1.567 0.0135 
1.830 0.297 1.1+03 0.0189 
1.622 0.221 1.263 0.0250 
19.6 10.72 -0.021+7 
1+0.2 5.08 -O.0586 
86.8 3.93 -O.0I+76 
183.9 2.1+8 -0.0289 
333.8 1.62 +0.0220 
1+9.6 20.53 -0.0297 
80.2 9.2I+ -0.0710 
223.1+ 6.28 -O.O618 
1+15.7 1+.15 -0 .0523 
723.3 2.73 -O.OI69 
108 31.23 -0.0361+ 
183 16.23 -0 .0831 
1+36 11.90 -0.0776 
796 7.97 -0.0785 
1228 5.75 -0 .0701 
287 37.53 -0.071+5 
1+39 2I+.32 -0.1I+09 
80I+ 21:25 -O.13I+O 
131+3 16.65 -0.1320 
2021+ 12.73 -0.1335 
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Table 20. Condensation of Trichloroethylene Vapor, 
. Summary of Results: D7 = 0.03825 Ft., AT7 = 20° F, 
Pr„ = 3.26. C'AT'A' = 0.0+71 
u' Re FrT z' h
7 h7 h' 26' Film T* p 
ft. g L ft " J? X?? D 7" Re 
ratio $ ratio 
sec  
50 61107 7300.9 0.0106 3.613 2.727 1.971 0.0029+ 26.5 9-69+ -0.0271 
1391.+ 0.0558 2.031 1.013 1.295 0.00673 51.7 + .885 -0.0911 
200.6 0.387 1.+65 0.1+50 1.21+2 0.011+ 159.3 1+.1++9 -0 .0238 
87.3 O.89O 1.336 0.33+ 1.1+5 0.0151 271.3 3.+09 +0.0257 
39-5 1.967 1.231 0.252 I.067 O.OI98 1+52.6 2.357 +0.10+8 
100 122213 9+55.7 0.0329 3.935 2.21+0 2.095 0.00368 67.3 15.+9 -0.03+9 
2687.0 0.116 2.1+82 1.032 1.1+22 0.007!4- 109.1 9 > 9 -0.102U 
3+1.0 0.916 1.6214- 0.1+03 1.330 0.0131 335.6 8 .01 -0.039© 
137.9 2.253 1.++0 0.285 1.188 0.018I+ 586.8 5.8+ +0.0080 
60.7 5.120 I .296 0.209 1.083 0.021+7 977.2 3.89 +0.0813 
200 2W427 12716 0.0978 1+.282 I .856 2.258 0.00+1+8 166 25.36 -0 .0+51 
2669 O.1+66 2.U87 0.729 1.5+1 O.00960 311 16.51 -0.1075 
1+02 3.091 1.723 0.315 1.368 0.0173 890 12.89 -0.0+12 
183 6.800 1.526 0.229 1.212 0.0237 1+2+ 9.27 -O.O23+ 
9812.698 I .388 0.178 1.112 0.0301 2067 6.67 +0.0517 
25^ 
Table 21. Condensation of Trichloroethylene Vapor9 n 
Summary of Results: . D' = O.16667 Ft., AT = 10 F, 
Pr^ = 2.26, C'AT'/^' = 0.0236 
u' Re FrT z' h' h' h' 26' Film T* P 
ft g L ft V " X?? D 7" Re 
- — ratio $ ratio 
gee  
25 133130 15^1.8 0.0126 2.267 1.9^6 1.627 0.00071 11.3 5.576 -0.0019̂ 4 
220.5 0.0881 I.588 O.838 1.21+0 0.00152 3+.0 2.809 +0.0006U 
+6.5 O.hlQ I.276 O.U57 1.083 0.00257 87.8 I.U97 +0.01991 
15.6 1.2k2 1.153 0.31+ 1.038 0.0035 179-8 0.988 +0.07291 
6J47 3.002 1.092 0.239 1.018 0.00+5 329.9 0.702 +0.186+1 
Table 22. Radial and Axial Velocity Profiles in the Vapor Phase: 
Trichloroethylene, . D7 = 0.03825 ft., AT' = 10° F., u' = 
100 ft./sec, Re = 122213, Pr. = 3-26, c'AT'/V = 0.0236 
R = 0.0 R = 0.45 R = 0.75 R = 0.90 R = 0.96 
z' in ft . u V u V u V u V u V 
0.0*4-53 1.031 0.00000 1.031 -0.01634 1.031 -0.02723 1.031 -0.03268 1.028 -0.03474 
0.201 1.069 0.00000 1.069 0.00005 1.069 0.00009 1.056 0.00012 0.743 0.00030 
0.5^7 1.064 0.00000 1.064 0.00003 1.064 0.00005 1.035 0.00008 0.666 0.00024 
0.923 1.064 0.00000 1.064 0.00000 1.064 0.00000 1.010 0.00004 0.579 0.00021 
1.894 1.063 0.00000 1.063 0.00001 1.063 0.00001 0.929 0.00007 0.430 0.00019 
3.174 1.059 0.00000 1.059 0.00001 1.057 0.00003 0.831 0.00010 0.326 0.00018 
5.027 1.051 0.00000 1.051 0.00002 i.o4o 0.00004 0.722 0.00012 0.244 0.00016 
6.668 1.042 0.00000 1.042 0.00002 1.018 0.00005 0.650 0.00012 0.199 0.00015 
Table 23 . Veloci ty and Temperature P r o f i l e s in the Liquid Phase: 
D' = 0.03825 F t . , AT' = 10° F . , u ' = 100 f t . / s e c , Re 
P r . = 3 .26 , C 'AT ' /V = 0.0236 g 
Jr I 




UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
z = 0.201 F t . 
UxlO5 VxlO9 
0.5^7 F t . 
UxlO5 VxlO? T 
z ' =0.923 F t . 
UxlO5 VxlO9 
1,000000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 
0.999508 161 -21+53 0.14-3 73 - 1 0 .071 69 - 1 0.053 66 0 O.0V3 
0.999016 317 -9855 0.286 1U5 -6 0.1U3 138 -2 0.105 131 - l 0.087 
O.99852U 468 -22238 0.429 216 -12 0.214 205 -5 O.158 195 -3 0.130 
0.998032 612 -39543 0.572 286 -22 0.286 272 -9 0.210 258 -6 0.174 
0.997540 750 -61576 0.715 355 -3*+ 0.357 337 -14 O.263 320 -9 0.217 
0.997047 879 -87961 0.857 423 -1+8 0 A 2 9 1+02 - 2 0 0.315 381 -13 0.260 
0.996555 998 -117712 1.000 1+91 -65 0.500 U66 -27 0.368 1+1+0 - 1 8 0.30I+ 
0.996063 -— - - 557 -85 0.572 528 -35 0.420 500 -23 0.347 
0.995571 —- - - - 622 -107 0.61+3 590 -**5 0.1+73 558 -29 0 .391 
0.995079 -— — 686 -131 0.715 650 -56 O.526 615 -36 0.434 
0.99^587 -— - - - - - 749 -158 O.786 710 -67 0.578 671 -1+3 0.1+77 
0.994095 - - — - 812 -187 0.857 769 -80 O.632 726 -52 0.521 
0.993603 - - - 873 -218 O.929 826 -94 0.681+ 780 -61 O.565 
0.993111 - - - 933 -250 1.000 883 -110 0.737 833 -71 O.608 
0.992619 -— —- - - 939 -126 0.790 886 - 8 1 O.652 
0.992127 -— - - - - - —- 993 -144 0.81+2 937 -92 O.696 
0.99163*+ -— —- 101+7 -162 O.895 987 -10l+ 0.739 
0.9911^2 —- 1100 -182 0.947 1036 -117 0.783 
0.990650 — 1152 -203 1.000 1084 -130 0.826 
0.990158 — —- — — 1131 - 1 1 + 1 + 0.870 
0.989666 -— - - - — - -— 1177 -159 0.913 
0.989174 - - - 1222 -175 0.957 





z •- 1.894 Ft c 
1 o 
z = 3 
.174 Ft. z'~ = 5 .027 Ft z' = 6.668 Ft. 
R UxlO
5 Q VxlCT T UxlO5 Vxl.0
9 
T "UxlO5 VxlO5 T UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
1.000000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000 
0.999016 12 -0 0.066 12 0 0.055 12 0 0.047 13 0 0.043 
0.998032 24 -1 0.133 24 0 0.110 24 1 0.095 25 1 0.086 
0.997047 36 -3 0.199 36 0 0.166 36 1 0.142 37 1 0.129 
0.996063 47 -5 0.266 47 0 0.221 47 2 0.189 48 2 0.173 
0.995079 58 -8 0.332 57 0 0.277 58 3 0.237 59 3 0.216 
0.99^095 68 -12 0.399 68 0 0.332 69 4 0.284 70 5 0.259 
0.993111 78 -16 0.466 78 1 0.388 79 6 0.332 80 7 0.303 
0.992127 88 -21 0.533 87 1 0.443 88 8 0.379 90 9 0.346 
0.9911^2 97 -27 0.599 96 1 0.499 98 10 0.427 100 11 0.389 
0.990158 106 -33 0.666 105 1 0.554 107 12 0.475 109 14 0.433 
0.989174 115 -40 0.733 113 1 0.610 115 14 0.522 118 17 0.476 
0.988189 123 -47 0.799 121 2 0.666 123 17 0.570 126 20 0.520 
0.987206 130 -55 0.866 129 2 0.721 131 20 0.618 134 23 0.564 
0.986221 137 -64 0.933 136 2 0.777 138 23 0.665 i4i 27 0.607 
0.985237 144 -74 1.000 142 2 0.833 145 27 0.713 148 31 O.651 
0.98^253 — -._- 149 •3 0.889 151 30 0.761 155 35 0.694 
0.983269 — ___ 155 3 0.944 158 34 0.809 161 4o 0.738 
0.982285 ___ — 160 4 1.000 163 39 0.857 167 45 0.782 
0.981300 — ___ — - —;__ 169 43 0.904 173 50 O.825 
0.980316 — — ____ - 173 48 0.952 178 55 O.869 
0.979332 — __- — - 178 53 1.000 183 61 0.913 
0.978348 — ___ — - ~~- __ 187 67 O.956 




Table 24. Rad ia l and Axia l Ve loc i ty P r o f i l e s i n the Vapor Phase: Water, 
-o D' = 0..03825 F t . . AT' = 5" F . , 
Pr^ = 1.79, C A T /\'= 0.00519 
u = 10 f t . / s e c , Re = 1692, 








R = 0.90 R = 
U 
O.96 
z' in ft. U V U V V 
0.00599 1.026 0.00000 1.026 -0.00066 1.026 -0.00111 1.021 -O.OOO89 0.810 0.01198 
0.0212 1.022 0.00000 1.022 0.00143 1.021 0.00239 O.96O 0.00545 0.588 0.01445 
0.0674 0.997 0.00000 0.997 0.00265 0.990 0.00462 0.765 0.00923 0.375 0.01241 
0.128 0.957 0.00000 0.956 0,00293 0.921 0.00552 0.612 0.00932 0.275 0.01072 
0.291 0.843 0.00000 0.839 0.00308 0.716 0.00623 0.392 O.OO838 0.163 0.00872 
0.466 0.719 0.00000 0.700 0.00323 0.523 0.00635 0,257 0.00766 0.106 0.00771 
0.713 0.539 0.00000 0.487 0.00353 0.298 JO.. 00630 0.132 0.00700 0.060 0.00690 
0.957 0.339 0.00000 0.264 0.00391 0.117 0.00625 0.047 O.OO657 0.032 0.00639 
Table 25. Velocity and Temperature Profiles in the Liquid Phase: Water, 
u' = 10 ft../sec, Re = 1692, = 5° F D' = 0.03825 Ft., AT 
Pr„ = 1.79*. C A T ' / ^ ' = 0.00519 & p 
R 
z' = 0.00599 Ft. 
UxlO5 VxlO5 
z = 0.0212 Ft. 
UxlO5 VxlO9 ' 
z' - 0.0674 Ft. 
UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
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0.499 
















mmmmmm • • wmm 
Table (concluded) 
z ' = 0.291 F t . 
R UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
1.00000 0 0 0.000 
0.999369 221 10 0.066 
0.998739 429 39 0.133 
0.998108 622 89 0.199 
0.997^77 800 158 0.266 
0.996847 964 2U7 0.332 
0.996216 1113 356 0.399 
0.995585 1247 m 0.1+66 0.994955 1367 633 0.532 
0.994324 1473 801 0.599 
0.99369^ 1563 989 0.666 
0.993063 l64o 1197 0.733 
0.992432 1701 l42 5 0.799 
0.991802 1748 167^ 0.866 
0.991171 1781 1942 0.933 







z ' = 0.466 F t . z ' = 
UxlO5 VxlO9 T UxlO 
0 0 0.000 0 
245 7 0.059 269 
476 29 0.117 524 
692 64 0.176 764 
893 i iu 0.234 989 
1078 179 0.293 1200 
1252 257 0.352 1397 
i4io 350 0.4ll 1579 
1554 1+58 0A69 1746 
1682 579 0.528 1899 
1796 715 0.587 2038 
1896 866 0.646 2162 
1981 1031 0.705 2271 
2051 1210 0.764 2365 
2107 i4o4 0.823 2445 
2l48 1613 0.882 2511 
2175 1836 0.941 2562 
2187 2071 1.000 2598 
2620 
2626 
0.713 F t . z ' = 0.957 F t . 
VxlO9 T UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
0 0.000 0 0 0.000 
5 0.052 288 4 0.049 
21 0.105 561 17 0.097 
48 0.157 820 39 o.i46 
85 0.210 io64 69 0.194 
133 0.262 1293 108 0.243 
191 0.315 1509 156 0.292 
260 0.367 1709 212 o.34o 
340 0.420 1895 277 0.389 
430 0.472 2067 351 0.438 
531 0.525 2224 433 0.486 
643 0.578 2367 524 0.535 
766 0.630 2494 624 0.584 
899 0.683 2608 733 0.633 
1042 0.736 2706 850 0.682 
1198 0.789 2791 976 0.731 
1363 o.84i ' 2860 1111 O.780 
1539 0.894 2915 1255 0.829 
1726 0.947 2955 1407 O.878 
1923 1.000 2981 1568 O.926 
2992 1738 0.975 
2992 1826 1.000 
Table 26. Rad ia l and Axia l Ve loc i ty P r o f i l e s in the Vapor Phase : Water, 
D' = 0.16667 F t . , AT' = 5° F . , u ' = 100 f t . / s e c , Re = 73,739, 
Prfl = 1.79, C ' A T ' / V = 0.00519 
Hi P 
R = 0.0 R = 0.U5 R = 0,75 R .= 0.90 R = 0.96 
z in ft. U V u V u V u V U V 
0.105 1.012 0.00000 1.012 -0.0026U 1.012 -o.ooM+o 1.012 -0.00528 1.010 -0.00561 
0.390 1.015 0.00000 1.015 -0.00010 1.015 -0.00016 1.015 -0.00019 0.978 -0.00008 
1.080 1.017 0.00000 1.017 -0.00002 1.017 -0.0000U 1.016 -0.0000U 0.858 0.00023 
2. U78 1.015 0.00000 1.015 0.0000U 1.015 0.00007 0.998 0.00011 0.700 0.00037 
5.0^1 1.007 0.00000 1.007 0.00007 1.007 0.00012 0.93^ 0.00021 0.559 0.00037 
9.361 0.988 0.00000 0.988 0.00009 0.987 0.0001U 0.831 0.00025 o.W+ 0.0003^ 
16.153 O.956 0.00000 0.956 0.00009 0.9̂ 6 0.00016 0.7H 0.00026 0.350 0.00031 
Table 27. Rad ia l and Axia l Veloc i ty P r o f i l e s in the Vapor Phase : Water , 
. D' = 0.03825 F t . , AT' = 5° F . , U ' = 100 f t . / s e c , Re = 16 ,923 , 
P r , = 1.79, G'AT'A' ' = 0.00519 S 
I p ' 
R = 0.0 R = oM .R,,=? .0.75 „_._, ...... R = 0.90 R = 0.96 
z! in ft. U V u V u V u V u V 
0.200 1.0U3 0.00000 1.043 -0.00033 1.043 -0.00055 0.965 -0.00028 0.544 0.00087 
0.280 1.048 0.00000 1.048 -0.00025 1.048 -o.ooo4i 0.917 0.00001 0.472 0.00088 
0.380 1.053 0.00000 1.053 -0.00018 1.051 -0.00029 0.861 0.00021 0.412 0.00086 
0.503 1.057 0.00000 1.057 -0.00013 1.053 -0.00020 0.803 0.00034 0.362 0.00082 
0.652 1.060 0.00000 1.060 -0.00009 1.049 -0.00011 0.744 0.00042 0.319 0.00077 
0.832 1.063 0.00000 1.063 -0.00006 i.o4o -0.00003 0.688 0.00047 0.281 0.00073 
1..30U 1.066 0.00000 1.066 -0.00001 1.002 0.00010 0.583 0.00051 0.220 o.ooo64 




wmmmmmFm i i » - • mm^^^m mm 
Table 28. Rad ia l and Ax ia l Veloc i ty P r o f i l e s in the Vapor Phase : E thanol , 
D7 = 0.03825 F t . , AT' = 10° F . s u ' = 200 f t . / s e c , Re •= 82 ,802, 
P r i = 8 . 0 2 . . C 'AT' /X' = 0 ,0185 
- — - • • 
g 
R = 0 . 0 R = 0.U5 R _= ..Q^75...«... -- , ,R = 0 . 9 0 R = 0 . 9 6 
z ' i n f t . U V u V u V u V u V 
0 . 2 7 7 1 .091 0 .00000 1 .091 -0 .0013 1 * 1 .091 -0.00221+ 1 .069 - 0 . 0 0 2 5 6 0 . 9 8 0 - 0 . 0 0 2 1 5 
O.968 1.127 0 .00000 1.127 -o.oooii* 1.127 -0.00021+ 0 . 9 5 1 -o.oooii* 0.71*9 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 
2.61*6 1.166 0 .00000 1 .166 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 8 1 = 150 - 0 . 0 0 0 1 2 0 . 7 5 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 .5 1 * ! 0 .00006 
5 .585 1.206 0 .00000 1 .206 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 1.120 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 0 . 5 9 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 0.391* 0 .00007 
1 0 . 3 6 6 l.2i+6 0 .00000 1.21*3 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 1.031+ 0 .00000 0.1+63 0 . 0 0 0 0 6 0 . 2 9 0 0 .00007 






GAS-VAPOR CONDENSATION RESULTS 
This appendix contains the numerical r e su l t s described in 
Chapter IV for the condensation of vapors from gas-vapor mixtures, 
265 
Table 29. Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture, Summary of. Results: D7 = O.I6667 f t . . 
u'= 10G f t . / s e c , Re = 73739, Pr = 1.79, Sc = 
0.500 g S 
W . AT7 F r T z
7 h 7 h 7 h 7 2 6 7 Film T* W . 
air ~ L m m loc =-7- ^ air 
o r f t , . -JTT , . D Re q 
ratio $ ratio ^ 
0.001 10 63.69 k.QQO I.1U8 0.2^0 1.057 0.00^81 397 2.082 0.00722 
39-66 7.836 1.117 0.208 1.030 0.00555 551 1.726 0.00738 
31.99 9.717 1.10U 0.19^ 1.019 0.00592 6U0 1.5U8 0.00757 
26.05 11.932 1.091 0.182 1.008 O.OO629 738 1.379 O.OO785 
21.39 lU.528 1.079 0.172 0.999 0.00666 $+6 1.220 0.00823 
0.010 5 72.39 ^.293 I.O85 0.279 0.910 0.00389 203 1.522 0.02535 
Ul.65 7.^63 1.021 0.228 0.882 0.00^5^ 289 1.207 0.02730 
25.25 12.310 0.975 0.192 0.862 0.00519 ̂ 02 O.98I 0.02911 
20.05 15.502 0.956 0.178 0.852 0.00552 ̂ 68 0.883 O.03015 
16.10 19.30^ 0.9^0 0.166 O.8U1 O.OO58U 5̂ 3 0.792 0.03131 
0.010 10 69.26 U.488 1.05^ 0.225 0.920 0.00U62 3U2 1.880 0.05072 
39.85 .7/792.1,005 0.187 0.896 0.00539 ̂  1.582 0.05322 
2U.79 12.537 0.968 0.160 0.869 0.00616 679 1.263 0.05689 
19.91 15.608 0.952 O.1U9 0.851+ 0.0065^ 787 1.112 0.059^9 
16.Ik 19.258 0.937 0.139 0.838 0.00693 907 0.969 0.06270 
266 
Table 30. Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture , Summary of R e s u l t s : D' = 0 . 1 6 6 6 7 ' f t . , 
u ' = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 18435, Pr = 1.79, 
Sc = 0.500 s l 
W . AT Fr T z h h h ' 26 Film T W . 
a i r o„ L _, m m loc —v— „ a i r 
o F f t 4. • -rr J. • D Re q 
r a t i o $ r a t i o ^ 
o.ooi io 203.18 0.0956 1.285 0.718 1.168 o.ooi64 23 1.63^ 0.00503 
96.00 0.202 1.219 0.565 1.106 0.00209 39 1.355 0.00512 
51.81 0.375 1.169 0.464 1.062 0.00254 59 1.087 O.OO526 
16.07 1.209 1.085 0.322 1.003 0.00359 132 0.702 0.00665 
7.10 2.737 1.0^2 0.252 0.976 0.00448 233 0.434 0.00899 
0.005 10 18U.82 0.105 1.237 0.675 1.094 0.00169 24 1.518 0.02235 
8 5 A 3 0.227 1.160 0.522 1.038 0.00216 40 1.240 0.02340 
26.67 0.728 1.066 0.359 O.96O 0.00308 89 0.81*1- 0.02687 
10.11 1.922 1.001 0.264 0.916 o.oo4oi 172 0.532 0.03397 
4.54 4.282 0.951 0.205 O.863 0.00493 298 0.299 0.04762 
0.010 10 131.18 o.i48 1.158 0.580 0.992 0.00190 29 1.261 o.o4ioo 
48.42 o.4oi 1.058 0.413 0.944 0.00254 56 0.977 o.o44oo 
15.97 1.217 0.971 0.287 0.871 0.00348 118 0.647 0.05359 
6.31 3.078 0.905 0.212 0.806 o.oo443 221 0.382 0.06911 
3.65 5.322 0.862 0.176 0.744 0.00506 318 0.243 0.08650 
0.020 10 112.81 0.172 1.074 0.518 0.876 0.00197 30 1.100 0.07034 
39.20 0.496 0.952 0.353 0.829 0.00263 59 0.830 0.07720 
12.19 1.594 0.853 0.236 o.-74-l 0.00362 127 0.529 0.09411 
4.52 4.295 0.770 0.166 0.646 o.oo46o 242 0.287 0.11895 
2A7 7.873 O.708 0.131 0.548 0.00526 350 0.165 0.14452 
0.050 10 75.05 0.259 0.881 0.384 0.627 0.00215 34 0.796 0.13221 
22.10 O.879 O.708 0.227 O.567 0.00287 68 0.534 0.14766 
8.92 2.178 0.621 0.159 0.484 0.00359 117 O.363 O.16586 
3.77 5.150 0.539 0.111 0.4o8 0.00430 193 0.231 0.18420 
1.7011.455 0.458 0.077 O.308 0.00502 299 0.125 0.20625 
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Table 3 1 . Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mix tu re , Summary o f - R e s u l t s : D7 = 0.16667 f t . , 
u7 = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 18^35, Pr = 1.79, 
Sc = 0.500 g X 
W . AT7 FrT z
7 h ' h7 h ' 267 Film T * W . 
a i r o °F L ft ?. - ? X°? -D- Re a i r q 
r a t i o ,$ r a t i o _ 
0,010 5 532.03 0.0365 1.1+06 1.188 1.112 0.00101 7 1.617 O.OI96 
26.ok 0.7^6 0.993 0.395 0.889 0.00257 50 0.538 0.0259 
6.72 2,892 0.905 O.256 0.826 0.00365 126 0.286 0.0331 
2.6l 7.^7 O.8U8 0.190 0.760 0.00^59-2^0 0.156^0.0^31 
l.kh 13.526 0.803 0.155 O.685 0.00527. 355 O.089 0.05^7 
0.050 5 58.61 0.331 0.805 0.392 0.512 0.00191 22 O.561 0.0835 
15.3^ 1.266 0.59^ 0.207 0.UU6 0.00255 kk 0.312 0.0937 
5.68 3A17 0.502 0.136 0 .381 0.00319 79 0.213 0.1021 
2.29 8.U72 O.i+29 0.093 0.32U 0.00382 133 0.1^3 0.1098 
1.02 19.079 0.366 0.065 0.257 o.oohk6 209 0.091 0.1179 
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Table 32. Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture,.Summary of Results: : D' = O.I6667 ft., 
u' =1 2.5 ft./sec, Re = 18U3, Pr = 1.79, 
Sc = 0.500 g 
w . AT7 FrT z h ' h ' h ' 26 ' Film T * W . 
a i r L f t m m loc F~ Re a i r 0 °F r a t i o ~¥ r a t i o q 
0.010 5 17.686 0.0110 0.953 1.087 0.86U 0.00090 2.0 o.ikQ 0.0292 
3.6^3 0.0533 0.866 0.666 0.800 0.00135 6.0 0.088 0.0371 
1.091 0.1780 0.807 0.U59 0 .73^ 0.00179 13.8 0.0^9 0.0U80 
0.512 0.379^ 0 .761 0.358 0.666 0.00213 23.0 0.029 0.0592 
0.321 0.601+3 0.72U 0.303 0.606 0.00235 30.9 0.020 0.0688 
0.020 5 17.237 0.0113 0.8U5 0.958 0.729 0.00087 1.8 0.129 0.0512 
3.639 0 .053^ 0.738 0.567 0.652 0.00128 5 .1 0.078 0.0620 
0.925 0.2100 0.653 0.356 0 .561 0.00175 12.7 0.0U0 0.0763 
0.390 0.U986 0.588 0.259 0.U75 0.00210 21.7 0.023 0.0891 
0.227 0.8560 0.539 0.207 0.U08 0.00233 29.8 0.015 0.0986 
0.050 5 19.210 0.0101 0.621 0.72U o.k^k 0.00077 1.2 0.100 0.0922 
2.15U d.0902 0.U38 0.295 0.350 0.0012U U.5 o.ok6 0.1070 
0.273 0.7112 0.312 0.125 0 .231 0.00185 15.0 0.016 0.1220 
0.113 1.716^ 0.259 0 .08^ 0.179 0.00216 23.8 0.010 0.1280 
0.063 3.0669 0.225 0.063 0.1U3 0.00237 31.3 0.007 0.1320 
0.010 10 1^.039 0.0138 0.977 0.885 0.887 0.00113 U. i 0.226 0.0508 
^ .22^ 0.0U60 0.906 0.608 0.830 0.0015U 9.4 0.136 0.06*16 
1.596 0.1217 0 .851 o.hh8 0.770 0.00195 18 .3 0.080 0.0836 
0.8U5 0.2300 0.809 0.363 0 .711 0.00226 27.9 0.0U9 0.1029 
0.567 0.3^27 0.777 0.316 0.659 0.002V7 36.0 0.033 0.1194 
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Table 33 . Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture , Summary of R e s u l t s : D ' = 0.16667 f t . , 
u ' = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 18435, Pr . = 1.79, 
Sc = 0.600 'g -"' I 
W . AT FrT z h h h 26 Film * W . 
a i r L m m i o c -=-r _. T a i r 
o o_ f t , . 7T VT D Re q 
F r a t i o $ r a t i o ^ 
0.005 10 138.29 o.i4o 1.191 o.6o4 i.o4o 0.00187 29 1.329 0.0290 
1.100 0.438 0.992 0.00249 55 1.038 0.0297 
1.020 0.309 0.927 0.00343 116 O.697 0.0353 
O.963 0.233 0.877 0.00437 215 0.424 0.0^55 
0.928 0.197 0.832 O.OOU99 307 0.280 0.0577 
0.010 10 50.70 0.383 0.996 0.394 0.871 0.00250 51 0.846 0.0637 
0.935 O.299 0.852 0.00312 90 O.681 O.0656 
0.907 0.259 0.830 0.00354 123 0.556 0.0691 
0.873 0.216 0.774 o.oo4i6 183 0.419 0.0801 
0.815 0.167 0.697 0.00499 302 0.257 0.1015 
0.020 10 41.57 0.467 0.901 0.339 0.743 0.00259 54 0.713 O.0991 
O.819 0.246 O.718 O.OO323 95 0.553 0.1051 
0.783 0.208 O.690 0.00366 132 0.442 0.1147 
0.737 0.168 0.6l4 0.00431 197 0.320 O.1285 
0.655 0.121 0.501 0.00517 328 0.177 0.1578 
0.050 10 23.63 0.822 0.686 0.224 0.481 0.00282 62 0.470 O.1660 
0.594 0.161 0.455 0.00329 94 0.361 0.1742 
0.536 0.125 0.419 0.00376 135 O.272 0.1832 
0.488 0.099 0.374 0.00423 187 0.197 0.1935 












17.02 l . l 4 l 
10.39 I .869 
5o6Q 3.470 
2.42 8.024 






Table 34. Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture , Summary of R e s u l t s : D7 = O.I6667 f t . 
u ' = 2.5 f t . / s e c , Re = 1843, Pr = 1.79, 
= 0.600 s ^ Sc 
W . AT' FrT z
7 h7 h7 h' 26' Film T* W . 
air L „, m m loc —=-r ^ air 
o Op ft . . -TT , . D Re q 
F ratio $ ratio * 
0.010 5 16.853 0.0115 0.931 1.050 o.84i 0.00090 2.1 o.i42 0.0330 
3.428 0.0567 0.842 0.637 0.772 0.00135 6.1 0.084 o.o4i9 
1.013 0.1918 0.778 0.434 0.697 0.00181 i4.i o.o46 o.054i 
0.468 0.4l47 0.726 0.334 0.622 0.00214 23.4 0.027 0.0662 
0,290 O.6687 O.685 0,280 O.558 0.00237 31.5 0.018 0.0763 
0.020 5 15.909 0.0122 0.8l4 0.904 0.695 0.00088 1.9 0.122 O.O566 
3.284 0.0592 0.703 O.526 O.613 0.00129 5-3 0.073 0.0682 
0.8l4 0.2387 0.612 0.323 0.515 0.00177 13.1 O.036 0.0833 
0.335 0.5802 0.542 0.229 0.426 0.00212 22,4 0.020 O.O962 
0.191 1.0151 0.491 0.l8l 0.360 0.00235 30.7 0.013 0.1053 
0.050 5 16.616 0.0117 0.581 0.652--£L.:4l6 0.00079- -1.-3 M^&^ OvQ974 
1.763 0.1102 0.396 0.254 0.310 0.00126 4.7 o.o4i 0.1121 
0.403 0.4817 0.309 0.137 0.232 0.00168 11.1 0.020 0.1218 
0.115 1.6844 o.24o 0.078 0.167 0.00210 21.7 0.010 0.1293 
o.o47 4.1399 0.192 0.050 0.121 o.oo24i 33.1 0.006 0.1344 
0.010 10 18.936 0.0103 0.974 0.951 0.875 o.ooio4 3.3 0.238 0.0562 
5.136 0.0378 0.894 0.630 0.815 o.ooi46 8.0 0.147 0.0704 
2.328 0.0834 0.848 0.490 0.767 0.00177 13.8 0.098 0.0846 
1.454 0.1336 0.819 0.421 0.732 0.00198 18.9 0.074 0.0958 
0.938 0.2072 0.789 0.363 0.691 0.00219 25.2 0.053 0.1088 
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Table 35. Condensation of Water Vapor From a Water Vapor and 
Air Mixture, Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., 
u' = 25 ft./sec.,. Re = 1+231, Pr = 1.79, 
Sc = 0.500 g 
W . AT' Fr z' h' h' h' 26' Film T* W . 
air L m m loc —=̂ 7- _ air 
o o„ ft . -=T D Re q 
F ratio $ ratio ^ 
0.050 10 55.87 0.3^8 0.815 0.330 0.570 0.0101 38.8 0.701+ 0.11+5 
1+0.0*+ O.U85 0.758 0.282 0.5^0 0.0109 > 6 . 3 0.593 0.152 
29.23 O.665 0.709 0.21+1+ 0.510 0.0117 5*+.9 0.1+92 0.159 
21.60 O.899 0.666 0.212 0.1+76 0.0126 61+.7 0.1+03 O.167 
16.06 1.210 0.621+ O.185 0.1+36 0.0131+ 75.7 0.321+ O.I76 
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Table 36. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor From an Ethanol Vapor 
and Air Mixture, Summary of Results: D' = O.I6667 ft., 
u 
0.537 
' = 200 f t . / s e c , Re = 360793, Pr„ = 8 .03 , Sc 
g I 
w . 














h ' 2 6 ' Film T * W . loc —=-r _. a i r , . D Re q r a t i o ^ 












1.250 0.00382 130 5.81+1 0.0152 
1.086 0.001+77 163 3.906 0.0161+ 
1.037 0.0051+0 199 3.308 0.0168 
113.93 10.912 1.207 0.293 O.988 O.OO636 266 2.758 0.0171+ 
83.22 1I+.9I+O 1.159 0.260 O.967 0.00699 323 2.1+69 0.0178 
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Table 37o Condensation of Ethanol Vapor From an Ethanol Vapor 
and Air-Mixture, Summary of. Results: D' = 16667 ft., 
= 100 ft./sec, Re = 180397, Pr£ = 8.03, u 
Sc = 0.537 
W . AT' FrT z' h' h' h' 26' Film T* W . air L „, m m loc —=rr _. air 
o o„ ft , . -jrr , . D Re q 
F ratio $ ratio * 
0.001 10 51.10 6.O83 I.I89 0.33^ 1.068 0.00575 169 1.733 0.00211 
UO.87 7.6o4 1.168 0.310 1.034 0.00628 197 1.368 0.00218 
31.39 9.901 1.1^3 0.284 1.019 O.OO68O 234 1.180 0.00226 
24.11 12.890 1.120 0.261 1.010 0.00732 280 1.053 0.00232 
18.72 16.599 1..101 0.^1 l.©©-3-:0.OO785 333~&*»-=«tefiG£3.8 
0.010 10 438.35 0.709 1.477 0.710 1.285 0.00252 42 4.466 0.01486 
229.04 1.357 1.338 0.547 1.052 0.00358 62 2.461 0.01648 
59.69 5.207 1.115 0.326 0.949 0.00547 l4l 1.499 0.01811 
28.71 10.824 1.037 0.252 0.916 O.00673 227 1.126 0.01927 
18.63 16.682 1.002 0.219 0.899 0.00757 303 0.944 0.02067 
0.010 20 83.30 3.731 1.180 0.315 0.999 0.00590 195 2.082 0.02769 
50.06 6.209 1.116 0.263 0.963 0.00688 270 1.687 0.02973 
31.07 10.005 1.067 0.223 0.943 0.00786 369 1.430 0.03130 
24.94 12.461 1.048 0.207 0.934 0.00835 427 1.316 0.03215 
20.24 15.353 1.031 0.194 0.925 0.00884 491 1.209 0.03309 
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Table 38. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor From a n E t h a n o l Vapor 
and Air Mixture , Summary of R e s u l t s : D = O.I6667 
f t . , u ' = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 45099, Pr = 8 .03 , 
Sc = 0.537 S 
W . AT' FrT z ' h ' h ' h ' 2 6 ' Fi lm T * W . 
a i r L _, m m loc —r— _ a i r 
0 0 f t , . -JTT , . E> Re q 
F r a t i o $ r a t i o ^ 
0.001 10 32.97 0.589 i.i44 0.576 1.023 0.00335 28 0.600 0.00225 
1.069 0.413 0.996 o.oo447 58 0.388 0.00251 
1.033 0.326 0.974 0.00558 io4 0.290 0.00285 
1.009 0.265 0.970 0.00670 174 0.217 0.00331 
0.994 0.224 0.964 0.00782 272 0.154 0.00395 
0.005 10 30.32 o . 6 4 i 1.097 0 .5^1 0.964 0.003^0 29 0.564 0.01077 
1.029 0A12 0.9^0 0.00^25 50 0.394 0.01184 
0.990 0.332 O.928 0,00509 83 0.304 0.01283 
0.957 0.266 0.901 0.00623 i 4 i 0 .231 0.01489 
0.932 0.219 0.823 0.00736 228 0.165 0.01744 
0.010 10 27.26 0.713 i . o42 0.500 0.894 0.00346 30 0.523 0.02064 
0.948 0.374 0.869 0.00432 52 0 .361 0.02283 
0.922 0.298 O.852 0.00518 86 0.276 0.02479 
O.883 O.235 0.815 0.00633 1^7 0.207 0.02871 
O.850 O.190 O.783 0.00749 238 0.144 0.03348 
0.020 10 21.82 0.890 o . 9 4 i 0.427 0.767 0.00358 32 0 .451 0.03858 
0.846 0.306 0.736 0.00447 56 0.302 0.04282 
0.808 0.256 0.720 0.00507 80 0.248 0.04523 
0.769 0.208 0.678 0.00596 122 0.194 0.04996 
0.718 0.159 O.630 0.00716 207 0.135 0.05710 
0.050 10 26.37 0.737 0.768 0.366 0.503 0.00317 22 0.435 0.075^6 
0.608 0.223 0A57 0.00396 39 0.257 0.08259 
0.550 0.174 0.437 0.00486 55 0.205 O.085B3 
0.496 0 .131 0 .391 0.00528 84 0.160 0.09123 
0.434 0.092 0 . 3 ^ O.OO633 1^3 0.112 0.09756 
32.97 O.589 



















2 .51 7.746 
1.03 18.899 
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Table 39- Condensation of Ethanol Vapor From an Ethanol Vapor 
and A_ir Mixture , Summary of R e s u l t s : D7 = O.I6667 
f t . , u7 = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 45099? P r „ = 8-03 3 
Sc = 0.537 
W . AT' FrT V h ' h ' h ' 2 6 ' Film T * W . 
a i r L _, m m loc -̂7— _, a i r 
F r a t i o $ r a t i o ^ 
0.010 5 53.67 0.362 1.119 0.757 0.870 0.00237 11 0.651 0.0138 
19.16 1.01*1 O.967 0.505 0.821 0.00315 21 0.348 0.0153 
5.49 3.539 0.869 0.332 0.789 0.00434 i+9 0.228 0.0170 
2.03 9-573 0.821 0.245 O.765 0.00552 98 0.154 0.0188 
1.16 16.684 0.799 0.207 0.7^5 0.00631 l44 0.120 0.0203 
0.010 20 66.32 O.293 1.1^7 0.579 O.98I 0.00317 28 0.930 0.0288 
30.10 0.645 I.063 0.44l 0.944 0.00396 47 0.710 0.0316 
15.30 1.270 1.012 0.354 0.922 0.00^75 74 O.565 0.03^0 
5.21 3.727 0.946 0.253 0.871 0,00633 155 O.383 0.0^27 
2.81 6.907 0.913 0.209 0.840 0.00739 238 0.276 0.0506 
0.050 5 12.55 1.548 0.^53 0.213 0.201 0.00275 13.7 0.264 0.0567 
4.59 4.237 0.315 0.115 O.I85 0.00321 20.2 0.163 0.0583 
2.10 9.258 0.255 0.077 0.175 0.00367 29 .3 0.123 0.0592 
1.50. 12.922 0.237 0.066 0.169 0.00390 34.9 0.111 0.0596 
1.11 17.547 0.223 0.057 0.164 o.oo4i3 4i.2 0.1020.0599 
0.050 20 13.39 1.450 0.744 0.252 0.559 0.00454 60 0.390 0.1347 
6.55 2.965 0.661 0.187 0.525 0.00530 91 0.295 0.1450 
4.77 4.076 0.631 0.165 0.509 0.00567 110 0.258 0.1497 
3.54 5.491 O.605 0.147 0.491 0.00605 132 0.226 0.1546 
2.67 7.277 0.582 0.132 0.472 0.00643 157 0.197 0.1598 
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Table ko. Condensation of Ethanol Vapor from an Ethanol Vapor 
and Air Mixture,, Summary of Results: ~D' = 0.03825 
ft.., u' - 25 ft./sec, Re = 10350, Pr = 8.03, 
Sc = 0.537 S 
W . AT7 Fr z' h' h' h' 26' Film T* W . 
air L _ „, m m loc -=-7— _ air 
 
m 
h ' m 
r a t i o § ' 
o o„ ft __ D Re q 
-F o $ ratio * 
0.010 5 268.86 0.0723 1.3̂ 5 1.360 1.1U3 0.0053*+ ^.1 1.760 0.0128 
109.59 0.177 1.172 0.9^7 0.93.5 0.00802 7.0 0.907 0.0137 
19.21 1.011 0.95^ 0.U99 o.8ia 0.01336 21.0 0.U86 0.0152 
3.72 5.220 O.8U7 0.29^ 0.77^ 0.020^9 6U.0 0.255 O.OI83 
1.9^ 10.00U 0.810 0.239 0.726 0.02U05 99.6 0.18U 0.0213 
Table kl. Veloc i ty , Concent ra t ion and Temperature P r o f i l e ^ in the Vapor 
Phase: Water Vapor and A i r , D' = O.16667 F t . , u 
Re = 18^35, Pr^ = 1.79: T = 212( F, T = 202< w 
= 25 f t . / s e c . 
F , W: a i r . = 0.05, 
Sc = 0 .600. 
R = 0.0 ..-.R =S?h5,._.._ _ R = 0.75 




0.00000 1.000 0.0500 I.OIH-
0.00000 1.000 0.0500 0.990 
0.00000 1.000 0.0500 0.906 
-0.00063 1.000 0.0500 
0.0005*+ 1.000 0.0500 




-0.00105 1.000 0.0501 
0.00091 0.999 0.0509 
0.00060 0.983 0.0612 
p -p r ro R = 0.90 R.= O.96 Interfac e 




H-0.00119 O.98U 0.0562 
0.00126 ' 0:931 0.0757 




-O.OOOH-6 0.857 0.0867 
0.00160 0.70U 0.1232 












Table 42. Velocity, Concentration and Temperature Profiles in the Vapor 
Phase: Water Vapor and Air, D' = O.O3825 Ft., 11' = 25 ft./sec, 
Re = 4231, Pr = 1.79, T' = 212° F, T' = 202° F., W&ir = 0.05, 
Scs = 0.500. ' * ° 
R = 0.0 R = 0..45 R = 0.75 
z' in ft. U V T C U V T c u V T C 
0.204 1.049 0.00000 1.000 0.0500 1.048 
0.665 1.017 0.00000 1.000 0.0507 1.008 













-0.00149 0.971 0.0613 
0.00154 0.905 0.0855 
0.00107 0.732 0.1464 
P -PQ 
R .= 0.90 R = 0.93 Interface -,2 
P0+l,oU U V T C u V T C R U T C 
-0.0385 0.755 -0.00024 0.832 0.0907 0.606 0.00064 0.763 0.1021 0.99162 0.010 0.533 0.1338 
0.0190 o.44i 0.00231 0.686 0.1255 o.3i4 0.00241 0.613 0.1360 0.98827 0.012 0.436 0.1587 
0.2397 0.199 0.00123 0.457 0.1805 0.137 0.00123 0.391 0.1879 0.98492 0.017 0.260 0.2017 
Table 43 . Ve loc i ty , Concent ra t ion and Temperature P r o f i l e s in t he Vapor 
Phase: Water Vapor and A i r , D ' = O.I6667 F t . , u ' = 2 .5 f t . / s e c , 
= l 8 4 3 , , P r „ = 1.79, T^ = 212° F , T' = 207° F , W ^ = 0 . 0 1 , Re 
Scg = 0 .600. w a i r 
in f t . U 
R = 0.0 
V U 
R_=. 0.4.5 
V T U 
R = 0.75 
V 
0.00238 i . oo4 0.00000 1.000 0.0100 i . o o 4 -0.03183 1.000 0.0100 i . o o 4 -0.05305 1.000 0.0100 
0.00681 i . oo4 0.00000 1.000 0.0100 i . o o 4 0.01571 1.000 0.0100 i . o o 4 0.02619 1.000 0.0100 
0.0183 0.993 0.00000 1.000 0.0100 0.993 0.01724 1.000 0.0100 0.993 o.02874 1.000 0.0100 
0.0791 " 0 * ^ 2 0:00000 1*000 o.Qioo Q . ^ 2 o . o i 4 i 8 1.000 0.0100 0.942 ^o.02364 : 1.000 0:0100 
0.251 0.839 0.00000 1,000 0.0100 0.839 0.01018 1.000 0.0100 0.839 0.01697 1.000 0.0102 
0.669 0.660 0.00000 1.000 0.0100 0.660 0.00714 1.000 0.0101 0.654 0.01191+ 0.995 0.0136 
/ / 
p -p 
R = 0.90 R = O.96 I n t e r f a c e / - / 2 
P • -1 u U V T C U V T C R U T C 
0.0082 i . oo4 -0.06367 1.000 0.0100 1.003 -0.06773 1.000 0.0102 
0.0308 1.004 0.031^3 1.000 0.0100 0.994 0.03504 0.999 -0.0107 
0.101 0.993 0.03449 1.000 0.0100 0.952 0.03951 0.997 0.0126 
0.464 0.937 0.02854 0.999 0.0111 0.785 0.03351 0.969 0.0206 
1.44 0.793 0.02102 O.983 0.0173 0.554 0.024o4 0.885 0.03^3 



























Table 44. Velocity and Temperature Prof i les in the Liquid 
Phase: Water Vapor and Air , D' = O.16667 f t . , 
u ' = 2.5 f t . / s e c , Re = 1843, Pr = 1.79, 
T' = 2 1 2 ° > . , T ' = 20?° F, Sc = 0.600, 
W 
a i r 
w 
= 0.01 
z in feet R UxlO5 VxlO9 T 
0.00238 0.999944 126 742 0.082 
0.99977*+ 448 9513 0.326 
0.9995U9 751 25615 O.651 
0.999^92 805 28l4l 0.733 
0.999^36 849 29816 0.8l4 
0.00681 0.999944 137 97 0.057 
0.999774 496 1554 O.227 
0.999549 849 6217 0.454 
0.999323 1059 13992 O.681 
0.999210 1111 18948 0.795 
0.0183 0.999944 167 49 0.043 
0.999774 615 776 0.172 
0.999549 1088 3103 0.344 
0.999323 1418 6982 0.516 
0.998984 1646 15664 0.774 
0.0791 0.999887 446 69 0.054 
0.999661 1232 616 O.163 
0.999210 2377 3356 O.381 
0.998759 2951 8289 0.599 
0.998533 3024 11510 0.707 
0.251 0.999887 580 27 O.036 
0.999661 1633 244 0.1093 
0.999210 3313 1328 0.2546 
0.998759 4422 3281 0.3996 
0.998081 5017 7811 O.6169 
O.669 0.999887 717 12 0.024 
0.999661 2o44 104 0.071 
0.998759 5929 1393 0.257 
0.998307 7017 2590 0.349 
0.997630 7579 5067 0.488 
Table 1+5. Velocity, Concentration and Temperature Profiles in the Vapor 
Phase: Ethanol Vapor and^ir, D' = 0.l6667Ft., u' = 25 ft./sec, 
T^ _ ],r=r\r^r\ -T?»— Q ^ O m i r 7 i i f l n m ' i n " i O n TT ^ ^ 
R e =1+5099, P r , = 8 .08 , T = 173.3° F , T' = 153.3
U F , W . 
S c g = 0 < 5 3 ? I 
= 0 . 0 5 , 
R = 0.0 R = 0,M _ R = 0.75 































p - p 0 
R. = 0.90 
V T c 
R = 0.9525 Interface 7T'2 
P0+l5o
U IT u V T C R U T C 
0.0212 1.008 -0.00085 0.993 0.0539 
0.121+8 0.909 0.00032 O.96I 0.0690 
O.U936 0 . 7 H 0.0003^ 0.870 0.0979 
0 . 8 9 7 - 0 . 0 0 0 6 5 0.929 0.0701 
0.596 0.00058 0.812 0.1002 
0.*+03 0.000I+3 0.666 0.1310 
0.99622 0.01U 0.533 0.1232 
0.99^70 0.021 0.M+9 0.1U50 
0.99319 0.032 0.370 0.1652 
Table U6. Ve loc i ty , Concent ra t ion and Temperature P r o f i l e s _in the Vapor 
Phase: Ethanol Vapor and A i r , D ' = O.16667 F t . , u ' = 100 f t . / s e c , 
Re = 180397, P r . = 8 .03 , T ' = 173.3° F , T' = 153-3° F , W . = 0 . 0 1 , 
n S i ^ t r o i - 7 M o w a i r Scg = 0.537 
R = 0.0 R = 0,^5 R = 0.75 







0.00000 1.000 0.0100 
0.00000 1.000 0.0100 























, -/2 R = 0.90 R =0.9525 Interface 
Pj+l,oU U.' V T . C U V T C R U T C 
-O.OOH-62 1.006 -0.00018 
0.00019 O.98I 0.00007 
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Table 48. Veloc Jitj r and Temperature Prof: .les in 1 :he Liquid 
Phase i • Ethanol Vap< DT and Air. D' = 0 .16667 ft., 
u = 25 ft./sec, Re = 45099, Pr = I I 
3.03, 
T' = 17: ).3° F, T' = 163.3° F3 Sc = 0 .537, 
0 "W g 




z' in feet R UxlO5 
Q 
VxlCr T 
0.464 0.999736 133 18 o.o46 
0.9989^5 475 219 0.185 
0.997889 797 526 0.368 
0.997625 854 534 0.413 
0.997361 901 510 0.458 
1.5l4 0.999736 138 2 0.028 
0.9989^5 494 27 0.112 
0.997889 837 108 0.224 
0.99683*+ 1026 242 0.336 
0.996570 1050 285 0.364 
0.996306 1064 329 0.392 
5.000 0.999736 171 1 0.019 
0.9989^5 625 13 0.076 
0.997889 1099 51 0.152 
0.996834 1420 116 0.228 
0.995778 1589 206 0.303 
0.995514 1607 232 0.322 
0.995250 1616 259 0.34l 
28.152 0.999472 465 1 0.018 
0.998417 1282 7 0.055 
0.996306 2459 42 0.128 
0.994195 3028 104 0.202 
0.993667 3075 124 0.220 
0.993139 3084 1U5 0.239 
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APPENDIX G 
BINARY VAPOR CONDENSATION RESULTS 
This appendix contains the numerical results described in 
Chapter V for the condensation of binary vapors. 
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Table 49. Condensat ion of Ethanol-Water Vapors, 
Summary of R e s u l t s : D ' = 0.03825 f t . , u ' = 2 5 
f t . / s e c , Re = 494 l , Pr . = 4 . 1 7 , Sc = 0927, 
g nl g n 
Sc , = 276, T' = 206.25 F , T' = 186.5 F , i ' dp ? bp ' 


















/ -wt. Avg.wt. 
q i i a 
°F cond. in 1 iq. 



































198.3 4,4 8.3 
197.5 10.9 9°2 
196. 5 22.9 10. 1 
195.6 35.2 10.9 
194.4 52.0 12.2 
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Table 50. Condensation of Ethanol-Water Vapors, Summary 
of R e s u l t s : D7 = 0.03825 f t . , u ' = 50 f t . / s e c , 
Reg = 9882, P r £ = 1+.17, Sc g = 0 .927 , Sc^ = 276, 






















wt. % a ; 
% in 
cond. l i q . 
0.25 lU.25 273.8 0.284 0.476 0.00958 23 1.783 198.1 7 . 1 8.6 
91.9 0.81+6 0.272 0.01341 43 1.130 197.5 13.4 9-2 
36.5 2.127 0.176 0.01724 73 0.711 196.8 23 .1 9.8 
15.8 4.923 0.118 0.02107 117 0.413 195.7 37.5 10.8 
6.5 11.875 0.073 0.02490 180 0.195 193.9 58.3 12.7 
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Table 51. Condensation of Ethanol-Water Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., u' = 100 ft./sec, 
Reg =* 19763, Prx = 1+.17, Scg = 0.927, Sc^ = 276, 
T^ = 206.25° F, T^ = 186.5° F, a = Ethanol 
Ave.-wt 
w AT / Fr z ' h ' 2 6 ' F i l m T* T' w *- % - a 
* i n 
a 
0 Oj? L f t m 
T7 
D' Re q 
°F c ° n d - T i n . 
0 . 2 5 10 0 3 ^ 1 . h 0 . 9 1 0 0.1+16 0 . 0 1 0 8 1+1.8 2 .806 2 0 0 . 6 
' ' ^ 
6.5 6.6 
1 8 5 . 7 1 .67^ 0 . 3 0 1 0 . 0 1 3 5 5 9 . 3 2 .220 2 0 0 . 1 9 . 2 7 . 0 
5 8 . 9 5 .278 0 . 1 6 7 0 . 0 1 8 9 1 1 2 . 2 1 .373 199-5 1 7 . 6 7 . 5 
3 5 . 1 8 .859 0 . 1 2 9 0 .0216 1^9.5 1.085 1 9 9 . 2 2 3 . 5 7 . 8 
2 1 . 3 l U . 6 2 7 0 .100 0.021+3 1 9 5 . 6 0.8U8 1 9 8 . 7 3 1 . 0 8 . 2 
0 . 2 5 Ik. 25 691.*+ 0.1+50 0 .556 0 . 0 0 9 5 3 9 . 2 3.81+0 1 9 9 . 0 6 . 1 7 . 8 
2 3 0 . 7 1.3^7 0 . 3 0 7 0 . 0 1 ^ 2 7 2 . 7 2.1+83 1 9 8 . 1 1 1 . 3 8 . 6 
9 2 . 3 3 .367 0 . 1 9 3 0 .0190 1 2 2 . 0 1.620 1 9 7 . 5 1 9 . 1 9 - 1 
1+1.0 7 .582 0 . 1 3 0 0 . 0 2 3 7 1 9 3 . 3 1 .035 1 9 6 . 7 30.1+ 9 . 9 
1 8 . 9 16.1+02 0 . 0 8 8 0 . 0 2 8 5 2 9 2 . 2 0 . 5 9 5 1 9 5 . 5 1+6.1+ 1 1 . 0 
0 . 2 5 2k 25 7 8 2 . 8 0 . 3 9 7 0 . 5 3 1 0 . 0 1 0 9 6 1 . 7 1+.879 1 9 ^ . 7 9 . 6 1 1 . 7 
2 2 3 . ^ 1 .391 0 . 2 7 7 0 . 0 1 7 ^ 1 2 7 . 3 2 . 8 3 3 1 9 ^ . h 1 9 . 9 1 2 . 3 
1 1 7 . 9 2 . 6 3 7 0 . 2 0 3 0 .0217 18U.9 1.900 1 9 3 . 7 2 8 . 9 1 2 . 8 
6 6 . 0 U.708 0 .155 0 . 0 2 6 1 2 5 9 . 1 1 .191 1 9 2 . 8 1+0.7 1 3 . 7 
3 8 . 2 8 .135 0 . 1 1 9 0.030*+ 35*+.8 0 . 6 2 9 1 9 1 . 6 5 6 . 1 1 5 . 0 
0 . 2 5 29 25 8 3 3 . 2 0 . 3 7 3 0 . 5 ^ 1 0 .0110 7 3 . 1 5 .838 1 9 3 . h 1 1 . 5 1 3 . 2 
3 5 7 . 7 O.869 0 . 3 5 0 0.015*+ 1 2 0 . 1 1+.112 193 A 1 8 . 8 1 3 . 5 
1 9 2 . k I . 6 1 6 0 . 2 5 8 0 . 0 1 9 8 1 7 2 . 6 2.7I+O 1 9 3 . 0 27.O 1 3 . 8 
1 0 9 . 6 2 . 8 3 7 0 . 1 9 7 0.021+2 2 3 9 . 2 1.775 1 9 2 . 3 3 7 . 5 l ^ ^ 
6I+.9 I+.787 0.15*+ 0 .0286 3 2 3 . 9 1.031+ 1 9 1 . 3 5 1 . 0 15.U 
0 . 2 5 3h. 25 1I+21.7 0 . 2 1 9 O.72U 0 . 0 0 8 8 61+.0 8.1+11 1 9 2 . 9 1 0 . 1 1I+.2 
5 5 7 . 6 0 . 5 5 7 0.1+1+1+ 0 . 0 1 3 3 1 1 2 , 8 5 .908 1 9 2 . 7 1 7 . 7 ik.k 
2 9 8 . k 1.0l+l 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 0 1 7 8 162.1+ 3 . 8 8 8 1 9 2 . 7 2 5 . 5 1I+.I+ 
1 7 2 . 7 1.799 0.21+8 0 . 0 2 2 2 2 2 1 . 8 2 . 5 3 5 1 9 2 . 0 3*+.7 1^.9 
1 0 2 . 9 3 . 0 2 1 0 . 1 9 3 0 . 0 2 6 7 2 9 7 . 8 1.582 1 9 1 . 2 1+6.7 1 5 . 6 
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Table 52. Condensation of Ethanol-Water Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., Pr = k.Yf, 
a = Ethanol, W a Q = 0.50, Sc = O.762, Sc = 276, 
T' = 197.2° F, T' = 179.9° F, A T ^ 25.2° F. 






z h ' 26 ' Film T T' wt. $ a 
f t . g L f t . m 
V 
D^~ Re 4 i in sec . cond . l i q . 
50 12027 210.7 0.369 0.321 0.0120 kk 2.156 182.2 11.7 38.k 
93.5 O.831 0.219 0.0159 73 1M9 181.9 19.7 39 .1 
1+6.1 I .685 O.160 0.0199 115 O.883 181.6 31.0 1+0.3 
2k.k 3.182 0.123 0.0239 172 O.U8O 181.1 1+6.9 1+2.0 
13.6 5.699 0.097 0.0279 2I+9 0.16I+ 180.5 68.6 1+1+.1+ 
1 0 0 21+051+ 5 2 9 . 7 0.587 0.353 0.0118 70 1+.1+1+9 182.3 9 .3 38.0 
232.1+ 1.337 0.232 0.0166 118 3.036 182.2 15 .8 38.2 
116.7 2.661+ 0.167 0.0213 181 2.03!+ 182.0 2I+.3 38 .8 
63 .1 1+.929 0.126 0.0261 261+ 1.295 181.6 35.6 4o.o 
35.9 8.651 0.099 0.0308 37!+ 0.717 181.2 50.8 1+1.7 
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Table 53. Condensation of Ethanol-Water Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., u' = 100 ft./sec. 
Re = 30,726, Pr = k.YJ, Sc = 0.596, Sc . = 276, 
g Si g J6 
T' = 1 8 0 . 9 ° F , T/ = 1 7 5 - 5 ° F , a = E t h a n o l 
w AT' F r N h ' 2 6 ' F i l m 
* 
T 
/ w t . A v e . w t . 
T „t ~i 
a 
0 °F 
L f t m 
V 
"D7" Re 0CL i 
F cond . 
To a 
i n 
l i q . 
0 .75 5-9 6 5 ^ . 0 0 . ^ 7 5 0 . 6 7 2 0 .00702 2 2 . 0 1+.250 1 7 7 . ^ 2 . 3 63.9 
2 7 5 . 5 1.128 0.1+10 0 .01053 38.8 2 . 7 8 3 1 7 7 . 3 1+.0 61+.5 
1 2 1 . 9 2 . 5 ^ 9 0 . 2 6 6 o.oii+oi+ 6I+.0 2 . 0 3 3 1 7 7 . 3 6 . 7 61+.9 
5 9 . 2 5 .266 0 . 1 8 7 0 .01755 1 0 0 . 2 1.570 1 7 7 . 2 10.1+ 65.1+ 
3 1 . 1 10 .008 O . l U l 0 .02106 1U9.5 1.21+0 1 7 7 - 1 1 5 . 6 6 6 . 0 
0 . 7 5 1 5 . 9 1+21.7 0 . 7 3 7 0 . 5 5 2 0.0131+8 9 6 . 0 1+.591+ 1 7 6 . 2 1 0 . 0 7 0 . 9 
11+8.1+ 2 . 0 9 5 0 . 3 2 3 0 .02022 1 8 2 . 0 2 . 7 3 2 1 7 6 . 2 1 9 . 1 7 1 . 3 
63.k 1+.901+ 0 . 2 1 8 0 .02696 3 0 7 . 7 1 .581 1 7 6 . 0 32.1+ 7 1 . 9 
3 8 . 6 8 .056 0 . 1 7 7 0 .031^6 1*21.1 1 .008 1 7 5 . 9 ^ . 5 7 2 . 6 
2I+.5 1 2 . 6 6 5 0.11+7 0 .03595 5 6 3 . 2 0 . 5 2 6 1 7 5 . 8 5 9 . 9 7 3 . 1 
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Table 5k. Condensation of Benzene-Toluene Vapors, 
Summary of R e s u l t s : D7 = 0.03825 f t . , u ' = 2 f t . / s e c , 
= 2270, Pr = 4.11, Sc = 0.633, Sc, = 8.79, 
<& g x> 
T^ = 193.1° F, T^ = 184.7° F, a = Toluene 
Ave. wt. 
w AT' Fi- h' 26' Film T* T' wt. f0 a o£ * in ao °F ll " IT "IT Re $ cond.. liq. 
0.25 10.0 8.353 0.0149 0.617 0.00541 3.1 0.145 188.2 4.6 33.6 
3.654 0.034o 0.466 0.OO676 5.3 0.113 188.0 7.9 33.1 
1.644 0.0756 0.360 0.00811 9-0 0.086 187.8 13.6 32.6 
0.843 0.1475 0.293 0.00945 14.2 0.060 187.5 21.7 32.0 
0.467 0.2662 0.244 0.01081 21.1 0.037 187.2 32.7 31.3 
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Table 55 • Condensation of Benzene-Toluene Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., u' =25 ft./sec, 
Re = 28378, Pr, = 4.11, Sc = 0.633, Sc- = 8.79, 
g ' 4 g X 
T' = 193.1 F, T' = 184.7° F, a = Toluene 
dp 5 bp * 
/ h' 26' Film * T' wt. Ave.wt. 
w, a AT Fr 
JU 
z m D' Re T °2 i % a 0 F ft f7" F cond. in liq. 
0 .25 5.0 91.52 0.212 0.423 0.00794 15.2 1.027 190.2 1.8 38.2 
14.63 1.327 0.191 0.01270 43.2 0.530 189.8 5.1 37.4 
5.51 3.526 0.129 0.01588 77.4 0.383 I89.6 9.3 36.8 
2.37 8.200 0.091 0.01906 127.8 0.285 I89.3 15.4 36.3 
1.10 17.643 0.066 0.02223 197.5 0.213 189.1 23.9 35.7 
0 25 10.0 72.09 0.269 0.364 0.01057 33-1 1.133 188.5 3.9 34.2 
15.83 1.227 0.204 0.01586 84.5 0.674 188.1 10.1 33.3 
5.03 3.863 O.136 0.02115 177.8 0.39^ 187.6 21.5 32.2 
1.96 9.910 O.098 0.02643 326.7 0.195 187.1 39.9 30.9 
1.12 17.335 0.079 O.02996 464.3 0.095 186.7 57.3 29.9 
0 25 20.0 54.12 0.359 0.329 0.01377 78.7 1.747 186.8 9* 30.2 
24.02 O.809 0.246 0.01771 132.6 1.202 186.6 15.9 29.8 
11.98 1.621 0.194 0.02164 209.2 0.801 186.4 25.3 29.3 
6.50 2.989 O.158 O.02558 314.7 0.496 186.2 38.3 28.6 
3.77 5.1̂ 9 0.132 O.02951 454.5 0.248 185.9 55.9 28.0 
0 25 30.0 l44.6l 0.134 0.481 0.01053 63.9 3.708 186.3 7.6 28.9 
Ul.89 0.464 0.305 O.01685 139.7 1.984 186.0 16.8 28.3 
15.13 1.284 0.210 0.02316 266.7 1.051 185.8 32,3 27.8 
8.44 2.302 0.172 0.02737 391.3 0.618 185.7 47.8 27.4 
5.03 3.865 0,145 0.03159 553.7 0.253 185.5 68.3 26.9 
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Table 56. Condensation of Benzene-Toluene Vapors,_ 
Summary of Results: D' = O.I6667 ft., u' = 25 ft./sec, 
Re = 123650, Pr = U.ll, Sc = 0.633, Sc = 8.79, 
8> n * § * 




w AT' Fr 1 z 
h ' 








0 o-p L f t V - ^ R e F i n 
cond. l i q . 
0.25 10.0 19.10 1.017 0.231 0.00358 79 0.676 188.8 2 .1 35.0 
10.1+6 I .858 0.188 0.00U18 118 0.537 188.1+ 3-2 3^.0 
5.95 3.266 0.155 O.00V78 170 0.^59 188.1 ^ .7 33.3 
2.59 7.^87 0.117 0.00597 296 0.359 187.9 8.1 32.8 
1.17 16.660 0.090 0.00716 509 0.273 187.7 l U . l 32.3 
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Table 57. Condensation of Benzene-Toluene Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.O3825 ft., Pr = 4.11, 
a = Toluene, W~ = 0.50, Sc = 0.621, Sc/= 8.79, y ao g ' X ' 
T' = 207.3° F, T' = 195.8° F, AT' = 27.3° F. dp op 
/ Re Fr z h' 26' Film T* T' wt. Ave.rot. 
u 
ft. 
g L ft, m D' Re °F
9 i % a 
sec yr cond. in 1i q. 
25 28967 l42.0 0.137 0.451 0.0105 58 3.197 199.0 6.7 56.4 
37.5 0.518 0.274 0.0168 132 1.779 198.7 15.5 55.9 
13.2 1.472 0.187 0.0231 257 0.934 198.4 30.5 55.3 
7.2 2.683 0.152 0.0273 382 0.547 198.1 45.7 54.7 
4.2 4.581 0.127 0.0315 545 0.227 197.6 66.0 53-9 
100 115867 459-1 0.677 0.365 0.0134 226 9.386 199.0 6.6 56.6 
114.7 2.710 0.207 0.0234 519 5.293 198.5 15.2 55-5 
57.4 5.4l4 0.156 0.0300 784 3.549 198.3 23.0 55-2 
30.9 10.043 0.122 0.0367 ll4l 2.347 198.1 33.6 54.8 
17.8 17.451 0.099 0.0434 1610 l.4o6 197.9 V7.7 54.3 
200 231734 621.5 2.000 0.297 0.0168 543 14.86 199.0 7.9 56.5 
239.7 5.187 0.198 0.0252 948 10.10 198.5 13.9 55-5 
116.6 10.667 0.145 0.0336 1434 6.86 198.2 21.0 55.0 
84.9 14.645 0.127 0.0377 1722 5.66 198.2 25.2 54.8 
62.9 19.755 0.112 o.o4i9 2050 4.66 198.1 30.0 54.7 
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Table 58. Condensation of Benzene-Toluene Vapors, 
Summary of Results: D' = O.03825 ft., u' = 25 ft./sec, 
Re = 29581, Pr = U.ll, Sc = 0.608, Sc = 8.79, 
£ & £ XJ 
T ' = 219 
dp 
.9° F , T' = 210.5° bp 




AT' Fr_ z ' 




26 ' Film 
D ; Re 
T * 
T' wt . 
°F *„ £ cond 
Ave.wt. 
1o a 
. i n l i q . 
























215.9 29 .1 
83.6 





Table 59* Velocity, Temperature, and Concentration Profiles in 
_the Liquid Phase: Ethanol-Water, D' = 0.03825 ft., 
u' = 100 ft./sec, Re = 19763, Pr = U.17, W 
0.25, T' = T' = 206.25° F 




, Sc = 0.927, 
Sc« = 276, C = Weight fraction ethanol, q = interface 







0.997829 163 -225 0.105 0.11386 
0.995658 3i4 -897 0.210 0.n4i6 
0.993487 1+56 -2012 0.315 0.11516 
0.991316 586 -3563 0.4-19 0.11747 
0.989145 
q 
706 -5337 0.524 0.12122 
0.997829 144 -18 O.063 0.12147 
0.993487 4oi -166 0.191 0.12169 
0.991316 5i4 -296 0.254 0.12201 
0.986974 707 -671 O.382 0.12316 
0.982632 857 -1181 0.510 0.12503 
0.997829 l43 1 0.048 0.12579 
0.991316 510 16 0.193 0.12623 
0.986974 700 36 0.290 0.12729 
0.982632 847 63 0.387 0.12926 
0.978290 
q 
951 95 0.484 0.13232 
0.997829 l48 5 0.037 0.13268 
0.991316 527 79 0.148 0.13312 
0.986974 727 178 0,223 0.13^18 
0.982632 883 317 O.297 0.136l4 
0.9739^ 1065 709 0.447 0.14338 
0.997829 156 5 0.028 0.14360 
0.991316 560 77 0.112 0.i44o6 
0.982632 948 308 0.225 0.14714 
0.973948 1162 695 0.338 0.15465 
0.969606 1204 943 0.395 0.16035 
Table 60 Veloc i ty , Concent ra t ion and Temperature P r o f i l e s in the Vapor 
Phase: Ethanol-Water , D ' = 0.03825 f t . , u = 100 f t . / s e c , 
Re = 19 ,763 , Pr = 4 . 1 7 , T^ = 206.25° F , T^ = 182° F , 
WEt0Ho = ° '
2 5 
e thano l . 
, Sc = 
g 
0 .927, Sc^ = 2 76, C = weight f r a c t i o n 
R = 0.0 R = 0.45 R = 0.75 
























































P ' - P ; 
0 R = 0.84 R = 0.93 I n t e r f a c 
P , i + l , o ^ u V T c u V T c R U T 
-0.0312 0.993 0.00023 0.986 0.263 0.692 0.00083 0 .862 0.355 0.98915 0.0071 0.524 
0.0296 0.813 0.00053 0.928 0.310 o.44o 0.00068 0 .739 0.432 0.98263 0.0086 0.510 
0.0892 0.643 o.ooo48 0.861 0.357 0.296 0.00055 0 .661 0.476 0.97829 0.0095 0.484 
0.1735 0.456 0.00042 0.781 o.4io 0.184 o.ooo44 0 .584 0.517 0.97395 0.0106 0.447 





Table 6 l . Ve loc i ty , Temperature, and Concentra t ion P r o f i l e s in 
the Liquid Phase: Benzene-Toluene, D' = 0.03825 
f t . , u ' = 25 f t . / s e c , Re = 28967, Pr = 4 . 1 1 , 
W„, „ = 0 .50 , T' = T' = §07.3° F , T' = 180° F , 
Tol "dp w 
Sc = 0.621, Sc, = 8.79, C = Weight fraction 
g i 
toluene, q = Interface 
z' in feet R UxlO5 VxlO10 T C 
0.137 0.997902 521 -843 0.139 0.56390 
0.995805 995 -3381 0.279 0.56387 
0.993707 l4l8 -7627 0.419 0.56380 
0.991610 1792 -13599 0.557 0.56365 
0.989512 
q 
2117 -20455 0.695 0.56343 
0.518 0.995805 1008 389 0.172 0.55963 
0.991610 1817 1553 0.344 0.55958 
0.989512 2l48 2422 0.430 0.55953 
0.985317 2659 4733 0.601 0.55935 
0.9832l9q 281+0 6083 O.687 0.55923 
I.472 0.995805 1137 517 0.122 0.55291 
0.989512 2470 324o 0.306 0.55285 
0.985317 3110 6363 0.428 0.55275 
0.983219 3355 8318 0.490 0.55268 
0.976926 
q 
3790 15641 0.673 0.55235 
2.683 0.997902 654 94 0.051 0.54689 
0.991610 2320 1503 0.203 0.54686 
0.983219 3845 6035 0.407 0.54669 
0.976926 4464 n44o O.560 0.5464o 
0.972731 
T. 
^625 15913 0.661 0.54611 
4.580 0.995805 1395 266 0.086 0.539^ 
0.989512 3117 1666 0.215 0.539^0 
0.976926 5215 8108 0.474 0.53901 
0.972731 5513 11345 O.560 0.53875 
0.968536 5610 15066 0.646 0.53843 
Table 62. Velocity, Concentration and Temperature Profiles in the Vapor 
Phase: Benzene-Toluene, D' = 0.03825 ft., u' =25 ft./sec, 
Re = 28967, Pr. = 4.11, T' = 207-3° F., T' = l80° F, 
g I o w 
W, Tol 
= 0.50, Sc = 0.621, Sc = 8.79, C = Weight fraction 
toluene. 
R = 0. 0 .R.=.0.45... ,, R = 0.75 
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